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J^^ II rise, please. The Omni science
#^^^ court is now in session. On
m % the calendar for this month's
agenda are some of the ihorniesl scientific/'

legal problems our society will face in

the coming decades: Who really has the

rights to a child born of a surrogate

parenting? Should genetically engineered
organisms be created? Should they be
patented? Is a national computerized file

on criminals a threat to due process
and citizens' rights to privacy?

To try to get answers to questions such
as these, we asked Omni writer Ed Regis
to help us convene what may well be
the world's first science court. In 'A Science
Court" (page 40) you can read the articu-

late and often ou:spoKon opinions of

ten luminaries, including; Sheldon
Glashow, Nobel laureate and professor of

physics at Harvard; Stephen Hawking,
the brilliant British theoretical physicist;

artificial inlellgeree pioneer Seymour
Papert of MIT; and Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory associate director emeritus

Edward Teller, of star wars fame.

The much grander problem of world

peace was on writer A.J.S. Rayl's mind as
she crisscrossed the United States trying

lo answer the deceptively simple

question, What is the future of the world-

peace movement? "I had no idea what
a massive undertaking it would be," she
says oi her article "The Peacemakers"
(page 64). For one thing, she found four

times as many peace-activist groups
today as there were five years ago. For
12 OMNI

another, ihe quest for global peace is a
much more complex and sophisticated

undertaking than it was in the past.

Unlike the single-issue protest marches
of the Sixties and Seventies, the world-

peace movement is a multi-issue effort

bringing togelher peaceniks in the United

States, Germany, and even the Soviet

Union. They are all members of an
electronic network keeping in constant

touch via computer bulletin boards,

videophones, and satellite hookups. And
everyone from Kris Kristofferson to the

daughter of arms merchant Adnan
Khashoggi is becoming part of this global

movement. (One of the stranger experi-

ences Rayl reca.ls was amending a party

of peace acliv :sts in '.he push Beverly
Hills home of the munitions dealer.)

That cheering you hear in the

background is the sound ol scientists

reacting to the news thai this will be the

last year in office for Senator William

Proxmire. Every month for the past 13

years Proxmire has been bestowing
his Golden Fleece Awards on federally

funded projects he considers a ridiculous

waste of the taxpayers' money. And over
the years scen'iric researchers have
gotten their share of these demeaning
"awards." Well, Proxmire is retiring, and
with him go his Fleeces. Writer Doug
Stewart tracked down some humiliated

Golden Fleece recipients of years past.

Sicwar I s conclusion after working on
"Fleece Chief" (page 56): "There's no
middle ground nere P'oxmire has no

regrets about what he did, and the scien-

tists still think they were wronged."
A kind ol scientific swashbuckling the

senator would never approve of is

presented in "Headset" (page 82), a

compact little techno-thriller by author Pat
Cadigan; and thrills of another kind are
neatly wrapped up in harlan ellison's

twisty, turny conundrum "The Avenger of

Death" (page 48). And oh, by the way,
thai spelling—using lowercase letters in

mr eilison's name— is not a typographical

error. Throughout 'Avenger" he insisted

on spelling God with a small g, When
asked why, he explained that as an atheist,

he wouldn't capitalize what he didn't

believe in. So in the interest of giving (big

G) God equal time, we have reproduced
here the way the deity might choose
lo spell'the name of the author of 'Avenger"

if He (or She— let's not be sexist) didn't

happen to believe in harlan ellison.

A spiritual confrontation of another kind

is in store for those interested in finding

out what kind of mind produces some of

the most fantastic, dragons in the world
of science-fiction art. Writer Nina Guccione
tracked the dragons in the pictorial "On
Dragons' Wings" (page 68) to their lair on
the West Side of Manhattan and inter-

vened [heir creator, dragon mistress

flowena Morrill. Finally, our interview

subject this month is past-life aficionado
Ian Stevenson (page 76). He discusses

with writer Meryle Secrest what il has
been like to be a pioneer in such a fasci-

nating and controversial field.DO
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KGGpingthe Faith

It was great to read your October 1987
issue, with its discussions of the New
Age. I appreciate the relative neutrality

you showed in light of the widening gap
between skeptics and believers. Explora-

tion of the new always requires a level

of faith. The old adage "I'll believe it when
I see it" must be modified for the New
Age to Til see it when I believe it."

Eric Alan Braun
Port Washington. NY

I enjoyed reading your anniversary issue,

especially the articles on the New Age
movement and some ot the prominent

channelers of the day. The articles seemed
skeptical but also sensitive to why people
get involved. Your writers found the self-

love aspect of these groups narcissistic;

bul with so much stress and so little

love in the world, is it any wonder that

people are moving from relationships with

others that are proving unfulfilling to

relationships with ourselves, where at

least we have a chance?
Jim Carruth

Los Angeles

9999999
I just recently purchased your ninth-

anniversary issue and found it interesting

because the number 9 is a special one
to me. I was born on September 9 a! 9:00

a m,, and in 1999 I will be thirty-nine.

According to a numerology chart I saw,

my name also configures to the number 9.

So happy birthday, Omni\ Nine is

definitely a good year.

Scott T Kichman
Jacksonville, NC

Communist Cattle

I cannot retrain from writing after reading

"Castro's Science" [Earth. October
1987]. It is obvious that Bill Lawren's facts

about Cuba come straight out of Fidel

Castro's propaganda ministry.

Befofe Castro, Cuba had a thriving

cattle industry that did not need "science"

to produce enough meat to satisfy the

population. Now, alter killing most of the

cat-tie herds with their incompetence,

the Cubans are starving, and il is seldom
thai they see any kind of meat on their

tables except the rotten canned Russian
kind. And on and on, ,

.

Dr. Candida G. Siere

Beachwood, OH

Wrong Channel
It does not matter that J. Z Knight is

making a fortune, has a house that looks

like one huge boudoir, practices her

voice in secret, and utters mane answers
to inane questions ["Channelers,"

October 1987].

Wake up, Omni. You have a chance to

look ahead at something far broader
than the persona :

inanc & wealth of one
channeled Stay in the front row of science

and look at a whole plethora of possibili-

ties that is just beginning to grow.

Philip Dunn
Zug, Switzerland

As with ail other systems of spiritual faith,

those combined in the New Age are

based on fear and ignorance, evidenced
by the oddball collection of fading, fright-

ened, bubbleheaded media stars who
swell its ranks. These "channelers" may
consider themselves humble servants to a
higher force, but I don't recall reading

how Jesus Christ or Muhammad charged
$250 for advice on sick houseplants or

winning the lottery.

J. M. Schell

Denver

Back-Lasch

Christopher Lasch concludes in the last

paragraph of "Soul of a New Age" [October

1987] that "the only corrective to the

ersatz religions of the New Age is a return

to the real thing." What is- "the real thing"?

The Coca-Cola company says that Coke is

"the real thing."

R. Farina

Oracle, AZ

A Nuclear Reaction

As a nuclear engineer, I was involved in

the decisions 40 years ago that led to the

requirement to have reinforced concrete

and steel containment buildings

CONTINUhUOiS'PAGL ua



YANKEE INGENUITY

FDRunn

The state of good old American
know-how is in crisis. We seem to

have lost those ingenious inven-

tors of yesterday, people like Thomas
Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, and Eli

Whitney. Where are all the gadgets and
machines—the cotton gin. the electric

light bulb, the phonograph—that made
life simpler as well as more fun and put

money in our national pocket to boot? "The

inventive spirit in America is waning,"

says Donald J. Quigg. assistant secretary

and commissioner of patents and trade-

marks. 'And our major trading partners are

taking over technology leadership in the

world," Consider: Of the 76.800 U.S.

patents issued in 1986. 44 percent—
almost half—were issued to foreigners,

compared with 20 percent in 1965. "We
need fast, aggressive action to revive the

great American spirit of creativity, origi-

nality, and free enterprise," Quigg says.

And so the U.S. Patent Model Founda-
tion, a nonprofit organization, launched
Invent America!. The program was started

in 1986 and involved 10,000 of the

nation's elementary and junior high

schools. The goal: to invite America's 30
million schoolchildren to get onboard
and invent something, anything.

In the spring of 1987, 4,000 American
students from kindergarten through

eighth grade submitted their inventions to

be judged in regional contests. The
regional champs gathered last June for

the national runoffs in Washington, DC.
Brian Lloyd, inventor from Jacksonville

Beach, Florida, constructed a polyvinyl

chloride (PVC) artificial reef (ten by ten by
five feet] to attract and breed a flagging

grouper and snapper population. "I

used PVC because it's lightweight, porta-

ble for a fisherman with a small boat,

and inexpensive to build and transport,"

says the fourteen-year-old, who just

applied for a patent. A number of

commercial firms are interested.

"Most of these children aren't going to

grow up to be inventors, but we hope
they will have-learned to rely on their own
resources," says Nancy Metz, Invent

Americal's executive director. Metz
believes the program fills a longtime void
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in teaching critical and creative thinking

skills in American schools. "We are,"

she says, "in an era of complacency. As a

nation, we've been resting on our laurels."

From a virtual obsession with invention

in the late 1800's, we have drifted further

and further into the background. Why''

Patent commissioner Quigg points to a

shift in corporate and industrial priorities

as the primary cause of the decline.

Dollars once allocated for research and
development (R&D), the bedrock of

invention, are spent in leveraged buyouts
and Wall Street takeovers. Quigg also

believes the shift from a manufacturing to

a service economy, the flight of manufac-
turers to cheap labor markets overseas,

and an emphasis on quick profit are other

culprits in the demise of R&D. "One of

the worst degrees ever devised in this

country was the MBA program," Quigg
says. "We teach people to value short-term

profits in industry." Without funding for

applied research, we will never regain our

competitive edge in the world market.

he notes.

Dick Rulan, who with copilot Jeana
Yeager flew around the world on one tank

of fuel in their plane, Voyager, is a spokes-

person for Invent America!. "Our govern-

ment doesn't support adventure

anymore. We've go; io eliminate the phrase

status quo from our vocabulary, and
here's where we begin doing that." he

says, gesturing to the surrounding gadgets
and drawings by the kids at the awards
ceremonies.

Rutan is serious, as are the founders of

Invent America!. And it's to Japan that

many experts suggest we look for

guidance in getting back on track. "In

194' Japan established an invention

program," says Metz. "and everybody

—

kids, college professors, the average
citizen—participates." Industry, govern-
ment, and education support :he endeavor.

For all the bad news, there is still hope
that a culture of creativity can be brought

back to life in. the United States. Invent

America!, encouraged by the initial

response Irom teachers and students,

expects to entice 16,000 kids in 1988. And
from the looks of the 1987 national

winners' inventions- each received a

S500 bond and a personally engraved
medallion—the American tradition of

inventiveness is just lying dormant.

Lindsay Wilson, a kindergartner from

Tualatin, Oregon, designed a Toddler's

Plate that sticks to a high chair by suction

cups. Fork and spoon are connected
to the plate by extension cords. "My sister

always threw her food on the floor, and
then we had to clean up," she says.

Wheel Alignment Stopper (WAS) solves

a basic problem kids face. "My bicycle

wheel would turn out when I put it away in

the crowded garage.' says Dave Ott. a
second grader tro-- Newtown Square,

Pennsylvania. "Now it doesn't, so my
parents cart't yell about the scratches on

the car anymore." Made of wood, Velcro.

and a metal bracket, WAS lines up the

front wheel of the bike with the bike's

body and locks it in place.

Lisa Labadie. a third grader from Tulsa,

dyed salt red so sodium-conscious
diners will know just how much they're

using. "Visible Salt is especially useful for

eggs and potatoes," says Labadie.

A tourth grader t.-om Somorville, New
Jersey designed School Bus Safety

Control Board, a light panel that indicates

which seat belt on a bus is unfastened.

"The driver can't control the kids," says

Krissy Berglund. who is applying for a
pawi and already has interest Irom the

Bluebird School Bus Company.
Swivel Head Rest is a traveler's dream

come true.-A slightly cushioned panel

on a swivel screw. Michael Oliveras's

headrest lies belween airplane seats when
not in use; when a traveler wants a nap,

he simply pulls the headrest up and
conks out. The fifth grader from Brooklyn

has had some nibbles from the airlines

for his invention.

Invent America! may not be as dramal c

as a billion-dollar budget increase for

NASA, but it lays the foundation for a whole

new approach tc p'Oblem solving. "If

we can leach children to think analytically

on a day-to-day basis, from kindergarten

through high school," says Quigg, "then I

think we can solve a lot of problems in

this country."—Ann HomadayDQ



COMIC REALITY

By Dane Hall

Traditionally, comic books have
been filled with iales of one-
dimensional, brightly costumed

characters bat'.ling ne'ar uus villains in the

name of juslice. Escapist fun. to be sure.

But if readers wanted real and identifiable

characters, they'd have been better off

With a romance novel. Aclion, and not

necessarily ihe people inside the

costumes, has always been the drawing

card for children who read comic books.

Today, however, the comic book indus-

try is responding to the diverse demands
of an expanding readership—children,

teenagers, and, increasingly, adults in their

twenties. And writers are injecting a
good dose ol realism into the story lines.

According to M. Thomas Inge, profes-

sor of humanities at Randolph-Macon
College, the American concept of super-
heroes lies in the psychological adjust-

ments the country's early settlers made as
they moved into a strange and hostile

environment. "It helps to compensate with

some kind of fantastic figure," says Inge,

editor of the Handbook ol American
Popular Culture (Greenwood Press). "Even

Davy Crockett takes on a superhero

persona, particularly in tales where he
stops the flow of rivers, rides an alligator

up Niagara Fails, and affects the earth's

rotation." Comic books also presenl ways
for children to deal wilh Ihe real world.

The trouble with comic book superhe-
roes. however, has always been what
lo do with them between phone booths.

With the trend toward credibility, "you

must have better writing, and you have to

have a motivation tor the characters'

behavior," says former Marvel editor in

chief Jim Shooler. While the fun and
adventure remain, superheroes
Ihemselves are becoming three-dimen-

sional characters, with personal lives

beyond their death-defying feats. In "The
Fantas-ic Four." lo' example Susan
Richards suffers a miscarriage as a result

of her activities as the Invisible Woman.
Her son, moreover, wonders why his

mother and father (the elastic Mr. Fantastic)

are seldom home".

"It's my responsibility to be as straight

as possible with the readers," says Louise
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Sinnonsen, writer of Marvel's "Power Pack,"

whose central characters are four siblings

ranging from six to thirteen years old.

"Kids are very aware of what's happening
in the world, as well as their own vulnera-

bility to real-life villains like child molesters

and drug pushers."

Today's comic books are confronting

the kinds of social issues thai have often

appeared on evening news broadcasts.

In a recenf "Power Pack" plot, for example,
Simonsen involved the oldest member
in ihe destruction of a crack ring that was
dealing the highly potent form of cocaine

to children. And in books such as "Cloak
arc Dagger" and "The New Mutants"

(boih from Marvel) and "Lois Lane" (DC
Comics), writers .nave adcl'cssod child

abuse, missing children, teenage suicide,

and other issues.

Marvel's new "Nam," wrilten by two
Vietnam veterans, tells the history ol the

war and includes episodes about drug

abuse and human nghls violations. The
superhero group of "X-Men," also from

Marvel, appeared in a special issue

concerning the African famine, and DC

Comics' "Teen Titars" cicall w th South
African aparlheid.

"In the case of apartheid I couldn't

have the superhero flying around, blasting

away, and changing the political climale,

but I could get her involved in the problem
on a personal level," says writer Man/
Wolfman about the "Teen Titans" issues.

"You have to narrow the focus so thai

the story line doesn't force you to rid Ihe

world ol the larger problem, which wouldn't

be realistic at all. So I try to fell the story

from the point of view of someone learning

about a particular subject, and at Ihe

same lime the reader learns about it, too."

Realism has appeared in comics
bclore, ot course. In the Sixlies and
Sevenlies scich topics as civil rights and
drugs were common in books like Denny
O'NelTs "Green Lani em/Green Arrow."

But it was Star. Lee'; "Spi'.fcmian'' that

influenced Ihe modern mold, with readers

being able to relate to ihe battles involv-

ing family obligations and educafion.

Comic book publishers had introduced

social issues like racism even earlier. In

1954, however, a Senate investigation

—

headed by the late senator Estes Kefauver
of Tennessee and spurred by parental

concern about the real-life subject matter

then appearing in comic books—estab-

lished Ihe Comic Book Code of Authority.

Publishers began submitting all material

for review and Clanging o r ceieting

objcclionable material including any
mention of corrupt authority, divorce,

drugs, or sex, for example. "Doing that

pretty much shut out any suggcslion
of real life and created an oversimplified

comic book world," Inge says.

The situation changed when the United

States Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare approached Lee to do a

special issue of "Spiderman" involving the

subject of drugs. Although it violated

the code, Lee had governmental authority

backing him, and the industry began
following Spiderman's example, reintro-

ducing socially conscious topics.

Most writers continue to view themselves

primarily as entertainers, and the faniastic

element is still paramount in many books
like "Transformers" (Marvel) and "Blue
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EARTH
By Peter Aleshire

Issa
KL.bo s:ocd qi.iety near tno thatched

hut of a Kenyan wiich doctor, a "Bwana
Mganga," and watched a woman dump

a basket of cashew shells inio the pond
at the edge of the village. The University of

California al Berkeley chemist sensed
something big in the cashew dumping and
began to quGstion the villagers aboul
the incident. Months laler. back in his lab

at Berkeley, he discovered that a chemi-
cal extracted from cashew shells kills

mosquito larvae.

The forty-eight-year-old Japanese-
born chemist has been treed by water
buffalo and run off by a leopard. He
has journeyed into the head of the

Amazon, haggled with shrewd traders for

bits of plants in Indonesian bazaars,

and gossiped long into the African night

with witch doctors— all in a determined
search for new medicines and pesticides.

In the battle against disease and pests,

medical and ag neutral researchers

have spent billions of dollars trying to lind

the secret properties—both curative

and lethal—of plants. The ingredients of

. many pharmaceutical ciugs are deriva-

tives of substances obtained from Mother
Nature. The revolution in agriculture—
our ability to feed nearly 5 billion people

—

is due to the efforts of plant biologists

and chemists like Kubo.

He has published 140 scientific papers
describing his discoveries: chemicals
that can kill the boll weevil (our nation's

leading cotton pest), stop the bacteria that

cause tooth decay, attract termites to

traps, and sterilize cockroaches. He has
isolated such new antibiotics as polygo-

dial and naesanin at a time when bacteria

are becoming more resistant to the major

antibiotics commonly prescribed.

Kubo's track record impresses federal

grant givers; and today he presides

over an international, seven-member
research team from the Netherlands,

Japan, Malaysia, China, and the United
States, as well as frequent collaborators

from Africa and South America. They
receive hundreds of thousands of dollars

in assorted grants every year and
routinely make important new discoveries

among the roughly 200 new planls-they
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screen annua.y. Kubo's lab is stocked
with high-tech machinery, relrigerators full

of exotic leaves, and multitiered insect

condos where caterpillars munch on food

pellets designed to kill them.

Every year Kubo takes three or four

trips to the jungles of Africa and South
America to find new plants and talk to

native healers. "I must maintain my
relationship with the native healers," he
says. The personal network of herbalists,

his research base," is crucial to his

work. "It's a delicate procedure," says
Kubo. "You can't just walk up to a Bwana
Mganga and ask for his drug list. Native

healers are as jealous of their secrets

as any drug company. They offer infor-

mation very slowly— one plant at a time—
and only after they trust you."

.When Kubo has identified a plant, he
follows a meticulous pattern of research.

Me brings hack several pounds of the

sample, whetner r.'s cashew nuts or the

leaves of a shrub. The sample is ground up
and fed to one of several types of insects

in the lab—caterpillars, for instance. If

the plant affects the insects—so that they

Kobe's 'jr.iveiaii i-Jai'jrc

die or lose their reproductive capacity

—

more of the sample is used to brew a
methanol tea. The methanol leaches out
the active chemicals, is evaporated,

and leaves behind a tarlike sludge.

This chemical tar is diluted and run

through a separation process called

chromatography in which a variety of

solvents—including hexane, chloroform,

ethyl acetate, and water—filler the tar.

Each solvent binds to different sorts

of chemicals. When the solvents evaporate,

Kubo's team tests the tar residue on the

insects to determine which of the chemi-
cals is the active ingredient.

Today Kubo and researchers like him
are worried. In fact, it may be too late

to harvest -the genetic diversity or \ne rain

forests, which contain al least half of

the earth's estimated 5 million species.

"We are," says Kubo, "like farmers lending

crops in the middle of a war zone." Every

day the tropical rain forests are disap-

pearing—at a rate ol 30 acres a minute.

According to Kubo. serious questions
about turning rain forest land into farms or

cattle ranches are not being addressed.
No one wants to hear that a rain forest,

once plowed under, is unsuitable land for

growing crops or raising cattle—after

the first couple of years. For years the

teeming organisms that have lived in the

bed of the rain forest have utilized all

the nutrients that under normal conditions

would create a rich, deep topsail.

Because the topsoil is so poor in nutrients,

farmers and cattle ranchers can hope
for only a few years of good crops or

grazing land.

"These facts are hard to explain to local

people, who are starving," says Kubo.
"They need food. today, not tomorrow. They
need fhese farms and ranches.

I can't

handle that. When it comes to politics. I

don't know what to do."

Perhaps. Kubo suggests. I enough
oeople real zc how fast our natural

resources are being wasted, realistic

solutions that benefit the people and save
the rain forests could be adopted. "But
that's a big concern," Kubo says, "one for

the country, the United Nations— not

just lor one professor. "DO



ROBOT OBSERVATORIES

By Steve Nadis

Contrary to [he popular image, the

modern working astronomer is

seldom a solitary stargazer whiling

away long, lonely nights peering through

a telescope on some chilly mountaintop.

Today professional astronomers spend
relatively little time—maybe a week per

year at a major observatory—watching
stars. And even then most of their time will

be spent in a windowless room looking

at a computer screen.

The days of "shivering at the business
end of a telescope are over," declares

astronomer Stephen Maran of the Goddard
Space Flight Center in Maryland. Indeed,

theoretical astrophysicist Subrahrnanyan
Chandrasekhar, who won a 1983 Nobel
prize for his theories on the evolution

of white dwarfs, has never even looked

through a telescope.

Because of work conducted by two
amateur astronomers, the days are lading

fast when anyone will have to go to an
observatory. In a small building on top of

Mount Hopkins in Arizona sits an obser-

vatory of three telescopes with no human
operators. Called APTs (for automatic

photometric telescopes), the first two
were designed by Louis Boyd and Russell

Genet, two electrical engineers with a
lcrg-:-::ardng passion for astronomy.

(Photometry is a branch of astronomy that

uses photoelectric sensors to measure
the amount of light coming from stars.) For

two years the Mount Hopkins APTs have
been scanning the skies for variable

stars—stars that change in brightness

—

and in that lime fhey have made more"
than 500,000 measurements and discov-

ered 15 new variable stars.

It was Boyd who designed the first APT,

which he began operating in his

backyard in Phoenix in 1983. His telescope

had no eyepiece but used a light sensor
called a photometer w'nch was connected
to a personal computer. As the telescope

focuses 'on a star, the photometer
measures the star's brightness with a

series of pulses, which Ihe computer
records on a disk. The brighter the star,

the more puises :he ohoiomeler sends out.

Douglas Hall, an astronomer at Vander-

bilt University, heard of Boyd's device
and began using it to study star spots

—

the compute! count tonight?

mysterious coo-, dark -regions that may
cover up to 30 percent ol a star's surface.

Scientists are still baffled by the cyclic

behavior of stars—what causes flares, how
long their spots live, or what happens

,

when the spots die. "To find anything out

you have to study them continuously

for years," Hall says. "Even a short break
can set you back."

By 1984 another backyard astronomer,

Flussel Genet, had ns:a.led his own
APT behind his house in Fairborn, Ohio,

where he lived before moving to Arizona.

The following year, while attending a

meeting of the American Astronomical

Society in Phoenix, Genel and Boyd met
astronome; Sallic Baliunas from the

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astro-

physics (CFA). A specialist in star-spot

cycles and pulsating stars, she was
impressed by their equipment. 'After

seeing what they were doing in their

backyards, we asked them to put their

equipment on Mount Hopkins," Baliunas

says. And so at the invitation ol Baliunas

and the CFA the two installed iheir

automated telescopes in an unused
building on the Mount Hopkins complex.

Today Genet's telescope is devoted
exclusively to Baliunas's research, while

Boyd's provides data for more than a
dozen institutes in the United States.

Canada, and Europe. Early last year Hall

purchased a third APT for Vanderbilt

University and installed it on the mountain.

Today Boyd and Genet offer an APT
mail service, which they conduct in their

spare time. Any of Iheir 20 charter

subscribers can send Boyd and Genet a
list of stars he or she wants observed.

The two enter the requests in the program
for the appropriate automatic telescope,

and the computer determines which stars

can be seen on a given night. The APTs
do the rest. One night's viewing—35
separate measurements—costs only $2.

As early evening approaches, a

computer checks local weather conditions

with cloud and rain sensors, and if all is

favorable, it rolls open the roof of the

observatory. The telescopes begin their

nightly tour of Ihe heavens, starting with the

stars that will set first. Except for some
CONTINUFfiONPAGE 100



BACK FOR SECONDS

By Bill Lawren

^^fc i
:. <ty-sx he is sill hale and lit

mt^^k looking, his gray eyes piercing

# » and intelligent, his forehead

creased in a permanent expression

of surprise, as if some youthful astonish-

ment had been exhed n place. Although

he confesses to being fen pounds
heavier than he'd like, a brisk daily four-

mile walk has kept him in what he under-

slatedly calls "reasonably good shape."

(His blood pressure. 1C8-70. is that of a
teenager, and ai rest his heart rate is

an impressive 58 beals per minute.) Even
as he sils behind the desk of his Senale
office, John Gtenn gives the impression of

a restless man not fully content with his

exalted but still earthbound station in life.

Almost 26 years ago he rode the space
capsule Friendship 7 around the earth

and into history, becoming trie tirst Ameri-

can to complete a full orbit of our planet.

Even with the passage of time, the after-

glow of that first, and only, trip into space
has lingered. Not surprisingly, today

Glenn still taks about gong back up.

"If NASA ever s'ans a geriatrics program
for astronauts," he told reporters on
February 20, 1987. at the celebration of

the twenty-fifth anniversary of his flight, "I

want to be first in line." In an exclusive

interview- with the former astronaut in his

office, Glenn elaborated on his views

on space; his drear'" of making another

trip to orbit, his thoughts on the Challenger

accident, and his opinion as to what
direction the space program should take

in the post-Challenger era.

"If we have a permanently orbiting

space station," he begins, "and NASA
wants a secondhand astronaut up there

to measure the effects of a month of

weightlessness, I'd be ready to go."

Why would a man who is a national

hero, a former candidate for the highest

elected office in the land, and a mover
and shaker of his nation's affairs want to

risk everything to indulge in what a

naysayer might consider a childish

fantasy? Partly, he says, he wants to be
actively involved in the "exhilarating

progress" the space program has made
since his triumphant ride. And partly there

is a personal reason. When he talks
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about his ride, one hears m his words ihe

wisttulness that seems to ailiicl all those

who have viewed our planet from the

great outside. "When you're up there,"

G enr says "and you see a sunrise

or sunset refracted through Ihe atmos-

phere, you realize how thin the

atmosphere really is and what a fragile

little craft we live on. It changes you," he
says, coming as close as he can to

expressing the inexpressible.

These answers, one senses, are deeply

personal, shaped by an experience that

is essentially rnys-.oal and. ultimately,

indescribable. But on a more objective

level, Glenn has other opinions to offer. In

the lirst place, he thinks the decision to

put a nonprofessional astronaut on the ill-

!a:e-ti Chaiienqer was a se'ious mistake.

The slot occupied by the nonprofessional

should have been filled by a scientific

researcher. As for the accident itself, he

sees that as one of the risks inherent

in the space program. "There was a lot of

questioning after the Apollo launchpad
fire," he says. In the broader context

of history he points out this is the unfortu-

Glenn ihe eternal

nate price we must occasionally pay for

trying to advance, to learn.

He also has definite opinions about the

long-term goal? of ".he space program.
He does no! favor a manned Mars mission

before the year 2000— "fantastically

expensive," he explains. He reserves his

enthusiasm and support for constructing

a permanent orb-ting space station and
for buildin'g a lunar base. On the moon we
could establish a beachhead from which
we might launch deep-space probes.

But wha! about his own personal quest?

Is NASA willing to give its most distin-

guished graduate a second chance? It's

possible. According to NASA physician

and flight surgeon ;>ew Gahey, who is

himself slated for a Spacelab trip in Ihe

early Nineties, Glenn's- age is not a factor:

It's physical'standards, not age, that

matter. It would depend on a physical, If

he could pass that and pass a stress test,

I don't think he would be denied access
on the basis of his age." In fact, veterinary

researcher Robert Phillips, who is sched-
uled to fly with Gafney on the same
mission, will be almost sixty years old

when he goes up.

To date Glenn has not submitted a
formal application, but it is apparent from

talking with him that it is on-his mind.

That being the case, what would Glenn
dp if presented with what would be for him
the ultimate dilemma: a choice between
anolher chance to fly in space and the

presidency of the United Stales?

His response is a sly one. From Ihe

enigmatic way he answers, it's difficult to

tell whether he is talking about his own
asorations or making a lightly veiled

critical comment about the present

administration."! think," he says with the

suggestion of a' smile, "that the President

should definitely go into space."

MIR ALERT

You can track the Soviet space station

Mir as it passes over your area. The
National Space Society is offering a special

Mir Watch information number you can
call to be told where to look lor Mir in

your sky. Call (202) 546-6010 between
9:00 a m. and 6:00 rm. Eastern time.OQ
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THE CONSTANCY OF ITS AFFECTIONS

I

can't stand it!" he said. "She wants A. I give her A. Suddenly

she wants 6: A has become boring." 1 was talking to a young

computer programmer, destined lor greatness it only his per-

sonal life didn't tear him apart first- He looked at me with a

kind of intensity reserved for the young, as if to say, "When does

this start to make sense?"

I tried la explain to him that people aren't computers, that his

wish for perfect constancy was a side-effect of his work. I asked

him to recall his iirst relationships, before he was exposed to the

computer. Then it struck me like a read/write head crashing into

a hard-disk platter: His first relationship was wilh a computer My
young friend: is among a new breed of humans being raised with,

almost nurtured by, compulers. And as surely as a duckling fol-

lows the first moving thing it sees, he assumes that normal hu-

man relationships are like writing a computer program.

For those of you who haven't had the programming experi-

ence, at first it's like trying to lace 500 shoes in a dark basement.

Then the computer begins to warm up to you and prints only as

many error messages as Baskm-Robbins has flavors. Then, hours

or days later, the computer decides to accept your program—

and continues to accept it forever. A parody of the ideal mistress,

it waits for the perfect with glacial serenity. Shakespeare might

as well have been thinking of the computer when he wrote, "Con-

stant you are/But yet a woman: and for secrecy,/No lady closer:

for I well believe/Thou wilt not utier what thou dost not know;/And

so iar will I trust thee, gentle Kate."

But soft; li you change a comma or a semicolon anywhere, the

ocTipu'er will nsianily know and reject you with the ferocity of a

Marine drill sergeant: syntax error in line aoo2-- bus phase er-

ror- cannot CONTINUE EXECUTION—PANIC- SYSTEM CRASH- CORE

dump-failure In the icy dispassion with which the computer reacts

to the tiniest human flaws, one message rings clear; It's all your

fault. If you were as perfect as Ihe computer, you would still have

iho.se files it just consigned to electronic oblivion.

Yet there are people out there—a lot" of them—who want noth-

ing more than to be perfect, to seduce ihe machine with their

skill. This computer-human relationship is so new we don'i have

words to describe it. If you pass an.eniire night on a porch swing

with your beloved, talking about horses and trees, words like tove

and bliss are available and more or less adequate. If you literally

forgei io eat and sleep in order to write an intellectual master-

piece of computer code, maybe obsession or fascination ap-

plies, but they don't really describe [he experience.

Maybe one of my own computer adventures will give. you a

sense of the uncanny quality that these man-machine encoun-

ters can have. A tew years ago I lived in a wood-heated cabin

on a hilltop in Oregon, where I was writing a word-processing

program. A lot of disks had been filled with code in a few days,

a lot of sleep and meals missed. My sole aim was to create this

wonderful program, and with my Apple humming away on power

from a portable gas generator, I felt completely removed from

the mortal world, in a kind of rapture.

Outside, a storm blew in as I worked. Then baml—lightning

struck a tree just outside the house. Sparks flew all over my desk,

zapping my pile of backup disks and resetting the computer lo

its dumbest state. As I got up off the floor, I realized I might have

lost all copies of my great program. Suddenly and thoroughly

mortal again, I began issuing a barrage of commands io the

computer to !ry to save its memory of my program. I
tried about

a half dozen truly arcane things, without effect, Then I found a

command that worked. Trie-screen filled with the program, jusi

as I had left it. I
stepped back. The computer had crashed blindly

into nature and survived. Its little red lights were blinking, iis disk

drive spinning. How can I say it? I was in love.

Even so, my fondness for people came before my fondness

for computers, and .after that first infaiuation waned a bit, I real-

ized I
remained more attached to humans than to machines.

Starting with old vacuum-lube radios that needed "warming up"

until they glowed with soft, internal light, 1 have seen a lot of

technology in my life. Unlike my young friend, I've had time lo

adjust to the sheer behavioral distance between compulers and

people, to learn that quirky human nature is, after all, my nature.

Maybe somebody should organize a seminar for him and pre-

sent humans as a technical breakthrough. It's true we're kind of

old-fashioned—we need lime to warm up—but on a porch swing

in the moonlight, we have no equal. Consider: Powered only by

lemonade, we can imagine Ihe inside of a star—PAUL LUTUS

Paul Lutus is me author of Apple. Wriler, one of the best-selling

word-processing programs of all lime.
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PYRAMIDS FOR TOXIC
WASTES?

Chemist Joseph Davidovits

of Barry College near Miami

has creaied a substance thai

he believes could safely

contain nuclear and chemical

wastes. Not only does his

geopolymer chemically bind

wilh toxic substances, but

Davidovits says there's proof

the stuff could last for thou-

sands ol years: "It's virtually

identical to cement used
to create the still-standing

pyramids ol Egypt."

Davidovits takes the con-

troversial position that the

massive blocks used to build
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the pyramids weren't me-
thodically quarried and
hauled to the site; instead, he

contends, they were simply

molded on the spot Irom

a concrete similar to his own
geopolymer (see "Plastic

Megaliths," February 1983).

According to his theory

the technology needed to

make this superslrong ce-

ment was probably lost

sometime after the fall of the

Roman Empire— until David-

ovits 'rediscovered it.

Canada's Center for Mineral

and Energy Technology
(CANMET) has funded re-

search to see if the material

can seal up coal tailings

contaminated wiih potash

and uranium. "In early tests,

its ability is better than any-

thing else we've looked

at," comments CANMETs
Gordon Fiitcey.

Research assistant Margie

Morris, who works with

Davidovits. says using gee-

polymers to contain toxic

substances can't come a

momenl too soon: "Portland

cement was used to entomb
the Chernobyl reactor. Heat

plus that cold, moist climate

will eventually spell disaster

for that stuff. We'd. sure like to

see Chernobyl reburied

with geopolymers."

—Sherry Bake

BEYOND USER
FRIENDLY

Manufacturers of computer
software like to brag about

their products' "friendliness "-

tomer can both learn and use

the program. Now Ihere's a

new piece o!.software being

developed by a British com-
pany that promises to go well

beyond mere friendliness:

The program can actually as-

sess the capability of its

user, Ihen frame the comput-
er's responses in a way
that even a novice will be

imbus

le, for

example, a new astronaut in

training who is getting ready-

far a simulated takeoff. The
computer tells him to verify

that ihe spacecraft's doors

are closed. The confused

astronaut asks the computer,



"Which doors?" Because
the astronaut should know
which doors, the AUI program

is cued by his question to

"realize" thai he is what

Logica's Ged Morhsroe calls

an "unsophisticated user."

So the program will go to a

more elementary level of

questions and responses

—

in this case, "The pod bay

doors, Dave"—to tell the user

what to do.

Astronauts aside, Morrisroe

thinks AUI may eventually

find a place on factory as-

sembly lines and in industrial

training centers. Beyond

that, he sees the possibility

that the program could

eventually help beluddled

mathophobes do spread-

sheets—or even aid post-

Luddite writers in the master-

ing of devilish word-process-

ing programs.—Bill Lawren

THE BIGGEST
SUPERCONDUCTOR

This past year the discov-

ery of materials that super-

conduct electricity at relatively

high temperatures made
headlines. And now some
geologists, including the

University of Minnesota's

James Stout, think that por-

tions of the earth may behave

as a giant superconductor.

The theory hinges on

the recent discovery that

most of the earth's man tie

—

the 1 ,740 miles of inner

Earth that lie between the

central core and the outer

crust—is made up of rock

that has been squeezed into

a.crystalline structure known

as perovskite. This structure,

it turns out, is remarkably

similar to that of the newly

discovered superconductors,

leading Stout and others to

speculate that superconduc-

tivity may be a naiural feature

ot the inner earth.

The theory could easily be

tested by compressing
perovskite rock to manilci;ke

pressures, then shooting

electricity through it, "The

general feeling," Stout says,

"is that the rock would be-

come more conductive," That

could mean the earth's

magnetic field, which is

thought to be proc'

by the roiling

molten iron that

outer core, is

ated by superconducted

electricity. This mUurn could

lead to a new understanding

oi the dramatic reversals

of the earth's magnetic field,

which happen every 10

million years or so. With the

next reversal predicled

(oronly about 2,000 years

from now, such understand-

ing. might help society pre-

pare for the global navigar

tional. disruptions that will

.undoubtedly occur when
magnetic north becomes
magnetic south.- -Bill Lawren

BODY WARS

By October 1989 visitors to

Walt Disney's Epcot Genter

in Lake Buena Vista, Florida,

will be able to journey through

the human body via a mo-

tion-based film simulator

at an exhibit tentatively called

Body Wars.

Even by Disney standards

this one should be a hum-

dinger, ft will put the cus-

tomers into one of four 40-

person theaters, each of

which— like a huge tlight

simulator—can- tilt into any

number of attitudes. With the

theater moving in sync to a

70mm movie, the audience

will feel as if it were inside a

human body, traveling from

the middle ear down through

liie throat, lungs, heart, and
bronchial tubes, before

exiting through the brain in a

hyperspace jump.

More than ten years in- the

making. Body Wars will be

part of an entirely new Epcot

Wonders of Lite pavilion,

according to the office of Paul

rector of com-

pany relations for Walt Disney

imagineenng in Glendale,

Calitornia, Among other

things, at the pavilion you'll

be able to visit Cranium

Command—featuring a

comedy troupe that will dem-
onstrate the mind's relation-

ship to a variety of bodily

functions— and stop, at the

Fitness Fairgrounds
—

"a

fun house oi the five senses."

Disney will not give cost

eslimaies ror the Wonders of

Lite project except to say

trial earlier futuristic pavilions

at Epcot have run anywhere

from $60 million to $80 mil-

lion, and this one- will cost at

least that much.

—George IMobbe

"The Suture, according to

some scientists, will be
exactly like the past, only far

more expensive."
—John Sladek

"A man can no mors possess

a private religion than he

can possess a private sun or

moon."

—G. K. Chesterton
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PUNCH-DRUNK ALERT

A small plastic box housing

sophisticated optomet de-

testing equipment may never

banish the cauliflower ear

or thebashed-in nose, but it

could nonetheless become
standard ringside parapher-
nalia at prizefights.

The box, with its protruding

eyepieces, infernal display

screen, and self-contained

apparatus for tesiing visual

acuity, is four times more
sensitive than standard

measuring techniques, some
of which date back to the

18'60's. according to Dr. Leon
Revien, a Great Neck, Long
Island, optometrist for the

New York Islanders' hockey
team. He thinks Ihe device.

developed with Islanders

team physician Jeffrey Min-

Kofl arid funded by Gerald

Fefnerman ol Safety Perform-

ance Advancement through

Research, could warn of

incipient brain dysfunction in :

boxers during a fight.
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Their idea is to have any
fighter subjected to constant

pounding in the ring peer
into the box for 15 to 20
seconds between rounds.

testing his ability to distin-

guish between minute gra-

dations of gray displayed

on a screen inside.

Says Revien, "When the

brain cells start to scramble,

a fighter's ability to see
variations in grayishness

drops off. If an official is in

doubt about stopping a bout,

there's the instrument right

there to help him." The optom-
etrist claims that 78 percent

of all boxers begin to show
some signs ol brain dysfunc-

tion after 20 to 30 fights.

'And you never hear about

the club fighters'," he adds.

—George Nobbe

"Man is so made that when
anything Fires his sou!,

impossibilities vanish."

—Jean de la Fontaine
:

"Every hero becomes a bore
at last."

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

VETERINARIANS
PREPARE FOR
NUCLEAR WAR

You're not feeling.well,

you're depressed, and it has-

been a long time since

you've enjoyed a good, fresh-

cooked meal. You venture

put of your basement for the

first time since the bombs
dropped three weeks ago.

You see a steer drooling

blood. Should you eat it?

Veterinarians have been
worrying about such ques-
tions for you. "The veterinarian

will be very important after

a nuclear war." says Dr. Don

Seedle, a professor of veteri-

nary public health at Kansas
State University. "He'll play

a major part in the protection

of the food supply,"

Taking your animals inside.

Seedle says, will protect

them from beta radiation, the

kind that turns their hair

gray, white, or black and
makes yours fall out, Unfortu-

nately, gamma radiation.

which attacks mammalian
intestinal tracts and bone
marrow, for starters, is ex-

tremely penetrating. Burying

yourself in your concrete

basement and enclosing your

.

animals in a barn made of

the same material may help.

After a few days the radiation

in the atmosphere will have
dissipated, but.open fields

and streams will remain

contaminated for two or three

weeks. At this point even a
plywood barn will help your

stock by preventing them
from grazing. It's best, of

course, if the food and water

you give them is stored in

concrete silos. Why not build

one now. just in case?

Use your handy radioactiv-

ity meter to determine when
the radiation levels of your

stock and their gracing fields

have fallen to safe levels.

Animals that are neither ra-

dioactive nor sick are safe to

eat. But don't eat the steer

ciroo!in;.i blooc even ii its

radial on level is low: Toxins

and bacteria in a sick animal's

body can kill you. Instead

cultivate a taste for insects,

which will scarcely notice

an all-out nuclear war be-

cause their tissues are not

vulnerable to radiation.

What about Fluffy and
Fido? Plan ahead. Call the

Humane Society for educa-
tional material on disaster

planning for pets. As Seedle
says, "We have to be pre-

pared for Ihe consequences
if we can't prevent nuclear

war."—Leah Wallach

"We are on a threshold ol a
change in the universe

comparable to the- transition

homnonlitetoliie."

—Hans Moravec
(on awUaai intelligence)



THE SOUND OF
UGHTNfNG

One afternoon University

of Michigan meteorologist

Dennis G. Baker sawlighthing

hit a nearby antenna from

his office window. Just after

the lightning but before

the thunder came a split sec-

ond later, lie heard a crack-

ling sound behind him

Puzzled, he told his wife,

Anita Baker- Blocker, a spe-

cialist in human biometeorol-

ogy and psychophysics;

and the two began studying

the sound of lightning.

They found other reports

of such sounds, dating back

to I he mid-1800 's. which

made some ec:
r ly physicists

think that sound traveled

at two speeds. Baker and

Baker-B'iocker themselves first

thought microwaves pro-

duced by lightning strikes

affected" the ear directly.

because some radar opera-

tors had reported hearing

sounds. The sound of light-

ning has been recorded

on tape, however, and calcu-

lations show that lightning-

produced microwaves .are' far

too weak, instead, Baker

now points. 10 electric currents

that lightning induces in

nearby wires or other con-

. ducfbfs, causing sparks and

discharges. He says that

can explain some 90 percent

of reporis—most of which

come from people indoors,

where they are near wires.

He adds that the first reports

began appearing when
ighmng rods were becoming

commonplace.
The sound of lightning may

not be as uncommon as

the few reports would seem
to suggest. After all, these

reports have come from

people within a few hundred

feet of a lightning slrike,

and most people that close

to lightning probably are

preoccupied.—Jeff Hecht

WHERE GHOSTS COME
FROM

Psychological trauma

causes paranormal experi-

ences, says Dr. Lenore Terr of

the University of California

at San Francisco, who claims

that hallucinations following

a personally traumatic event

cause many people to see

or hear ghosts. Terr, basing

her ideas on studies of

California children kidnapped

on a school bus in 1976,

private patients, and historical

and literary sources, explains

that "vivid and repeated

memories of traumatic events

can lead to a feeling of

being haunted." Terr cites

case histories of people who
survived liery airplane

crashes, car accidents, or

childhood illnesses, and

children mauled by dogs.

Following these experiences,

some people reported hear-

ing, seeing, or smelling

"the presence of ghosts."

Terr, a psychiatrist, says

such posttraumatic reactions

can be contagious. In one

case, after a freak car acci-

dent in which a boulder

fell on an auto, crushing a

young giri's sister, the surviv-

ing child saw the "ghost"

of her sister every evening,

and so may have one of

her playmates. Her friend's

mother relused to let her

daughter play in the girl's

home, saying it was haunted.

Terr says, "In posttraumatic

cases, it is the victim, not

the house, who is haunted."

—Allan Maurer

Boo! Airplane crashes, car accidents, childhood illnesses, and

even dog attacks can lead to seeing ghosfs and ofner apparitions.
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mulual as more women enter

the workplace,"

Initial data indicate couples

tend to quickly adopt each
other's personality traits

and intellectual capabilities

during the first seven years pi

marriage, then level off for 7

to 14 years. As couples get

older and after their children

leave, they again become

Researchers say married couples grow more
eventually adoo: the sanm inwyHrs perceptions, eve

BIRDS QF A FEATHER

Social scientists have long

known that people tend to

pick partners who are similar

to themselves. Now it ap-

pears thai the longer couples

are married, the more likely

Ihey are to become like each
other, eventually having the

same thoughts, perceptions,

and even math skills.

This is the conclusion of an

ongoing study by K. Warner

Schaie. a professor of human
development, and his col-

leagues at Pennsylvania State

University. The data, which

come from a larger study

tracking the mental ability ol

people as they age, indicate
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thai wives are more likely to

change than their husbands.
Women who marry men
brighter than themselves get

Smarter, and women who
marry losers get worse,

according to Schaie.

Ann Gruber-Baldini, a
research associate of

Scheie's, indicates, however,

this finding may be a function

of the age of the couples
interviewed. All were married
prior to 1970, and the men
tended to be the primary or

only hreadwinners.

"The member of the couple
leaving the home has more
r":p;icl and irrluence," says
Gruber-Baldini. "I would
suspecl ! will oecome more

! GALACTIC ENIGM/

Astronomers looking for

faint galaxies have stumbled
onto a huge, dark, and
enigmatic spiral galaxy hiding

behind the nearby Virgo

cluster. The biggest galaxy

on record, it looks- like a case
.of arrested development.

Containing at least 100 bil-

lion solar masses the- galaxy

is more than 770.000 light-

years across Our Milky Way
galaxy is a mere 100,000

light-years across, and the

previous record is a 640,000-

iighl-year galaxy. Yet this

huge galaxy is so faint thai it

was overlooked until David

Malin of the Anglo-Australian

Observatory at Sydney
developed a method to spot

galaxies fainter than the

background sky. Even then

astronomers Ihought they

were seeing two objects—

a

distant, active galaxy and
a nearby faint one superim-

posed on it— until they

found Ihey had the same
red shi ft and were both 715

million light-years away.

The giant spiral galaxy,

called Malin 1, has a central

bulge dominated by older

slats and thus resembles
other elliptical galaxies, says

Christopher Impey of the

University of Arizona's Stew-

ard Observatory. But in Malin

1, only 20 percent of the

gas in the galactic disc has
formed stars—compared
with 90 percent in a normal
spira galaxy, says Gregory
Bdthun of the University

of Michigan in Ann Arbor.

What happened? "Some-
thing has to cause the gas to '

clump for star formation,"

Bothun says. "Some galaxies

may have internal mecha-
nisms: others may need
external triggers." If there are

many others like it, Ihey

may make up some ot the

'missing mass" that astro-

physicists have been seeking,

to resolve problems in some
of their fundamental theories

about the universe—includ-

ing gravity and the Big Bang.

—Jeff Hecht



NUDISTS VS. BIRDS

it's man versus bird at

Moonstone Beach in South

Kingstown, Rhode Island.

This time, though, there's-a

twist: The birds—lour rare

piping plover—go into battle

fully feathered, while their

human opponents are stark

raving nude.

Half of Moonstone Beach,

which is itself a part of the

larger Trustom Pond National

Wildlife Refuge, has long

been "clofhes optional," this

by a sort of unwritten under-

standing between local

nudists and the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service. But now
thai the four endangered

plover have set up house-

keeping there. Fish and
Wildlife plans to-close Moon-

stone Beach down. Although

the nesting area is already

[enced off, explains Iris

Zwillman, former assistant

manager of the wildlife refuge,

the birds leave the nesting

area lo feed along Ihe tide

fins, where nude humans

roam free. "Every time some-

one walks by," says Zwillmai

"the birds' feeding is dis-

turbed. They lose energy be-

cause they have to

away." This enert

bird

;rgy loss,

osed restric-

raffiG.

roanresented

hence the propoi

tion on human
The nudists, representee

by the 1,400-member New
England Natunsts Associa-

lion, are ready to fight. "We've

been sharing [his beach

with the birds for forty years,"

says association founder

Joseph DiPippo. "We're not

going to be pushed off

beai.it.ful oceaniront property

for the sake of four birds."

DiPippo says the association

hopes fo retain famed lawyer

and civil libertarian Alan Der-

showitz to represent them.

"We view this as a national is-

sue," DiPippo declares.

"We have a constitutional

right to beach access."

—Bill Lawren

i "When you're through

changing, you're through."

—Bruce Barton

e whorl, and the a

CONSTIPATION
FINGERPRINTS

Chronic constipation and
aijdcm.nal pain—two com-

.

mon but heretofore nearly

ui i
delectable digesiive- tract

troubles—can now be de-

tected in sufferers' flnger-

prinfs. That's the word from

Marvin Schuster, M.D.,

professor oi medicine at tfte

Johns Hopkins School of

Medicine in Baltimore.

According- to his study Of

155 pali*-.'] ils with gastroinies-

tina: (Gi) cisordeis an un-

common arched fingerprint

pattern turns up in persons

whose Gl symptoms date

from early childhood. Most

people have only loop or

who'-; 'ingerprint patterns.

Schuster, writing in the

medical journal Gasfroenter-

otogy, concludes thai finger-

prints are associated with

constipation. Congenital

maladies, at least, may be

inherited, and fingerprints will

such cases

'.on. ^e? a doctor.

have one or more digital

arches. In many such cases,

where patients were thought

to have surgical obstructions

of the intestinal tract, need-

less operations were per-

formed. "I've seen patients

with twenty or more intestinal

operations," says Schuster.

If the syndrome is congen-

ital, which Schuster believes

it is, the next investigative

step is to pinpoint an under-

lying cause—whether bio-

chemical, electrical, or some-

thing else—and find a cure,

One final note; Seven to

15 percent of the general

population have arched fin-

gerprints; but not everyone

with uncommon arched

fingerprints suffers from a

gaslNJTHDSiinal disorder.

—Michael Dale

"Every generation is born as

ignorant and as willful as

the first man."
—George Santayana

"Technology is a way of

organizing the universe so

lhal man doesn't have to

experience it."

—Max Frisch
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Halt the dappers in a recent study couli

their own clapping and even recognize ;Ik iw-j alignment used.

CLAP

Intrigued by the discovery

thai nowhere in the literature

of acoustical science is there

any reference to the act of

clapping except as an
expression of approval, Bruno

Repp of the Haskins Labora-
tories in New Haven, Con-
necticut, delved into the

subject and came up with

some curious results.

Repp put 20 subjects in a
soundproof booth and asked
them to clap at a comfortable

rate. He concluded that

hand size and configuration

might one day provide a

means of individual identifi-

cation. II could even have
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a number of commercial
applications, says the acous-
tical scientist, sounding a
trifle abashed at the thought.

Among other things, he
discovered that a comfortable

clap rate is four to.a second;

people with larger hands
are slower clappers; palm-to-

palm clapping produces a
relatively dull sound, while

finger-lo-palm clapping has
a somewhat brighter timbre;

and half the clappers in

his pilot study could identify

the sound of their own clap-

ping and even recognize

changes in the alignment of

their hands. Babies clap,

probably in glee, perhaps in

imitation of their parents,

he notes. But why is it that

clapping serves only a

rhythmic purpose in music
and is never used by com-
posers for its varying qualities

of timbre?

All of this, you mig'ht think,

would be of abiding interest

only to avid readers of the

Journal of the Acoustical

Society of America, until you
consider the possibilities.

Repp has. All of this is sheer

speculation, he admits, but

what about the potential

usetuiness of clapping

sounds programmed into

robotic designs, light

switches, key finders, or

security devices? What in-

deed.—George Nobbe

"The idea of all-out nuclear

war is unsettling,"

—Walter Goodman

THE HONEY TRAP

Attention, killer bees! You
may have had things your

way during your inexorable

migration north from South

America, but if you think that

you can. sneak into North

America unchecked, you've

got another think coming.

The U.S. Department of

Agriculture (USDA) is on the

job, and it plans, to stop

you in your vicious little tracks

at Mexico's Isthmus of Te-

huantepec. How? By erecting

a massive, multimillion-

dollar biological barrier.

The barrier, explains USDA
bee expert Hachiro Shima-

nuki. is not a physical wall or

even a humongous No-
Pesl strip. Rather it is a
20,000-square-mile bee-
regulated zone across the
isthmus: a "first line of de-

fense," in Shimanuki's words,

in which on-the-spot biolo-

gists will monitor an elaborate

system of bee traps, baited

with irresistible sex chemicals
{called pheromones) or

with hives that are suspi-

ciously free of queen bees.

The idea is to trap and then

destroy great numbers of

killer bee drones—the only

male bees that can mate and
reproduce. Biologists can
then Flood the area with

the drones of the more docile

European species, which
will then mate with killer bee
queens to produce a sweet-

hear!—or at least a less

aggressive—crossbreed.

Parts of the plan, says

Shimanuki, have already

been adopted and imple-

mented by Mexican authori-

ties. The American arm is

still waiting for money from
Congress. "We're optimistic,"

says USDA official Milt

Holmes, citing a growing
number of inquiries from in-

terested legislators. "It's a
critical problem, and Con-
gress is definitely becoming
more aware of it."

—Bill Lawren

"What is inconceivable about
the universe is that it is at

all conceivable."

—Albert Einstein

"A stitch in time would have
confused Einstein."

—Anonymous

"ft is impossible to experience

one's death objectively and
still carry a tune."

—Woody Allen

"Those who welcome death

have only tried it trom the



the subject. This is true even

when—as in the recent i

ing the teaching of "ere;

;ieiice" in the l_oi

to the pro and con arguments

ered by lawyers; but is this the

best way to decide the merits of a
"

" involving r
_:—

ntists may sometimes

,«», to file briefs before the

ipreme Court. In the Lor ~' "

law required that the biblical \

the theory of evolution—more than

denying the scientific validity of

so-called creation science. Although

the Supreme Court overturned

the

the attorneys involved had

bide by the scientists' arguments.

They could have, in fact, attached

: importance to

iy than they did to any other

kind. But what if s

\ SCIENCE

COURT



would they decide the socioscieniific is-

sues of the day?
The idea of a science court is not a new

one. In the late Sixties MIT professor Arthur
Kantrowitz proposed the idea. The science

court he envisioned would not decide cases
as a court of law does but rather would
focus on the underlying scientific facts. To-

day, for example, such a court might be
asked to decide whether the Reagan
administration's Strategic Defense Initia-

tive is scientifically feasible. In the science
court, both the judges and the advocates
would be trained scientists whose goal

would be to make public the "science" of

a given issue. In so .doing, Kantrowitz be-
lieved, (he science court would help keep
public discussions of scientific issues from
straying too far from the facts.

Although Kantrowitz's court never ma-
terialized, Onm: has borrowed Ihe idea and
asked ten of today's leading scientists how
they would decide some representative

cases involving science. Of course, we
made sure these cases 'oNected some of

the gray areas o» science, those shadowy
terrains where morality and emotion are
likely to override scientific rationalism. Four
of the cases are actual ones in the process
of litigation; Iwo are hypothetical ones that

concern issues sure to find their way to the

courts at a later date. They span the range
of scientific inquiry—from anthropology
and biotechnology to paranormal psy-
chology and computer privacy.

Seated on the Omni bench are

• Sheldon L. Glashow. Nobel laureate and
professor of physics at Harvard University

•Stephen Hawking, ineoreticai physic isl at

Cambridge University in England
• Meivin Konner (VI L)

.
processor of anthro-

pology at Emory University and author of

The Tangled Wing: Biological Constraints

on the Human Spirit

• John Money, professor omentus of med-
ical psychology and pediatrics at Johns
Hopkins University and Hospital

• Seymour Papert, professor of media
technology at the Media Laboratory at MIT
•George B. Schaller, director of science
for Wildlife Conservation International and
coauthor of The Giant Pandas of Wolong
• Roger C. Schank, professor ol computer
science and psychology at Yale University

•Edward Telier, laboratory associate di-

rector emeritus at Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory

• Robert Trivers, professor of biology at the

University of California at Santa Cruz and
author o

J

Social Evolution

•Joseph Weizenbaum, of MIT's Labora-
tory for Computer Science, inventor of the

computer psychotherapy program Eliza.

Each member ol Omni's science court

was sent a summary of the facts and is-

sues surrounding the six cases and was
asked to render decisions, explaining the

rationale behind his opinions. A few of our
justices did not do so, however, choosing
brevity instead.

^NU4L MEETING^

Some of the scientists Omni contacted
about the science court were offended by
ihe very notion and refused to participate.

Physicist Richard Feynman, for example,
felt that no amount ot scientific knowledge
would help him reach correct decisions.

"Suppose
I had one hundred percent ac-

cess to the facts," he said, "and one hun-
dred percent knowledge ol 'tie laws of na-

ture. None of this would tell me whether a
surrogate mother should keep her baby or

whether designer ani'i-ais ought to be pat-

ented." Fair enough, but our justices clearly

thought otherwise.

Let the deliberations begin.

CASE 1. SURROGATE
MOTHER CONTRACTS

In 1986 Barry and Glinda Huber of Ar-

kansas hired Laurie Yates, twenty-four, of

Ithaca, Michigan, to bear their child. Yates,

who is married, was originally eager to bear
the child and couldn't wait to tell the couple
that tests showed she was actually carry-

ing twins. Later Yates changed her mind
and decided that she wanted to keep the

twins and asked a judge to cancel her

agreement with the Hubers. The Hubers
have countersued to keep the babies.

The Issue: How should thejudge decide
the case?

Note: More than 500 babies have been
born to surrogate mothers, but compara-
tively few surrogates have changed their

minds about giving up the baby.

Glashow: For the Hubers. An agreemom
to become a su rrogate mother should be
treated like any other contract; I know of no
legal basis to do otherwise. Surrogate
motherhood is no more baby selling than
is adoption. Unwed mothers may and often

do offer their children for immediate adop-
tion in return for medical expenses and as-

surances that the child will be well cared
for. In the case of surrogacy, the genes of

the child are partly or wholly those of the

adoptive parents, so their claim io the child

is even more persuasive, li both the biolog-

ical mother and the adoptive parents enter

into the contract fully informed and of their

free wills, I cannot understand how the re-

lationship of surrogacy can be regarded
as exploitative.

Trivers: II the surrogate mother changes her

mind while she's sriiibea.' :ng ihe child, then
the bias ought to be toward her. I could
even see building into the contract a pro-

vision that she could change her mind in

the first week after birth.

Konner: Surrogate moiie.'ticcd is nol baby
selling; nor is the relationship inherently ex-

ploitative, although abuses of any relation-

ship are of course possible. It is not "like

any other contract," yet little or no new law
is necessary. Relevant precedent exists in

Ihe laws governing two situations: adop-
tion and custody battles between es-
tranged natural parents. Some states pro-

vide a grace period (six months in

California) during which a biological mother



may change her mind and reclaim her

adopied child, and a similar rule could ap-

ply to surrogacy. Alternatively, when the

adoptive father is the natural father, a court

case could rule in part on the basis of pa-

rental suitability, as in a custody case. Either

way, the law musl recognize some degree
of inalienability in biological motherhood.

Some surrogacy contracts, therefore, may
not stand, and prospective parents who
enter into them must bear this risk.

Money: It the agreement was a legal con-

tract, then it should be binding. The time to

equivocate about a legally binding con-

tract is before it is signed, not afterward.

Beforehand, the key issue is informed con-
sent. Consent cannot be fully informed

without full coverage of what might hap-

pen, in the present nsiancc nol only to the

surrogate mother but afso to her husband
or male consort, if she has one, and the

father of fertilization. For example, a woman
considering a surrogate pregnancy needs
to consider the hormonal effects of preg-

nancy on the intensity of maternal feeling.

Thus these effects should have been per-

sonally experienced in a previous preg-

nancy. Likewise, the powerful mother-child

bond that becomes established in the first

hours after delivery should have been per-

sonally known and experienced. When all

things are properly considered, surrogate

motherhood is in the same category as

giving up a baby for adoption.

Papert: Surrogate mother contracts are not

ordinary contracts. The special relation-

ship of the surrogate mother to the child

should make it possible for an escape
clause to be provided so that in case of

acute emotional distress the surrogate
mother could keep the baby.

Schaller: The Hubers should keep the ba-

bies, as agreed by contract.
I wonder,

though, if contracts in rent-a-womb situa-

tions can be considered legally binding,

because of the complex moral issues, es-

pecially those involving the child. Clearer

legal guidelines are needed. Both parties

should remain-unknown to each other, and
details of the transaction should be han-

dled by intermediaries. Furthermore, the

potential recipient ol the baby should con-
sider his sperm and money like any other

investment: If things turn out as planned,

he receives a return on his investment (the

baby), but if the mother wants to keep the

child, she can do so without legal liabilities

Hawking: Surrogacy shoUc be allowed, but

if the mother changes her mind before or

afler the birth, she should be allowed to

keep the child.

Schank: Belief syslems are rigid things. In

general, people believe ihat they have
made the right decision and that they can
easily anticipate how they will feel about
things for years to come.

Nevertheless, certain biological forces

serve to keep the species alive in spite of

our beliefs and particularly in spite of cur-

reni fashions in belief ;': ;. easiy for a Iwenty-

five-year-old woman lo say, for example,

that she will have a career and will forgo

childbearing: bi.l as she hirs tnirty-five, her

beliefs may change. In matters of the sur-

vival of the species, instincts quite often

win over beliefs.

It is for this reason that it is not at all sur-

prising lhat women who agree lo become
surrogate mothers find their beiie-s chang-
ing with the birth of the baby, It is not with-

out purpose that there is a bonding rela-

tionship formed between a molher and her

oaoy. Inoee-d. each species depends upon
Ihis relationship for its survival. Imagine ol

fering a mother ion a grea: cave and fresh,

food in exchange for her cub!

Laws have recently been instituted that

specify that when you borrow money you
must have a certain time period in which
to reflect upon the Iransaction before it be-

comes final. Obviously, Ihese laws were
made to help reason triumph over pure

emotion. But laws should respect cases
where emotion might justifiably triumph

over pure reason. Laws that allow a change
of heart oughl to be made with respect to

surrogate mother contracts as well.

Weizenbaum: The law should provide that

the surrogate mother has "the right of first

refusal" for a period of a week or maybe
thirty days after giving birth. Surrogate
motherhood isn't baby selling, because
what one buys is not the baby bul an op-
tion: You have the option to receive the baby
if the surrogate molher does not exercise

her right of first refusal.

CASE 2. GERM LINE
THERAPY

Medical scientists can cure certain dis-

orders by making genetic changes in a pa-

tient's cells. There are two kinds of such
gene therapy: somatic cell therapy, In which

genetic changes made in a patient's cells

are confined to that patient (they cannot be
passed on to offspring); and germ line ther-

apy, in which the genetic modifications are

made in the patient's reproductive (germ
line) cells. Such changes are passed on to

the patient's children. Critics of bioengi-

neering such as Jeremy Rifkin claim that

germ line therapy is dangerous because the

changes introduced could interact with

other genes in unexpected ways, causing
damage in future generations. Partly in re-

sponse to claims like Rifkin's, the National

Institutes of Health (NIH), which helps fund

recombinant DNA research, has stated that

it "will not at present entertain proposals for

germ line alterations."

The Issue: Should the NIH stand by this

statement, or should it consider proposals
concerning germ line alterations?

Trivers: Why shouldn't the MIH entertain

proposals for alterations to the human germ
line? Germ line alleralions, if successful

would be more variable in the long run than

somatic line alterations. How much nicer it

would be, if you had a genetic defect, to

know that you were saving your children

J- PAGE 93



FICTION

It's a dirty job, and someone's

got to do it—but is

book dealer Pen Robinson the one?

THEAVENGEROF DEATH
The first one Pen Robinson killed

came lo his attention partially

Ihrough the good offices oi the

Manhattan branch of the-Fed-

eral Bureau of Investigation. He
had been hclding a dusty copy

ot Burke's Peerage when they

took him into custody.

They came for him— two
Irosty agents who had bought

their suits at the same Big & Tall

Men's Shop—just afier two-

thirty on Saturday. The book-

store was busier than usual,

"just off Broadway, rare books

and technical texts in Good
Condition," because of the two

Puerto Rican boys who had ap-

proached him the previous

Monday as he was unlocking

Ihe shop. They had braced him,

suggesting a way in which ho

—

Meeslcr Robinson of Robin-

son's Good Used Books —
could attract new business,

"guaranteed absolutamente."

For a small fee, they would un-

dertake to slip under the wind-

shield wipers of every automo-

bile parked between Eighth

Avenue and Park, between
Forty-second and Fifty-ninth

Streets, a flyer advertising

whatever Meesler Robinson
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wanted to push that week.

Pen had gone lo Ihe Kinko in-

stant print shop on Lexington,

and had ordered three thou-

sand flyers extolling the arcane

virtues of books scented with

shelf dusl and written by men
and women who had vanished

into the lonely posterity of the

Dewey decimal system.

The boys had been as good
as their word, and mailboxes,

doorways, iunch counters —
and windshields—had worn his

flyers throughout the week. Pen

had paid them gladly: and Sat-

urday was busier than usual

when the FBI chilled the door

knob of the shop, entering to

take him into custody.

One moment he had been

standing there, dusting Burke's

Peerage, and Ihe next he was
crossing Ihe sidewalk on Fifiy-

iirsl Street, being sternly guided

by a cold hand, slipping as el-

"
fortlessly as an exhalation, into

the ve Iour darkness ol the black

limo double-parked in front o!

the shop. Fifteen minutes later

he was somewhere in Ihe tow-

ering abyss of the Pan Am
Building, seated in a moder-

ately comfortable knockofl of an

Eames design, being punctili-

ously but courteously ques-

tioned by a man halt his ago.

Pen Robinson, at age fifty-five,

looked no older lhan forty; and

his judgment of Ihe inquisitor's

youth may have been faulty. He
was under no misapprehension

about the quality oi Ihe man's

eyes, however.

He thought. I'm glad I never

have lo look out ol those eyes.

He knew he would not like the

world seen irom that side.

"You called a bicycle shop in

Queens yesterday," said the

wearer of the bad eyes.

"Uh, yes. ..." Pen was wary.

"Why did you call ihat num-

ber, Mr. Robinson?"

"Il was a wrong number."

"Whom," he said precisely,

"were you looking for al thai

number?"
Pen furrowed his brow. He

had no idea where this was
going. "They said they were

from the FBI. The men who
brought mo here I

never asked

to see [h&r identification, I sup-
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"Maybe i ought :o ask to see your cre-

dentials. I don't even know your name . .

.

there's nothing on the door out there. How
do I know you're

—

"

The young man leaned forward, resting

his pale, freckled hands on his desk blot-

ter. The desk was empty of all but the

leather-framed blotter, and a pair of pale,

freckled hands. "You don't want to gel

yourself in any deeper, do you, Mr. Robin-

son? You're only here for a visit; you under-

stand that the liaison we share, at the mo-
ment, does not involve [he possibility of

arrest, imprisonment detainment, any of

that. You understand that, don't you''"

Pen was frightened. People vanished, il

happened ail the hmo. and not just in Latin

American dictatorships Right here in the

United States, it could happen: Judge
Crater, hundreds of children every year,

Jimmy Hof fa. And those who vanished into

apparats centre led by people who spent

their time spying on one another. There had
to be hidden places where the vanished
were taken. And from there to other loca-

tions . . . from which one never returned

... or if you did, the years would have been
stolen, and your loved ones would never
recognize you ... to come back as an old,

old man they did not know. There were no
loved ones: Pen was alone in the world.

But that oniy made it worse. If they de-
cided he would never return, who but the

New York State tax assessor would Iry to

find him.

"Look,
I don't know what this is all about,"

he said, trying to get back to whatever safe

place he had unknowingly abandoned.
"But this is all crazy; il's a mistake of some
kind. Why don't I just tell you what that call

was about."

"Why don't you tell me that, Mr. Robin-

son." No resonance, "'hat Silver panes of re-

flective glass. So he told him how incon-

sequential it had been.

"I bought a library at an estate sale: From
an agent in Detroit, It was one of the lasl

elements of the dissolved estate of a man
who had worked for GM for many years. I

was told there were hundreds ot technical

journals and books of design." He paused
a beat to clarify. "My store specializes in

technical texts."

The eyes blinked. Pen took that as en-

couragement.

"I was opening the crates ... so I could
calalog what" had come.

I
was slapping

them."

Another blink. Pen was beginning to get

the drill: He clarified.

"Slapping them. Flat banging two books
together to get the dusl off them. Then I

turn each one upside down and riffle the.

pages; lor good measure. A check fell out

of one oi them. 1 picked it up, and it was a
check that had been wrilten by a man
named Henry Chatley. The address was in

Queens. It was a perfectly good check .
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drawn to cash, in the amount ol something

like one hundred and fifty dollars. It was
only two weeks since it had been written,

it was 'a check someone could cash. I

called the number on the face of it. A man
answered and said it was some bicycle re-

pair shop. I thoughl I'd misdialed, and
called back, and got the same man. I dialed

very carefully the second time. So I didn't

know what to do."

The mouth beneath the eyes moved.
"How did it get there?"

"How did what-get there? The shop, the

man, what?"

"The check, Mr, Robinson. How did the

check get into that book?"

"How am I supposed to know?"
"You say you bought these books from

the library of a man who lived in Detroit."

"Yes. He died, and they liquidated his

assets to pay outstanding taxes."

"This was an old book?"

Pen shrugged. "I didn't check Ihe copy-
right, but I'd say it had been in his library

WHe leaned

against a wall and studied

the street. He looked
- to the rooftops, and then to

the filthy New York

sky. He felt his eyes closing.

The waiting was
taking its measure ofhim^

or years, yes. I Ihink
| can say thai."

"What was the title of this book, that you
say Ihe check fell from?"

"I'm not saying it fell, it did fall. I didn't

make this up!'" He felt anger rising despite

his caution. 'And what if I am making it up.

what's the problem here?
I
did a decent

thing, I made a Good Samaritan phone call;

I got a number that had been changed.
Obviously, that's the answer. What is it you
think this is ail about?"

"I don't .think it's aboul anything, sir, I'm

asking a few questions."

There wasn't anything to say to that, so

Pen sat and waited. It had to stop some-
time; perhaps now.

"So you don't know Henry Chatley."

Pen said, very seriously, sitting forward

and placing his hands opposite the palo,

freckled pair: "I wouldn't know Henry Chat-

ley if he walked through that door, I have
never met a Henry Chatley; I have never

heard of a Henry Chatley; and
I
wish to

god I'd- never seen his damned check!
Now does thai satisfy you? Have

I
heen

here long enough for you to run me through

your computers or whatever you do, long

enough tor you to understand I'm a used

boekseler ana no! Ashenden the Secrel

Agent?"

The young man with the bad eyes said

nothing, He looked a( all the parts of Pen's

face, as if certain o'up'iei'y would reveal it-

self in dark lines if he applied enough vi-

sual pressure. Finally, he said. "Thank you,

Mr. Robinson."

Pen was astonished, It was over, as

abruptly as thai. His inquisitor obviously

meant for him to go.

"Thai's it?" he said. Now he was an-

noyed. It seemed he should have ended
with a bit more fanfare . . . something*.

"That's it, sir."

"Not even going to tell me what this has
been about, are you? Not even a word,

right? Just let me march out and find my
way back to my place of business, from

which you dragged me for this waste of

time!"

"Good-bye, Mr. Robinson." The door
opened behind him, and he felt a chill. The
cold hand touched him again, and he knew
it was time to get up, now, right now, and
go with the agent.

Three minutes laier, he was on the street.

He was hailing a cab when it hit him.

How did that'two-week-old check, written

on a New York bank, by a man whose
phone number had been changed with

such impossible swiftness that it had al-

ready been reassigned to a bicycle repair

shop in Queens, gel into a book that had
sal on an old man s ocokshclt in Detroit for

possibly decades? And who the hell was
Henry Chatley?

In the cab going o-ick uptown, he felt as
if he stood poised before a membrane.
Where he stood, on this side, it was the real

world, the mimetic universe, a place oi or-

der, even it this thing win the FBI made no
sense, was something out of Alice. On the

other side, through that translucent cur-

tain, lay a great many small items; only im-

perfectly seen, but probably very impor-

tant. Where the chock had come from, how
it had gotten into the book, who Henry
Challey was ... or had been. He had an
overwhelming sense of certainty that Henry

Chatley, whoever, wherever, was dead.
But how to get through the membrane?
He needed a frope, a metaphor, a puff

of smoke, a rabbit for the hat. Twenty min-

utes later, back in the shop, near to closing

time, the rabbit manifested itself.

While he had been at ihe Pan Am Build-

ing, his clerks had tended to the benefits

proffered by the two Puerto Rican boys.

The shop was empty!
He decided to lock up early, cleared the

cash register, gave out the paychecks, and
watched as Ihe clerks wandered up the

street, seeking weekend euphoria. He
stared out the front window for a time, then

locked the doors and stared out the win-

dow for a longer lime. In all, it had been
only twenty minutes, yet in that lime he had
rcsistee Ihe impulse to find the book again;

not once, but a hundred times.

Finally, he went back into the storeroom,
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!o the stack !.;' hooks he- had removed from
the crate the day before. He had not lied to

the inquisitor. He really didn't know which
book it had been. When (he check had
iloaled to the floor, he had laid the book on
the stack beside the crate, and had taken
no further nolice of it If all was as it had
been, the book.should still be there.

It was. One of the clerks had placed a
folded newspaper atop the stack, but oth-

erwise, everything was as i: had been. He
picked up the book. Elements ol Structural

Design, with a copyright notice of 1926. Pen
held the book, in both hands, and stared at

it; then as he l'ipp<;d the pages, he discov-

ered.two more pieces of paper.

The first was part o' a press release lor a
book titled TIAN WEN: A Chinese Book of

Origins. It had been torn oft, possibly hav-
ing been used as a bookmark. It bore an
excerpt Irom the twenly-three-hundred-
year-old Taoisl catalog of mylhology, phi-

losophy, and pre-lmperial legend. It read
as follows:

1

Of the beginning of old,

Who spoke the tale?

2
When above and below were not yet

formed,

Who was there to question?

3

When dark and bright were obscured,
Who could distinguish?

He had no idea -what it meant. He never
understood such riddles, though appar-
ently entire nations found the words ur-

gently meaningful. The only one of such
epigraphs thai hat; ever made sense to him
was: The oxen are slow, but the earth is

patient. Thai seemed peculiarly appropri-

ate now, even it the Ihree excerpts from
TIAN WEN were nol.

So- he continued i'ippjny the pages of,

the book, and came, at last, to Ihe stiff file

card wedged into the spine fold. Printed

on the card were the words chatley and
where the woodbine twineth. Under these

words, written in a fine hand, with an ink

pen, was the direction take by truck, COS-
HER S2ND& AMSTERDAM, FRIDAY 7:17 HM
He took the IflT uptown to Seventy-ninth

and Broadway and walked quickly lb

Eighty-second and Amsterdam .^Hejex--'

peeled to find a shop, or an apartmehfT&r
__something that related. He found nothing
but- the dead faces of apartment buildings

as night fell. /
But he~knevrtie had been intended to

find something. However the three seem-
ingly disconnected pieces of paper had
found their way into that book, he under-

stood in his meat and bones that' it was he,

Pen Robinson, who had been meant to

discover the puzzle, and to solve it. He had
never been a mystic, lived life surely in ihe
pragmatic universe of shelf dust and self-

prepared meals after work, and knew there

was a logical explanation waiting for him
here on Ihe corner of Eighly-second Slreet
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and Anisic cam Avenue.

He loitered. He leaned against a wall and
studied the street. Nothing, for the longest

time. He .looked :o the rooftops, and then
to the filthy New York sky. Nothing, for a
longer time, He felt his eyes closing. He
knew he shouldn't be weary, nothing really

exhausting had happened to him thai day.

Perplexing, emotionally taxing, but not truly

something to make the flesh sag. But the
waiting was beginning to take its measure
of him.

And the rabbit came again.

Across the street, directly opposite his

station, a pale blue light pulsed softly from
the stairwell leading down to a basement
apartment. He studied it for a while, and
then slowly walked across Eighty-second
to the apartmenl building. He looked over
the wrought-iron railing, leaning between
heavy black plastic bags of garbage wait-

ing for the truck some dislanl morning. In

the stairwell, lying on his back, was a man
with a hole in his chest. From the hole

QChatley

was speaking so softly now,

Pen had to lean

in almost to his mouth. The

blue glow had spread,

the hole was gigantic, nearly

from armpit to

armpit. He twitched terribly^

pulsed, a distressingly blue light, and as
Pen watched, the hole cxnanded sliqhlly,

and the glowing light colored ihe man's an-

guishoo face. He was in terrible pain.

Pen walked to the gate in the railing,

slipped the latch, and walked down the

stone steps to Ihe filthy bottom. He knelt

beside the man, and looked into his face.

"Henry Chatley," he said. He knew who this

had to be.

The man looked up at him, and nodded
with the tiniest movement. "You found the

termination order," he said, the words sigh-

ing from between rips that barely moved.
The glow pulsed steadily, as Chatley's

chest was being eaten away; and Pen
could see inside him. It was tike looking

into a caldron of soup being roiled by an
invisible ladle. "What's happening to you?"
Pen said urgently. He felt he should be
doing something for Chatley. but this new
strangeness was more frightening than
anything that had yet happened, "Is there

something. I can do?"

The man made- an attempt to smile. It

was a thin rictus, the-comers of his mouth
twitching for just an inslant. The sound
coming from Ihe glowing hole in his chest

was faint, but if Pen leaned closer he could
make out the unmistakable keening of

mountain winds. Whatever was happening
lo Chatley, it had been intended that he
would suffer. Pen asked again if there was
some help he could offer: a hospital, mov-
ing the man's limbs to a more comfortable
position, some kind of cover that would
block the hole?

Chatley shook his head without much
actual movement. "I took George S. Patlon

and BertLahr."

Pen said, "What? Say again, please: f

couldn't make thai out."

"Patton and Berl Lahr. And Huey Long
and Groucho Marx. I took them."

"Took them? Took them where? Were you
a cabdnver? What?"

"I took them where Ihe woodbine twin-

eth. And Ansel Adams. I took him."

"Who are you, Mr. Chatley? Whal are you
saying to me?"

Chatley looked up, and for a moment
Ihere were ages in his eyes. And enor-
mous measures of pure pain. And the

sense of things rushing away from the lens

of his sight, while mountain winds howled.
"I worked for the Dust Man. I collected for

him. Got notices and did Ihe actual work."

Pen had no idea what he meant.

That was not quite true.

He had an idea, but it lay so far beyond
the membrane, on the shadowy side of

other realities, that he could not counte-
nance it.

Chatley said, "The Dust Man. The reaper.

He laughs when ho ca'iShim-:elfRoriovar(i

Bill."

"He did this lo you?"
"I did this to myself. He gave me a ter-

mination order for you. I didn't do it. So he
had George fulfill the order on me."

Pen remembered the file card in the

bOOk: TAKE BY TRUCK.

Chatley was speak ;ng so softly now, Pen
had to lean in almost to his mouth. The blue
glow had spread, the hole was gigantic,

nearly from armpit to armpit. "George isn't

as adept as he should be. The truck threw

me over the railing. I've been waiting for

you. I'm glad you came." These words were
spoken so haiingly so filed with dying air,

that it took him several minutes lo release

them.

"Why didn't you take me?" Pen asked.
Chatley would have shrugged, had he

been able. As it was, he twitched terribly,

saying, "If it hadn't been you, it would have
been my nexl orce r

. Should have been the

woman before you. The order was an epi-

leptic seizure, death all alone, in the eve-
ning, dressed to go out to dinner with her

daughter." He closed his eyes against the

pain, and said, "Her name was Emily Aus-
tin. In California. It should have been her,

but I was sti'i afraid. I'm slii; afraid; it hurts

very much; Bill likes to hurt. But he may not

be done with me. There was a taker once,

awhile ago, Ottmar, he got word back to

some of us . . . the same way I got Ihe pa-

pers into the book for you to find ... he
said if didn't stop after Bill had bs way. Not



lor orders like you or Emily Austin, you're

on the books. But lor us, the takers. Bill

likes to hurt. He doesn'l get as much of a
chance as he'd like."

"Can I help you in any way?"
Chatley opened his eyes. There was

distance behind the color. He was on his

way. The blue glow had eaten its way down
through his stomach. "You know."

"I can't do that," Pen -said, wishing he
hadn't.

"Then why ask?"

"What would I have to do? I don't think I

can do it, but what would that be ... to

help . . .

?"

Ohatley told him. It was simple, but it was
unpleasant. Then he said, "You can always
tell one of us by the eyes," And he de-
scribed the bad eyes Pen had seen
watching him across a desk earlier that day.

He lay silently for a long time, as the blue

glow ate away the flesh and the bones and
Pen could see the maelstrom swirling in-

side him. Then he said, "If you're going to

do it, please now. It's very bad now. It's

very bad."

And so Henry Chatley became the first

for Pen Robinson.

But when Chatley was gone, perhaps
having been saved from the Dust Man's

special attention on that other plain be-

yond the membrane, Pen realized he had
not asked what the Chinese epigraphs

meant, nor why he had written a check for

cash in the amount of one hundred and
fifty dollars, nor how he^—using Ottmar's

method—had been able to gel the papers
into that old book, nor what had turned him

against the Dust Man, nor what had finally

broadened his courage to defy Bill, nor

what the takers posing as FBI men had
sought to find out from Pen (but perhaps it

had only been a matter ol needing to be
convinced Pen was an unsuspecting by-

slander), nor the answers to the other

questions that now would never go into the

solving of the puzzle, the passage through
the membrane.
And one morning very soon, the truck

would pick up a black plastic bag filled with

remaining parts.

Pen gave over the running of the shop
to the clerks.

He wandered the city, looking into peo-

ple's faces

He found the laker who had fulfilled the

order on R T. Barnum and Babe Ruth and
Adlai Stevenson, among others. Those
were the names she remembered best, the

ones she would tell him about. He found
her eating dinner alone at the Russian Tea

Room, and he followed her home, and did

what he would never have thought himself

capable of doing. He forced his way into

her building, then into her apartment. He
lied her to a chair and asked her more than

a hundred questions. Chatley had died

before he could answer those questions,

more than a huhdred Pen had been too

distracted to ask. She possessed the bad
eyes Henry Chatley had described, so Pen

was able to do what he had to do. .But she
only knew a few things, despite her age.

She did as she was told. Had been doing

it fora very long time; and Pen learned lhal

il was because of the gilt of a very long

time that many takers hired on.

It seemed to Pen a poor reason tor work-

ing at such an unpleasanl job. And when
she told him, with resignation, that now he
would have to put her.out of Bill's reach,

because of finding her and talking to her

and interfering with her anonymity and
making her suspeel in Bill's eyeless sock-

ets, he said he couldn't do that, and she

began to cry, which Pen thought was
shameless of her, and she told him some
of what it would be like, but he already knew
that because he had crouched beside
Chatley, and she said if he had even a spark

of human kindness, a vestige of human
decency, he would do what had lo be done,

and he thought that was even crueler of

her to say, because where did human
kindness and human decency enter into

<mPen saw the

taker reach to the child, and
touch her on the

ankle, and the child fell.

It lay on the

crackling icy grass, and the

taker moved off,

casting only a glance at Pen.5

her job description? Had she said any-

thing to Babe Ruth when she took him? Had
Adlai Stevenson given her unassailable

reasons for demonstrating human de-
cency and kindness?

"You mustn't leave me for Bill!"

"It would serve you right."

"Please! Show some compassion!"

"My god, Ihis is an obscenity!"

But in the end, he did it. Because think-

ing about all the reasons why he couldn't

do it, which were all the reasons she had
ignored and did do it, made him so deso-
lately angry that -he couldn't stop himself.

And so with the second one he became
the avenger of Death.

He found the taker who hod gotten Ernie

Pyle, and he killed him. He found the taker

who h'ad arranged for John Lennon and
Fiorello La Guardia and Brendan Behan,

and he killed him. He found the taker who
had gotten Mackenzie King arc Marilyn

Monroe and Frank Herbert, and he killed

her. He found the taker who had gotten

.Sergei Rachmaninoff and Eleanor Roose-
velt and Helen Keller, and he killed him. He
sat behind Ihe one who han taken Emiliano

Zapata and Leon Trolsky and Amelia Ear-

hart and Aleister Crowley, as she stolidly

watched an Arnold Schwarzenegger
movie. She was a very old, blue-haired

woman, and she stud'cd the film as if pre-

paring tor a final exam. And Pen waited lor

a car crash, reached into her lap, pulled

out a knitting needle; and he killed her. He
saw the taker who had been his inquisitor,

and he followed him into a restaurant, and
when he went to the men's toilet followed

him again, and didn't even ask whom he
had gotten, because he knew the list would
be long and filled with people whose
names he would not know, and which the

taker would not remember, and he simply

killed him. But not once did he ask the

qu'jslion lh;.i; transcended in smipicily and
importance, all the hundreds of questions

he oV'dget answered,

Not once did he ask a takerwhy the Dust

Man was not making any effort to stop him
Irorn decimating the ranks of his chosen
agents, why he was allowing Pen Robin-

son to course through the city being the

avenger of Death.

On the first day of winter, in Central Park,

near the statue of Alice, he saw a taker

about to put his hands on a child climbing

a rock. Pen moved in, feeling his years in

his aching bones, and he was about to use
the ice pick on the man whose hand
stretched toward the little girl, when he lelt

a chill thai was not part of the season, and
a hand dropped onto his shoulder. The
voice behind him said, "Mo, I think not, Pen.

Thai witl be enough. It's certainly enough
for me."

In the moment before the cold hand
turned him away, Pen saw the taker reach

to the child, and touch her on the ankle,

and the child fell. It lay on the crackling icy

grass, and ihe taker moved off, casting only

a momentary glance at Pen and his com-
panion. The taker was frightened.

Then Pen was turned, without seeming
effort, and he looked at ihe lace of the Dust
Man. He had not seen that face in forty-

one years.

Tears came to his eyes, and he reached
out to touch the chest of the reaper, the

reiver, the slayer of nations; and he said,

"You went away and I never got to say

good-bye."

Pen Robinson's father, who had died in

a mill accident when Pen had been four-

teen, smiled down at his boy and said. "I'm

sorry, Pen. But I've spent a long time get-

ting back lo you, and I've missed you."

Now Pen coufd see clearly through Ihe

membrane; and he understood why Henry
Chatley had been permitted to contact him;

and why he had found it so effortless after

a quiet, empty, essentially lonely lite of shelf

dusl and cold meals prepared after work,

to do the things he had done.

And hewalkec with iho Du:=l Man, whose
name was Bill, as had been his father's

name, through the membrane and straight

into a long lifetime position in Ihe family

business.OQ
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ARTICLE

Armed with computers and
satellites, these

soldiers may be waging the

ultimate battle

THE PEACEMAKERS
BY AJ.S. RAYL

I heI he facts

are frightening: 51,500

nuclear warheads

currently wait to fulfill their

mission—25,000 of

them belong to the United

States, 25,000 to the

Soviet Union, and 1.500

are spread among
other countries. Many of

them arc capable of

unleashing 10 to 20 times

the destructive

power dropped on Hiro-

shima. I astyear 15

nuclear weapons tests

worn conducted by

the United States, 19 by

the Soviet Union,

PAIMTING BY RENE MAGRITTE



five by Franco, and one by China.

In 1979 the American Early Warning
System somehow read a military computer
war game as a live missile launch, putting

the defense chain on low-level alert and
sending Air Force jets aloft. It took six min-
utes to discover the error.

These days missiles equipped wilh
computer guidance systems thai launch on
warning can reach their destination in less

than ten minutes. And in 1984 some 256
"serious errors" occurred, with the number
allegedly increasing every year.

Billions ol dollars are being spent to sup-
port the largest peacetime military buildup
in the^ history of the United States. Accord-
ing to the Center for Defense information

(CDI), nearly 70 percent of every federal

dollar that's allotted to research and de-
velopment goes to the military.

In the light of this darkness stands the

peace movement. If the word peace sparks
memories of flowers, love beads, and Viet-

nam for dinner, tune in.

Peace in the Eighties has become a
global issue. In Western Europe political

parties with peace platforms—most nota-

bly West Germany's Green Party—are be-
ginning to achieve electoral success. And
demonstrations draw hundreds of thou-

sands of people: Even in Iron Curtain

countries like Romania, neace rallies have
attracted up to 400,000 supporters.

A 1986 peace conference in Kingston,

Jamaica, observed the United Nations' In-

ternational Year of Peace,by proposing that

the Caribbean be declared an official

peace zone. A veritable playground lor war
games, the Caribbean has been the scene
of an intensive military buildup and a large

number of military bases.

During that year dedicated to peace, a
two-day rock concert in Tokyo attracted

32,000 people to hear musical artists from
Japan, Africa, Europe, the Soviet Union,

and the United States. Peter Gabriel. How-
ard Jones, Lou Reed, Jackson Browne, and
others joined together to raise worldwide
peace consciousness. And proceeds from
the concert were earmarked for the estab-
lishment of a computer-bayed information

network at Costa Rica's Universify for

Peace. The purpose of tiro I J.nited Nations-

supported universify is the teaching, re-

searching, and promotion of peace.
A small but growing number of Se-

phardic Jews in the Middle East are also

working for peace through groups like

Hamizrah el Hashalom (East for Peace).
Because Israel is a Middle Eastern coun-
try, group members believe shared heri-

tage and cultural links make them better

able to coexist and negotiate with Palestin-

ians, lor example, than Western Jews who
have resettled in the region.

In the Soviet Union approximately 80
million people belong to the official Soviet

Peace Committee. While many Americans
shrug that off as national obligation, other

groups like the unofficial Moscow Trust

Group have survived repression long
enough to spawn a movement of their own.
Soviet space scientist Boris Rauschen-
bach points out that scientists, doctors, and
educators conduct their own specific
campaigns. "They do not hold rallies and
demonstrations, but they do very serious,

in-depth, and independent research into

. . .: :::

ichie e it i eel b
rities, who .have learned that peace
is often a politically charged subject;

.
Somereco: h^ve refused

to release peace -orientod albums.
Aclqrs havesutfered career losses as a
result of (heir activism Nevertheless,

they are convinced- that the pursuit:

of world peace is more important than,

.personal career advancement.

Kris Kristofferson, performer, member
..:.. .. .

A world at peace: will be one where:
:

dignity, liberty, and trie basic rights ot

education and health care- will be.

'espo: iiid. it will Lie i, world of coopera-
tion, whore naiurai and human '

:

- resources are Shared and; no country
:

'

imposes its will on another because- of

differing, ideologies:.
.

....-......-.:

Getting there, however; won't be
communication

are crucial. We also need to immediately

address economic and social injustices

because: whenever the wealth of the

world is in the hands of five percent of

the peopie, She other ninety-five percent
will tight for their rights. --/

Bonnie Rastt, singer, musician
Peace will require thai scientists and

other experts take a more active role

in exposing the facts to counter govern-
ment disinformation and corporate

- da Armed with information :

people would probably not support
the U.S. government's role -in- Nicaragua

' f:

ibi ' rre n't to.-war
The i ig'th'e

>
. - • -.- ..« i . I-" ii; i ....

. the number of conventional weapons.

Peter Yarrow' of Peter Paul & Mary :

:

There can be no peace witnont justice

war. Peace means we ad-diess the /'.

-
: irtjcufate truth in -.

the media, and make human- rights a

:priomy. We must think globally' and acf
;

ate. It's :

not sifting by the lake and listening '

to the loons. Peace is. energy growth,
fairness; and .compromise. It means

I
r-_--:! - i ,i , .... , i

EdAsner, actor

On- .
.

.
..

. .

develop a blitzkneg ability -to.move. in.
:

against ihe vast agitprop, machinery of- \

government It's easy to be cynical :

.-

.
by: if you don't supper! the peace effort

and ai least strive tor it, then you're a-

"fool, and you're dooming yourself and
the. worid-to Obliteration.

Maybe a nuclear war. will be the bitter

oil! we have to swallow. I; it's sufficient

to teach' tire- lesson of war and' the
courage of peace, it could bo the las! .'

one. bi it mankind may never recover.

Graham Nash of Crosby, Stilts & Nash
' Achieving peace takes longer than we

ever' thought. We used- to think thai all

we had to do was march .on Washington
and 'we could change the world. The .

Solution, though, is to amass against the

crimes rvi. :<<.*), :o\\
: vem its

aren't doing it; so people must
\ ionalistic

i j of it

n.-io i-
:- '-; .our country.

!

'

Jerhsps it's more honorably to live for

your country. Education, the transfer

:X among the

people pTlhe -world, more, dialogue
and less fear, along wilh-'contiriued'-

pressure—-protest; teller writing,

and Ihe search lor truth— ail go a long

waj

trreli. actor.

Very simply, {here are two forces at

work, in the world: love and 'ear. We've
'

thai negates our moividual power. If we
can. through the force of cooperation
-i-n s-m j 3 c over v gam the power
of love and tolerance, we will be virtually

unstoppable, it won't happerrby,'
shoving it doyvr; people''-; throats, though.

ir. .

the
'

energy -for the hundredth-monkey
nt.o

understand.arid accept :it simply by
experiencing it. .„.-"'-

:.

Things- do happen in therr own time.

We're an evolving species, and our

.

thi wrid differently

than we do. Today's children, for'

example, are growing up afraid of a
nuclear v^ar. We -can't hide it from them.
Arvj rcojrpo: '

. . '

. >





Rowena Morrill flew on the backs of

dragons to escape the boredom ol

school—and anylhing else thai an-
noyed her as a child. Growing up in

an Army family, she was constantly

moving. As a five-year-old in Japan,
Rowena was introduced to her first

dragons. Laler, married into the mili-

tary, Ihere was little more than tire-

some bridge games to amuse her.

Painting began as an escape from the

boredom of life on an Air Force base.
Rowena took her first art lesson ai

the age o! twenty-three, spending

afternoons at the hobby shop on the
base. From the firsl night, painting be-
came an addiction. She has evolved
a well-organized system, nol fhe re-

sult ol those early lessons or the fol-

lowing years al the University of Del-

aware. "No one was teaching what I

wanted. They were painting huge ab-
stracts or just throwing paint onto the
canvases. I had to teach myself real-

ism and technique from books on the

masters." While learning, she was
paying off her college debfs by doing
commissioned art. There was no time
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to play starving artist. It would take her as long as a year to complete an oil

painting like those shown here. She can now finish one within three days. "I

want rny paintings to fascinate people, partially because they appear effort-

less." What started as a hobby comfortably supports her.

Rowena illustrates books for most of the major publishing houses in (Mew

York, but the topics somewhat restrict her creativity. "Most authors don't per-

ceive dragons as 1 do, as magical beings to be harnessed for their powers.

Dragons aren't menacing but rather like affectionate pels." In addition to books,

Rowena publishes an annual calendar and numerous posters. A soon-to-be-

released collaboration of 12 stories. Tales of Enchantment, carries 12 new illus-

trations depiclny dragons as others see them. She hopes to publish her own
stories someday in books that are freely illustrated. "My paintings represent

fantasies. I like them to be carefree and happy, with powerful creatures that

can be controlled to do your bidding, to fly you away."—NinaGuccioneOO
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Beetle" (DC Comics). "We're storytellers,"

says Ann Nocenti, who writes Marvel's

"Daredevil," which features a blind super-

hero. "I Ihink comic books are a great me-
dium for presenting issues lo kids, and I

certainly have a social conscience that af-

fects my work to some. degree, but I don't

make a conscious efforl to teach. And while

some kids perceive the stories from angles
that haven't even occurred to me, others

still commenl only on the fight scenes."

Obviously, not every subject is accept-
able for comic books. Revamping 'Alpha

Flight" Marvel decided to eliminate mem-
bers of the Canadian superhero team.
Writer Bill Manllo wanted to take advan-
lage of the situalion by acknowledging the

world's first openly homosexual superhero
and also introducing the subject of AIDS.

. "It would have erven mo the- opportunity to

deal with a frightening, sad, and contro-

versial topic, which is what I always under-
stood Marvel was about," Mantlo says.

"The publisher-) however, were afraid too

many people in the Bible Bell would stop

buying the book, and there would be all

sorts of protests," Mantlo adds. By drop-
ping the. AIDS angle, he suggests. Marvel
may have been reading to past experi-

ence. When the Irish Republican Army was

the subjeel of another book. "The Web of

Spiderman," the company received a
bomb threat requiring the evacuation of its

New York office building. A Marvel
spokesperson, however, says they were .

never able lo confirm that the event had
anything to do with the story.

Parents are also concerned about the

subjeel matter appearing in comic books.
A New Jersey mother of two, Diano Mel-
calf, isn't sure that the new reality is healthy.

"Comic books are supposed lo be silly and
adventunstic," she says. '"I applaud the

publishers for trying lo inform their read-
ers, but I shouldn't have to worry about
comic books like I dp cable television."

While "Cloak and Dagger," lor example,
contains a strong antidrug message, Met-
call doesn't believe comic books are the

place to introduce children to whal she calls

adult topics.

Others contend that children should be
exposed to such topics. "You can either

ignore the issues and pretend thai drugs
and prejudice and the rest don't exist, or

you can accept the fact that they do and
deal with them realistically," says John
Lawrence, who owns a comic book store

in New Hampshire. "If kids are aware of the

villains depicted in comic books, then they

will slay away from people who resemble
them in the real world."

The National Parent-Teachers Associa-
tion (NPTA). moreover, endorses the use of

comic books. "We've had very good ex-

periences with them as educational tools

in the classroom," says NPTA spokesper-
son Tari Marshall. "Working with the presi-

dential dnjy -awareness pi ogram, we even
distributed a special Teen Titans' issue in

which one of the superheroes admits to

having been a former drug abuser. It was
extremely popular with PTA organizations
around the country."

According to Clarence Calder, a Univer-
sity of Connecticut professor of education,
comic books can tune children in to con-
cepts and issues they might normally ig-

nore, "Comic books eliminate a lot of bar-

riers," says Calder, a contributor to

Cartoons and Comic Books in the Ciass

room (Libraries Unlimited). "Wlien they're

well written, they can subtly introduce im-

portant issues. And kids aren't aware
ihey're actually learning anything, when, in

fad Ihey're absorbing a great deal."

That is exactly what many writers hope
to accomplish. "I can understand parents
and even some reades being upset over
'he fact r.ha; ;:oirnc books aren't what they

used to be," says Simonsen. "But we should
consider comics' educational value," she
adds. "The characters are dealing with real

life. They are no longer stick figures throw-

ing one another through walls. And if chil-

dren sit down and read comic books
because they find them interesting, think

of what we can accomplish. "DO



Amassing carefully

documented case histories of children

who claim to remember
past lives, this psychiatrist is presenting

the first evidence—ever—
for the possibility of life after death

IfUTERV/IEUU

The idea that some children ages three to live not only

remember a previous existence bul can identity loved

ones Irom it strikes most Westerners as so bizarre that

it compels disbelief Perhaps this is why the world's foremosl

investigator of the phenomenon has attracted so liltle attention.

Since trie laic Sixties Dr. Ian Stevenson, Carlson Professor of

psychiatry and director of the division ol personality studies at

the University ol Virginia, has documented cases in India, Africa,

Ihe Near and Far East, Britain,.the United States, and elsewhere

in which young children have astonished Iheir parents with pre-

cise details aboul ihe people they claim to have been. Some of

these children have recognized former, homes and neighbor-

hoods as well as st ll-livng ir en-os ana relatives. They have re-

called- events in their purported previous lives, including their

often violent oeaihs. Sometimes their birthmarks resemble scars

PHOTOGRAPH BY ROBERT DOWLING

that correspond to wounds that led. they claim, to their deaths.

All this is the stuff of lurid fiction and pulp journalism, presum-

ably unworthy of serious investigation In this context Stevenson

is considered unique; His siuJics arc scrupulously objective and
methodologically impeccable. The late Herbert S. Ripley, former

chairman oflhe psychiatry department at the University of Wash-
ington in Seattle, noted, "We are lucky to have someone of his

ability and high integrity investigating this controversial area."

Wrote Dr. Harold Lief in the Journal of Nervous and Mental Dis-

eases: "Either he is making a colossal mistake ... or he will be
known as ihe Galileo of the twentieth century."

Born in Montreal on October 31, 1918, Ian Stevenson was !he

son of a Scottish lawyer John Stevenson. A writer at heart. Ihe

elder Stevenson became chief correspondent in Ottawa for The

Times ol London His w fe. Ruth "'ie:,".on Stevenson, had an ex-



tensive library on psychic phenomena. But
Stevenson cannot recall any incidents that

triggered his interest in psychic matters.

"Virtually nothing has happened to me of

that nature," he says, "I wish it would; I

sometimes wonder what my trouble is."

Stevenson studied medicine at the Uni-

versity of St. Andrews in Scotland and then
iransferred to McGill University in Montreal

after the outbreak of World War II. His stud-

ies in internal medicine led to an interest in

psychosomatic illness and then in psy-
chialry. Although he trained as a Freudian

psychoanalyst, he now says. "I feel sure
[hat Freud will one day be considered a
figure of fun. After his first book, which was
clinically based, he became involved in

theoretical musings and practically lost in-

terest in investigation. He ended up in-

venting a cone of theory supported by a

tiny base of data."

In 1957 Stevenson was appointed chief

psychiatrist at the hospital of the University

of Virginia, and today he heads the division

of personality studies. The author of many
papers in professional psychiatric jour-

nals, Stevenson has written Iwo standard
texts on psychiatric interviewing and di-

agnosis. In 1964 he abandoned psychiatry

to devote himself entirely to research into

psychic phenomena and reincarnation.

Buying time for his work took money.
Luckily, Stevenson's first essay on past lives,

"The Evidence for Survival from Claimed
Memories of Former Incarnations," in 1960,

caught the eye of Chester Carlson, inven-

tor of the Xerox machine, Carlson promptly

took the first major step toward funding the

studies that Stevenson has been conduct-

ing ever since. Such studies are exhaus-
tive as well as expensive. Between 1966
and 1971, for instance, Stevenson logged
an average ol 55,000 miles a year, often

making return visits and interviewing as
many as 25 witnesses for a single case. He
now has 2,500 such cases on file from all

over the world, most still unexamined for

lack of money and researchers. Carlson,

who died in 1968, endowed a chair at fhe

University of Virginia, along with be-
queathing the funds that still support Ste-

venson's research.

Even decades ago, as he was finishing

his first paper on memories of persons
claiming previous lives;. Siovensonsawthe
shortcomings of most evidence from adult

cases. Focusing on the memories of very
young children, he concluded that one
might distinguish between "imaged" and
"behavioral" memories. Although a child

might have no conscious memories (im-

aged memories) from a former life, his in-

terests, aptitudes, and phobias (behav-
ioral memories) might have been formed
by experiences he or she had forgotten.

Perhaps reincarnation could explain fea-

tures of the human personality that other
theories have failed to elucidate.

Lately Stevenson has scrutinized evi-

dence based on"physical characteristics

such as birthmarks and birth defects. This

latest body of work, which will be pub-
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lished in several volumes over the next few
years. Stevenson says, may tip the scales

between evidence supporting reincarna-

tion and' evidence making any other con-
clusion difficult to sustain. All of Steven-

son's books have been published by the

University Press ol Virginia, and all are in

print. They include Twenty Cases Sugges-
tive ol Reincarnation, Cases of the Rein-

carnation Type {four volumes), Unlearned
Language: New Studies in Xenogbssy, and
Telepathic Impressions: A Review and Re-
port ol Thirty-live New Cases.

For several years Stevenson declined my
request to interview him, explaining that his

reluctance stemmed from previous expe-
riences in which he had been tricked by
the press and badly misrepresented. Fi-

nally, in the fall of 1987, he relented, just

before leaving Virginia for Cambridge,
England, and then India.

Stevenson and his staff work in an old

house on a Charlottesville street that long

ago lost its residential status and is now

^Children tend

to remember the final years

of a previous life.

Almost seventy-five percent of

our children recall

how they died. If the death

was violent, they

recall it in vivid detail.^

filled .with parking lots and apartment
buildings. The interior is comfortable and
modern without being in any way memo-
rable, except for the souvenirs of Steven-

son's travels, which line the walls: Indian

and African masks, drums, fans, and
swords. Now sixty-nine, Stevenson is a
courtly and attentive listener with a repu-

tation for being diffident. He is rather an
intensely private person and, as might be
gathered from the set of his jaw, secretly

tenacious. Stevenson, it would appear, is

much more concerned with painstakingly

accumulating, clarifying, and classifying

evidence than with drawing resounding
conclusions.—Meryle Secrest

Omni: Your newest book, Children Who
Remember Previous Lives, is a rare dis-

cussion of the evidence, presented, it

seems, after much questioning. How does
this book differ from your previously pub-
lished books, which were predominantly
case histories?

Stevenson: It occurred to me that my case
histories were not being widely read—to

understate the matter—although Twenty
Cases has now become a best seller as

far as scientific books go. It has gone into

seven languages and has probably sold

fifty thousand copies, but that's over a
twenty-year period. Judging from the mail,

the readership was not among scientists

but rather from the public at large. My pa-
per "The Explanatory Value of the Idea of

Reincarnation," published ten years ago,
suggested that the study of these cases
might illuminate problems in psychology
and medicine.

I had become dissatisfied, you see, with

the methods that had been developed in

psychiatry for helping people. Orthodox
theory conceives human personality as the

product of a person's genetic material in-

herited from his ancestors through his par-

ents, and the modifying influences of his

prenatal and postnatal environment. But I

found that some cases cannot be satisfac-

torily explained by genetics, environmen-
tal influences, or a combination of these. I

am speaking of such things as early child-

hood phobias, about uncanny abilities that

seem to develop spontaneously, of chil-

dren convinced that they are the wrong sex,

congenital deformities, differences be-
tween one-egg twins, and even such mat-
ters as irrational food preferences.

Omni: Is this work the only study of its kind

in the United States?

Stevenson: Yes, and it's unique for the rest

of the world. In India, however, scienfists

who have worked with me are now begin-
ning to do independent research.

Omni: Do you wait for people to get in

touch, or do you pursue cases?
Stevenson: It's sort of mixed now. I've got
so much data I've been trying to withdraw
from fieldwork myself. I want to write more
so that not too many of my books will be
posthumous.

Omni: When did you hit on the idea of deal-

ing just with children?

Stevenson: It evolved in the late Sixties,

probably after I went to India. Adults would
write to me, and

I eventually began to see
that most of their cases were worthless. You
can't really control the subconscious influ-

ences to which most adults are exposed.
It's so much easier to be confident about
the amount of information a small child

might have learned, especially one living

in an Asian village.
I saw how fascinating

and valuable these cases were.

Obviously children are too young to have
absorbed a great deal of information, es-

pecially about deceased people in some
distant town. In the better cases, they

couldn't have known about them. In many
of our cases in northwest North America
and Burma, people in the same family or

village are involved. So there's a likelihood

that some adult or older child has talked

about a deceased person and the child

has absorbed the information, as our
questioning makes clear. This is not, how-
ever, an issue in most cases I cife in India,

many of which involve long distances,

twenty-five to filly kilometers or more, with

no contact between the villages. Often the

child has quite precise details.



Omni: You've found children with intense

interests in subjects having no relation to

anything in their family background or up-
bringing. And you've directly linked the

phobias and addictions of children to trau-

mas that transpired in the lives of people
these children claim to have been. Are you
talking about aspects ot their personalities

that heredity does not explain?

Stevenson: Thai's righl N's easy to see en-

vironmental influences, say, with such
composers as Bach, Mozart, and Bee-
thoven., all of whose fathers were fine mu-
sicians. But what about George Frrderic

Handel? His family had no discernible in-

terest' in music; his father even sternly dis-

couraged it. Or take the cases of Elizabeth

Fry, the prison reformer, and Florence
Nightingale, the founder of modern nurs-

ing. Both had to light lor their chosen call-

ings from childhood onward. One can find

endless examples that are difficult to ex-

plain given our current theories. But if one
accepts the possibility of reincarnation, one
can entertain the idea that these children

are demonstrating strong likes, dislikes,

skills, and even genius that are the logical

results of prevous experiences. I have
found some children with skills thai seem
to be carried over from a previous life.

Omni: What about cases of childhood
mental illness?

Stevenson: There again you will find cases
of children acting as if they did not belong
in their families They treat parents and sib-

lings with indifference, even hostility. This

phenomenon is usually thought to have
been caused by infantile trauma. Some
theorists even try to explain it as the result

of parents rejecting the child—before it has
been born. Researchers look to the par-

ents for the first cause. Comparatively little

attention is given to the child, even though
there is evidence that some children reject

Iheir parents before the parents have a
chance to reject them. I suggest that such
behavior could result from unhappy expe-
riences in a previous life.

Omni; What about one's own child? Are
there ways to introduce the subject?

Stevenson: I see no harm in asking a child

if he remembers a previous life. I would be
particularly interested if a child has a large

birthmark or a congenital malformation. I've

reported on a case ol a child who claimed
to have been his own paternal grandfather

and had two pigmented moles in the same
spots on his body that his grandfather did.

It's said in such instances that genetics is

responsible. But one wonders why the one
grandchild in fen who had the moles
claimed to remember his grandfather's life.

Or take congenital "'alloimalions: Chil-

dren born with deformed limbs^oreven
without fingers, toes, and hands—have
claimed to remember being murdered and
state that the murderer had removed these

fingers, toes, or hands during the killing. In

such situations I he approach would be to

ask the child to explain the birth defect.

But I don't approve of pumping children if

they don't want to talk.
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Omni: Do the eh. id's parents often "ruin" a
case before you arrive?

Stevenson: All too often we reach the scene
afler the subject and his family have met
the family about whom he's been talking.

We sometimes have to pare away a great

deal of extraneous information.
I always

prefer to record the child's account, but

sometimes the boy or girl is too shy to talk,

and I have to fall back or v what parents say
about his or her statements. My col-

leagues and I try to separate what the child

said before meeting [he other family from

what he said later. Obviously the latter has
much less value.

I cannot emphasize too strongly that a
child who is going to remember a previous

life has only about three years in which he
will talk about it. Before the age of two or

three he lacks the ability. After five, too
much else will be happei nng ,n his life, and
he will begin to forget.

Omni: How frequently do children claim to

have memories of a past life?

'•I'm not saying

hypnosis is never a useful

tool, but a large

part of what emerges under
hypnosis is pure

fantasy. Some of the previous

lives have been
traced to historical novels.^

Stevenson: We don't yet know the inci-

dence of cases. All we know are those that

come to us. One survey of a township in

norlhern India found one case for every
five hundred persons. This would almost
certainly understate the matter, as many
cases never go beyond the immediate
family. Even in cultures where reincarna-

tion is accepted, parents sometimes think

such memories are harmful. They are often

upset by what "he cniid 'omembers. Par-

ents would not be particularly pleased to

have a murdered child, not to mention a
murderer, reincarnate in their family.

Omni: What would predispose someone
lo remember a previous life?

Stevenson: Violent death is a factor in our
cases. In more than seven hundred cases
in six different cultures, sixty-one percent

remembered liav no, oiec violently. But are

these cases actuary. representative? Those
involving accidents, murders, and sui-

cides are bound to get more attention than
others in which, il ie child remembers a quiet

life. Children also tend to remember the fi-

nal years ol a previous life. Almost seventy-

five percent of our children appear to re-

call the way they died, and if death was

violent. Ihey remember it in vivid detail.

Omni: You've stated that boys remember
more often than girls.

Stevenson: Yes, but boys are presented to

us more often than girls. A girl may not be
marriageable if she is the notorious sub-
ject of a case, so she may be kept in the

background. In a series ol one thousand
ninety-five cases from around the world,

sixty-two percent were male.
I
can't ex-

plain this, unless men are more likely to die

violent deaths.

Omni: Why do most Westerners ridicule the

idea of reincarnation?

Stevenson: It's hard to find any single ex-

planation. Some southern European
Christians believed in reincarnation until the

Council of Nice banned such beliefs in 553
a.d. In The Republic. - alo described souls

about to be reborn as choosing their future

lives. Schopenhauer took it seriously, and
Voltaire's observation thai it is no more sur-

prising to be born twice than once is well-

known. Yet most scientists nowadays do
not believe in survival after death. I sup-
pose Darwinian ideas contributed to a sort

of dethroning of the soul. Reincarnation

may be particularly uncongenial because
it's so much identified— mistakenly, I

think—with the Hindu and Buddhist ideas

of being reborn as an animal.

Omni: What has it boon fke lo swim against

the tide?

Stevenson: Invigorating! [Laughs]
Omni: What criticism is most frequently

leveled at your work?
Stevenson: That the cases occur most
where people already believe in reincar-

nation. If a child seems to refer to a pre-

vious life, it's argued that his parents en-

courage him and may unwittingly feed the

child information about a deceased per-

son. I call Ihis the sociopsychological inter-

pretation of the cases. It is said that de-
spite all my efforts, 1 have not eliminated

the possibility that the subjec! of a case
learned everylhing he knew through nor-

mal channels. Once a child comes to be-
lieve he or she was a particular person in

a previous life, the argument goes, the other

elements follow naturally. II you believe you
had been stabbed to death in a previous

life, you might have a phobia, for example,
of knives.

While this is a valid argumenl for a small

number of cases, especially those occur-
ring in the same family or village, it's in-

applicable for long-distance cases where
a child shows a oetailec knowledge about
a family his parents have never heard of,

lei alone met. But my erilics say I must have
overlooked something, that the child must
have learnec about ;he deceased.
Omni: Why do at the cases seem to be in

Asia? Couldn't critics find any in the West?
Stevenson: Oh, absolutely. I am convinced
that if child psychologists and psychia-
trists, as well as pediatricians, family doc-
tors, and parents, would listen to children

and observe them with reincarnation in

mind, they would make valuable discov-

eries. Children often seem to express
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The man on the table was in tor

socket treatment. Only the really

vicious psychopaths ever got

that, and this guy certainly

qualified. He had hacked up
more than fifty people before

they caught him.

So here he was, mildly se-

dated, stretched out on a slab,

with his head in the scanner. I

turned on my equipment and,

because I suspected some or-

ganic problem, set Ihe system
tor deep-tissue search.

What I was looking for

showed up immediately: a for-

mation that looked like a small

blue volcano sitting oh the bor-

der of his sensory and motor

cortices. I zoomed in to study

it. It was unmistakably a tumor.

Conventional surgery was
unable to touch it. but these

days there are other choices. A
skilled probe doc like me could

gel in Ihere and break a tumor

down during a mind probe. All

I had to do was find its weak
point and hit it hard.

Technically speaking, what I

do is not "real" surgery, which

is why other surgeons don't

consider probe docs like me
real surgeons. But my patients

never complain,

Now that I had found the

growth I had to figure out where

to punch in my sockel. Selling
.

the scanner on bone, I made a.

thorough tour of his skull, look-

ing for a good point of entry.

The base of the skull, I de-

cided, would be best. I'd be in

before he knew what hit him.

Watching the screen carefully, I

eased the barrel of my socket

mi



installer in place and pulled (he

(rigger. His whole body jumped.
Quickly I snapped a system

cable into place. Then
I slipped

my left eyeball out and plugged
the other end of the system into

my eye socket.

There was a brief period of

disorientation and vertigo-
something a real surgeon
doesn't have to deal with—and
then I was inside. The mind-
brain interface was breached.

In an instant I was right up
against the tumor. This is a nasfy

one, I thought,

I flipped a switch, and the

scanner fed me a surge of en-

ergy. By pure force of will
I could

shape and focus it.. I trained it

on the outer shell of the growth.

It didn't have the soft organic

feel of a tumor. It was unyield-
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ing, more like something artifi-

cial—an implant, a machine.
I

leaned harder.

Then the tumor vanished like

a puff of smoke. Just like that,

The slasher's sedation was
wearing off, He began to stir.

The last place I wanted to be

was inside a psychopath's
head. I

unplugged and had the

scanner do another search.

I went at him from every an-

gle. The scanner searched all

levels of flesh and bone, look-

ing for some point of entry.

Nothing. There was nothing

there: no tumor, no implant. Was
he sick? Was he cured

1

? What
kind ol report should I write?

I decided to disconnect
everything, but not before I

buzzed post-op and sched-
uled him for seventy-two hours

of observation. After they took

him away I sat there a long time,

reviewing a replay of the search,

wondering what to make of all

this, wondering what to do.

It was slow coming to me, but

it came. Alter its trip through the

system, it probably took awhile

to settle comfortably in its new
home, where my sensory cor-

tex meets my motor cortex.

But the thing got acclimated

well enough. And it told me ex-

actly what I had to do.

Probe docs keep no surgical

instruments on hand, but I knew
everything I needed would be

on the next floor, in the operat-

ing room, I headed there and
found just what I was looking for.

As I was leaving I ran into a real

surgeon. And I did some sur-

gery. Real surgery.DO



^Doing my
Ph.D. thesis on UFOs would

be interesting,

but it won't get me a yob.9

Chris Rutkowski is a

graduate student in

the earth sciences at

theUniversity of Man-
itoba. He also has a

keen interest In UFOs.

He has even given

some thought to doing

his Ph.D. thesis on the

subject. But when he

decided to find out if

any other Ph.D. theses

on UFOs had been
done, he dug up at

least a dozen

One of Ihe first of

these appeared in

1970, out of the jour-

nalism department ot

Northwestern Univer-

sity. The author, Her-

bert Strentz, was in-

terested In haw the

press covered UFO
reports between 1947,

when the whole con-

troversy began, and
1966. The answer, he lound, was not very well. Mostly news-
paper accounts sniggered about "littie green men" and
quoted "experts" who seemed to know even less than the

reporters And they did little to confirm the accuracy of the

stories. In Strentz's view, it was media attention, not UFO
activity, thai generated UFO waves.

Another Northwestern Ph D thesis, this one trom the so-

ciology department, cast a cold eye on tour Chicago-area

flying-saucer groups, As a graduate student, Kelly Schutz

joined the groups and was even elevated to [he rank of

"priest" in one of them. He ultimately concluded that the

members were involved in a religious
1

|i

And from Indiana University comes Thomas Eddie Bui-

lard's "Mysteries in Ihe Eye of the Beholder." The Bullard

thesis takes a historical approach, reviewing beliefs in other

beings and supernatural events trom olher centuries, then

comparing them with modern UFO stories. "Bullard holds

that anomalies over the ages, from biblical llrnes lo the pres-
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ent, are strongly simi-

lar," Rutkowski says

"These types of phe-

nomena will always be

with us. UFOs hap-

pen lo be our modern
mythology.

"

There is also Paul

McCarthy's "Politick-

ing and Paradigm-
Shifting," a 1975 the-

sis from the Universily

of Hawaii It examines
the career of the late

James O. McDonald,

a respecled Univer-

sity of Arizona atmos-

pheric physicist who,

inthemid-SMies, be-

came convinced of

the reality of UFOs
and tried without suc-

cess to persuade his

colleagues to pay se-

rious atlention to the

evidence.

Finally, Rutkowski

believes, the best UFO thesis of all is David Michael Ja-

cobs's "The UFO Controversy in America." published by In-

diana Universily Press "This is the foremosf reference book
on the subiect," Rutkowski declares.

What are these theses saying about Ihe reality ot UFOs?
"Not much," says Rutkowski "They're looking at the social

dimensions ot the UFO question. They just sort of dance
around [he reality of UFOs Ihemselves. This approach al-

lows young scholars to write in a respectable forum abou!

a nonrespeclable subject that interests them."

Is Rutkowski going to join Ihe crowd? He has been ap-

proached by the University of Manitoba geophysics de-

partment to do his Ph.D. thesis on the theories ot Michael

Persmger, who believes thai UFO lights are caused by

earthquakes—a hypothesis Rutkowski has criticized in ar-

ticles published in geophysical journals. But Rutkowski thinks

he's going to decline the offer "Sure, it's an interesting sub-

ject," he says, "but II won't gel me a job "—JEROME CLARK
87



>l lowing ihe Challenger
;ragedy7 "I think il shows
divine intervention " Hall

answers. "It was a way ol

putting a calm on Ihe storm."

Raul Kurtz, the State Uni-

versity of New York al Buffalo

pnilosopher who heads
CSICOP (the Committee for

fne Scientific Investigation

of Claims of the Paranormal),

disagrees. "A better explana-

tion is that the image of

Jesus' face is In the eye of
: the beholder and not in

the cloud," he says "It's a lot

like a Rorschach lest You

can read into an inkblot

anything you want

"

The Challenger Jesus is

just one of many alleged

apparitions of Christ reported

in recent years, Kurtz points

out "He supposedly was
appearing on the side of a
Pennsylvania house for a

while, and in Mexico people
came from miles around
to see his face on a tortilla.

There are elusive Jesus
sightings all over But when
you'lry to get holdof them it

turns out that only the believ-

ers see them

"

—Sherry Baker

Following (he explosion of

the space shultle Challenger

on January 28, 1986, Ronald
Reagan quoted from one
of Christa McAulilfe's favorite

poems: The shuttle astro-

nauts, the President said, had
"touched the face of God

"

Now a Kennedy Space
nedic, Debi Hall,

claims that may have hap-
pened. A videotape of the

explosion, she says, shows
trie lace of Jesus in the shy

Hall was sitting beside
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reporters and the astronauts'

families when the Challenger

i bursf into flames and smoke.
killing all aboard. She re-

mained on duty until late that

evening while her husband
taped news reports of the

: accident. Then she returned

!
home to watch the video-

taped reports on television

"As I watched the CBS cover-

age." Hall recalls, "thetace

I
of Jesus appeared on the

screen."

Numbed by exhaustion

Hall finally turned

Off the TV and went to bed "I

thought I was seeing things,"

she says But a few days
later she ran the tape for her

husband. He. too, saw a
huge, bearded face formed
out of smoke.
The following week she

took the tape to the Kennedy :

Space Center and showed
it around. "Debi didn't need to

:

point the face out to anyone,"

recalls Linda Silk, a medical

staff clerk at the space center.

"It definitely tooked like

Christ's face in Ihe clouds

"

Why would the face of

Jesus appear in ihe cloud



ting following alcohol

withdrawal, for example—he
doesn't rule out the paranor-

mal. "I don't see any way
of determining whether or not

psychic faculties actually

exist," he says.

Moody doubts that reports

of psychic experiences in-

volving Presley will cease

anytime soon. "Some people

are praying to him, even

ascribing miracles to him."

Moody says. "What we
are witnessing is the forma-

'ion of a new religion."

—Sherry Baker

showing toe prints and sweat

pores thai could not have

been faked

"

But according to Michael

Dennett, a member of

CSICOP (the Committee for

the Scientific Investigation

of Claims of the Paranormal),

there is no convincing evi-

dence thai the creature

exists—much less that it rates

a fossil name "Although

millions of photos are taken

tn the United States each
year, there isn't one clear

photo of these animals. And
not one dead Bigfoot was

A psychotherapist who
met Elvis Presley as a child

claims the king of rock and
roll unexpectedly stopped by

her office one day and coun-

seled her on the emptiness

of her life. Another woman, m
the middle of a difficult

childbirth, looked up to see
that Elvis had popped into the

delivery room to give her

encouragement. If these

events sound a little far-

fetched, consider this; They
supposedly happened in

the years aftei Presley's death

in August 1977

Many of these incidents

have been studied by psy-

chiatnst Raymond Moody,
who has recently compiled
leports of unusual psychic

experiences surrounding the

death of Presley, in Elvis

Aftei Life (Peachtree Publish-

ers) Moody, known for his

studies of the near-death

experience, believes that

Presley's death was a deeply

emotional experience tor

many who grew up in Ihe Fif-

ties. "He was a symbol of

sexuality, freedom, and youth

r of those people

His death at age forty-two

focused public attention

on our own mortaii'v

plains. "Some people went

through a magnification of

normal bereavement, which

could have triggered these

rather unusual experiences."

Moody says that while Ihe

strange occurrences listed

in his book may have logicaJ

explanations—a newly

sober truck driver who claims

he picked up a phantom
Elvis hitchhiking near Mem-
phis could have been halluci-

Long known as Bigfooror

Sasqualch, the legendary

creature that supposedly

roams the forests of the Pa-

cific Norlhwest now has a

scientific moniker

—

Gigantu-

pithecus blacki. Washington

State University physical

anthropologist Grove r Krantz

came up with ihe name
recently, after comparing de-

scriptions of Ihe elusive

Sasquatch with the fossils of

an extinct species known
as Gigantopiihecus

"From fossils found in

China, we suspect Giganto-

pnhecus had wide shoul-

ders, strong arms, and
a gorillalike face covered

with hair Males stood eight

feet tali and weighed about

eight hundred pounds,"

Krantz explains. "Sasqualch

is virtually identical I |usl

made the blatant similarity

official by giving it the name
ol the already known G/ganfo-

pithecus. I have researched

Sasqualch for more than

seventeen years," he adds..

'The evidence of its existence

includes casts of footprints

found after Ihe Mount Saint

Helens eruption There are

just dubious sightings, du-

bious footprints," he says

Krantz admits that ihe ma-
jority of anthropologists

won'! even look at an alleged

Sasquatch footprint "But

giving Sasqualch a fossil

name," he says, "'may help

the subjeci to be treated

more seriously

"

—Sherry Baker

"Everything that is dead
quivers"

—Wassily Kandinsky



Psychologist Jeffrey Mun-
son of the Durham, North

Carolina'based Foundation

for Research on the Nature of

Man (FRNM) received

several phone calls after Ihe

space shuttle Challenger

exploded in 1986. The callers,

all of them distraught, claimed

they had foreseen the trag-

edy—and done nothing.

"They said they had premoni-
tions or dreamed about it,"

he recalls. They tell terribly

guilty that they had received

this information and not

used it to help in someway."
Munson relates that the

FRNM (a nonprofit organiza-

tion that studies paranormal
phenomena) receives hun-

dreds of phone calls a year

from people who are similarly

disturbed about psychic
experiences "They are

sometimes confused or de-
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d," he explains "Sud-

denly the normal rules of

living don't apply anymore,

and it can be frightening

"

Munson says that many ot
1 these people recognize
they have a problem dealing

with their experiences. "But

they are often hesitant to

contact a psychiatrist or psy-

chologist because they

fear being branded 'crazy,'

"

In order16 help these

people, the FRNM is putting

together a referral list of

psychiatrists, psychologists,

and counselors who claim

expertise in the paranormal
So far the directory contains

the names of more than

50 mental-health profession-

als around the country with

an interest in psi. "I hope
to use the directory to refer

people to professionals

who will give them legitimate

psychological help—without

the threat of an opinion that

works against them from the

start," Munson states. "Some
people who call us may or

may not have psychic experi-

ences, and some of them
may be deluded or even have

some kind of organic dis-

ease But they shouldn't be
labeled disturbed automati-

cally because they're claim-

ing paranormal experiences."

Psychologist James Al-

cock of York University

in Toronto, however, isn't Im-

pressed with the idea of a
directory of psi-Inclined

counselors. "If a person with

a lelusion that he can read

minds is told by his t

'That's ESR' It may make
the patient feel better in the

short term," he notes. "Bui if

this is the beginning of

schizophrenia, it could keep
that person from getting

the treatment he really

needs."—Sherry Baker

'The crux , . . is that the vast

majority ol the mass ot the

universe seems to be
missing." —William J. Broad

Cant bear the thought of

parting with Fido when he
dies? Now you can keep your

dead dog around Ihe house
forever, according to a Pinel-

las Park, Florida, man who
freeze-dries house pets.

Jeffrey Weber, head of

Preservation Specialties, Inc.,

points out that freeze-drying

results in a more lifelike

appearance than |ust stuffing

a pet. "In taxidermy the

animal is gutted and the skin

is fitted over a form," he
says. "It will make a dog look

like a dog—but not your

dog Freeze-drying preserves

the individual characteristics

of your pet,"

How does the process
work? Grieving pet owners
choose the position they

want their dear departed to

be locked in forever. Then the

animals are dipped in a
chemical bath to eliminate

germs, and shaped into

position with wires "Next we
freeze them in a vacuum
chamber at minus five de-

grees Fahrenheit, 'Weber
notes. "That boils the moisture

out of Ihe animals, leaving

them intact."

Since opening his business

lasl tall, Weber has Ireeze-

dried more than 30 dogs,

cats, snakes, gerbils, rabbits,

turtles, and lizards. "I take

only well-loved pets that died
of old age or euthanasia,"

he emphasizes. Prices range
Irom $350 to treeze-dry a
cat in a lying position to

$t,800 for a German shep-

herd in the attack position.

What do people do with

their perpetually preserved

pets? "Some treal the ani-

mals like they are still alive,"

Weber answers. "They

groom them, talk to them,

and even pel them."

Recently Preservation

Specialties. Inc., had three

requests from people who
want to be freeze-dried when
they die. "I think thai will

happen in two or three years,"

Weber says. "We envision

the day of the glass-topped

coffin in perpetual-viewirvg

chapels. The family can
come visit whenever they

want. There will be no deteri-

oration of their dead relative.

A freeze-dried body will

last virtually forever."

—Sherry Baker



SCIENCE COURT
from it while suhorng Ihe cost yourself, as

opposed to you being cured of the dis-

ease but never- heioss passing it on to your
kids. Altering the somatic line instead of

the germ line is in a sense the worst of all

worlds because then you're removing the

evolutionary selection against Ihe nega-
tive trait while allowing it to spread among
the offspring.

Rifkin is wrong about the putative dan-
gers of novel recombinant creatures, such
as experimental frost-resistant bacteria.

The reason he's wrong is that he com-
pletely ignores ihe concept of natural se-

lection. His notion of things "getting out of

control" violates the process of natural se-

lection: Things wouldn't get out of control,

because natural selection would start

working against the excess.

Teller: We know much too little of human
genes. My one passion is knowledge. As
a scientist I am prejudiced. Let research

go on. Ignorance will help no one.

Glashow: The issue is moot. No reputable

scientist has the foggiest idea of how to

implement any practical, sale, and effec-

tive germ line therapy on humans. Thus no
responsible proposal involving alteration of

Ihe human germ line is likely to arise for

years to come. The present NIH guideline

13 appropriate at this time. For now let us
reap the rewards of somatic cell therapy,

such as the elimination of the scourge of

diabetes. If and when scientists develop
germ line therapies that are usefully ap-
plied to domestic animals, the issue must
be reconsidered; a potential strategy to

eliminate such inheritable diseases as
hemophilia. Hun;irigtori's chorea, and gout
cannot be lightly discarded.

Konner: The NIH should certainly entertain

proposals involving alterations to the hu-

man germ line. This does not mean it

should lund them all or lhat only scientists,

wiih purely technical guidelines, should

decide on them. The possibility that

changes "might get out of control and be
irretrievable" would doubtless be chill-

ing—if it were not at this point so thor-

oughly farfetched. Meanwhile, the possi-

bililyof eliminating from the germ line such
devastating single gone disorders as reti-

noblastoma [an eye cancer that causes
blindness in children] and neurofibroma-

tosis [the Elepharr: Man's disease] is be-

coming more realistic each year. Let Rifkin

look in the eyes of parents whose children

have those disorders and deny them the

chance to eliminate the offending genes
forever. There is no empirical or theoretical

basis for his concerns, only science-fiction

fantasy and an irrational fear of the future.

Papert: The NIH is right. We don't know
enough about the oossib'e conseguences
of genetic change io allow experiments in

"No doubt, the mor,! profound c-xavcp/- of rdp/c/ e/e movement
during sleep iheit I've ever seen."

germ line therapy at this time.

Money: NIH is a government agency sub-

ject to the bureaucratic authority of the

administration and the legislative power of

Congress. In the final analysis, whether or

not research proposals involving alteration

to the human germ-cell line are enter-

tained is not an election carried out by or

within the NIH but by various pressure
groups in sociefy. These groups, in gen-
eral, act as if geneticists are modern-day
Dr. Frankensteins, whereas Ihey are the

very people who have more knowledge
and wisdom than any other group of advis-

ers of society regarding the outcome of

gene therapy based on alteration of the

genetic code. Genetic alteration has al-

ways been with us because it occurs
spontaneously. It is the basis of hybridiza-

tion to produce new subspecies, and of

inbreeding to produce thoroughbreds.

Schalier: The NIH is evading its responsi-

bility by refusing to fund germ line re-

search. Scientists are no more qualified in

deciding on the ethics of a situation than

are any other group of people, but at least

they are more adept at rationalizing their ac-

tions. I do not know the reason for the NIH's

decision, but by taking the moral stance
it has. the NIH—as the most powerful or-

ganization lunding such research—has left

the task and the problem to others.

Schank: A new professional seems to be
gaining ground lately the anntachnologist.

History is full of attacks on any new scien-

tific enterprise, those altacks ranging from

discussions of the impossibility of the en-

terprise to the immorality of the enterprise.

The edicts and scare tactics that resulted

from condemnations of immorality were
usually led by the church, but in a society

that separates church and stale, the anti-

technologist is usually some kind of born-

again recanting scientist.

In a free society such as ours, where the

loudest group olten wins, it is easy to por-

tray the scientist, and particularly the gov-

ernment-backed scientist, as evil and out

of control. Popular movies such as EX fre-

quently seem to have Ihe public rooting

against Ihe scientist.

But who says any possible genetic side

effects of germ iine experiments might be
bad? Who says that nature can make only

good genetic changes and people can
make only bad- ones?
Science must be allowed to create new

technologies wiihoul having to kowtow to

the antitechnoiogists I his does not mean
thai scientists ought to be allowed to do
anything Ihey might care to do without

having to answer to certain controls. Those
controls, however, ought not simply to en-

act the agendas of woll-lunrled groups of

antitechnoiogists who are frightened by
new technology. The NIH should be able

to entertain and fund any well-thought-out

proposal,' especially one that might help

cure various crippling diseases. There is a
difference between finding on; about things

and doing fhings. Scientists must be al-

owed to find out.



Hawking: I would not support germ line

therapy in our present stale of knowledge.
Weizenbaum: It's very clear to me that at

the present lime the NIH should not enter-

tain research proposals involving, altera-

lions to the human germ line. We just don't

have any way of predicting all the conse-
quences—particularly the safety conse-

quences— ol exotic scientific methods.
We've seen cases over and over again
where the scientists say, "Leave it to us.

We're scientists; we're specialists in the

field, and we're telling you that nothing can
go wrong." And then in fact something does
go wrong. I don't know how I'd feel about

germ line therapy twenty-five years from
now; bul given the present state of our
knowledge, to do something that's irre-

versible like this would be very foolish.

CA5E 3. PSYCHIC SUIT

Judith Richardson Haimes, a Philadel-

phia psychic, claimed that a 1976 hospital

CAT scan procedure destroyed her psychic

powers. Accordingly, she sued the hospital

for damages. At the trial, police officers

testified that Haimes had helped them solve

crimes. A doctor testified that Haimes had
psychically diagnosed illnesses. Haimes
herself testified that had she not undergone
the CAT scan, she would have foreseen the

car accident her son was later involved in.

The jury, which deliberated for only an hour,

awarded Haimes damages in the amount

of $986,465.75. The hospital promptly ap-

pealed the verdict, and the case is now
awaiting retrial.

The issue: What should the verdict be in

the new trial, and why?

Glashow: For the hospital. Psychic powers
do not exist and therefore cannot be lost.

Or. with a lighter touch, why did Haimes,
the psychic, not foresee the disastrous ef-

fect ot a CAT scan upon her alleged pow-
ers and avoid such a procedure?
Konner: The lirst jury's decisionis not ac-

ceptable. A court cannot admit testimony

to- events that have no possible basis in

reality—the conviction of credulous wit-

nesses notwithstanding. The plaintifl can-
not have lost a capacity lhat neither she
nor anyone else has ever been shown to

have. The award of damages should be
overturned at retrial.

Money: Statistical;-. " is impossible to prove

anything on the basis of one example. If it

were, then one mighl just as well argue that

the Philadelphia psychic lost her alleged

powers because, having foreseen her son's

accident, she then arranged or consented
to a CAT scan herself so that she could

then sue the hospital and become almost

a millionaire. Being a psychic does not, in

and of itself, exclude the possibility ol also

being an impostor.

Schaller: Haimes has no clam- whosoever
She,voluntarily exposed nersell to Ihe CAT
scan. And presumably she did not warn

the hospital staff 'hat the CAT scan could,

like the side effects ol a drug, affect her

abilities. Why did her psychic powers not

warn her of the dangers of a CAT scan? A
remarkable failure in a crilical situation.

Schank: II is all too easy to dismiss a suit

about the loss of psychic powers as a nul

case. There is no scientific evidence that I

know of for any psych'C powers, but it they

do exist, a CAT scan would seem unlikely

to cause the loss ol such powers. What
exactly did the CAT scan do? Where are

the psychic powers located such that a CAT
scan can zap them? We are forever finding

oul new things about the mind, and we may
one day understand enough to give us
good reasons lo believe in communication
by means other than the ones we now con-

sider normal. Right now it is too early to

believe in such phenomena, but on the

other hand, it is always too early to dis-

count a new theory or new phenomenon
without enough evidence either way. Sci-

ence, after all, marches to the tune of un-

answered questions but l docs not do so
by dismissing such questions out of hand.

The law, on the other hand, has no choice
but to keep within the range of scientific

evidence known at the time, in this case
overturning the original verdict,

Teller: My daughter wondered about the

action ol the jury: The unknown effects of

CAT scan radiation wiped out the unknow-
able powers oi a psychic woman. The-jury

awarded a million dollars. Was the vote of

the jury due to Ihe intact psychic powers
of the claimant?.

Hawking: I do not believe in psychic pow-
ers and so don't believe you can lose them.

II she really had such powers, why didn't

she foresee the result of the scan''

Trivers: I'm going to get a little technical

and pedantic on this one, but I'd have- to

say I fiat except for her failure lo predict her

son's accident, Ihe psychic presented no
slrong evidence that she lost her abilities.

So if I were cal'ecl in as an oxperl witness,

I would say as a scientist that it's not inher-

ently impossible that such psychic abilities

exist, and neither is il impossible that they

could be destroyed by a medical tech-

nique. But I would want strong evidence
on each point before 1 awarded much in

the way of damages.
Papert: The hospital should win. No suffi-

cient evidence has been given that psychic

powers actually exist. The evidence that

Haimes presents cannot counterbalance
the weight of the accumulated evidence
that psychic power does not exist.

Weizenbaum: I really don't have enough
information to decidethis case, but the un-

derlying issue—whether these powers
really exist— is not insignificant.

I know that

many of my sciorlilic colleagues will say,

"Oh, these alleged psychic powers don't

exist," but they say that with no real evi-

dence behind them. They are extreme
skeptics, and in a very arrogant way. The
fact is that there's a hell of a lot of things

that we scientists oon'l Know, and it would
be nice if for a cl i^nge scientists would ap-
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ply a Utile of their vaunted skepticism to

their own dogmatic c^anis about what ex-

ists and what doesn't.

CASE 4. PATENTING
ANIMALS

Scientific researchers now have the abil-

ity to create wholly new life forms, organ-

isms that have not evolved naturally but

rather have been genetically engineered in

laboratories. In April 1987 the U.S. Patent

Office ruled that these "nonnaturally oc-

curring nonhuman multicellular living or-

ganisms, including animals," can be pat-

ented. Critics of this decision, including John

A. Hoyt, president of the Humane Society

of the United Stales, feared certain abuses,

among (hem that patenting animals would

lead to an increase in animal suffering as

they are used for industrial research and

that companies holding patents would have

a monopoly on some animal species. He
therefore suggested that the "patenting of

animals should be prohibited through

congressional legislation."

The Issue: Should genetically engi-

neered higher organisms (not including

human beings) be created, and should they

be patented?

GlashowrNew animals are certainly pat-

entable. The objections of'Hoyl are not a

legal basis to' overturn the Patent Office

ruling. Why shou c "designer organs"":?'

be subject to any more or less abuse than

nature's own beasts? Of course, legislation

is required (and exists) to prevent undue
and unnecessary suffering ot laboratory

animals. These statutes offer equal protec-

tion to all animals, whether patented or not.

It is true that some enterprising companies

may hold monopolies on some useful ani-

mal species while Iheir patents are in ef-

fect. Soil is with etiective drugs and novel

devices, and so it must be in our capitalist

society. Legislation banning the palenlmg

of animals would seem to me to be uncon-

stitutional and un-American.

Konner: I believe that animal welfare is only

distantly secondary :.o human welfare, and
so the possible consequences for animal

abuse (implausible in any case) are not

i ipperrfos! in my mind. Scientists and en-

gineers who invent ways to produce a su-

perior animal through molecular genetic

technology should have their creative ef

torts protected, despite the fact that they

may be making only a slight improvement

on nature. Yet something disturbs me aboul

the notion lhat an animal can be patented

like a new type of belt buckle. It seems an

affront to the sanciily of life. I
would favor

sonie new type of legal device, or at least

new language;, Inal would be different from

erdmary oarer.", aw. ye: orotect the inven-

tiveness of biological engineers.

Money: Patenting living organisms, includ-

ing animals, is not lundamentally different

than registering purebreds. Patenting,

trademarking, or registering does nol, per

se, either produce abuses or guarantee

against abuses: People, either as individ-

uals or groups, are responsible for whether

anything is well used or abused, moral or

immoral, good or evil.

Schaller: I see no reason why genetically

engineered organisms should not be pat-

ented, Presumably there are criteria for

deciding what constitutes a "new" organ-

ism. There are, however, far more basic

concerns. At presenl only humans are ex-

empt. What are the ethical implications of

altering the genetically similar chimpan-

zees? Or species thai <vo so rare that only

a few individuals survive? What steps will

be taken to prevent ateree nclividuals from

escaping into the environment and hybrid-

izing or competing successfully with natu-

ral species9 We may be on the way to al-

tering not.jusf species but the composition

o" ecosystems.

Schank: I feel the need to resortto analogy

with my own field. Suppose thai the result

ot experiments n artificial intelligence was .

a fully funclional robot that cooked and
served dinner, too* ca-e o* the house and
fiscal responsibilities of its owner, and was
a companion when you ware lorely Surely

any company lhat created such a being

would be permitted to patent it. I doubt that

anyone would object at all.
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Now. suppose; :hal we began to get very
comfortable and familiar with our house-
hold robot, as we can expect most of its

owners would. It is quite, natural that they

woL.
!d bogin to become attached to a o&ng

to whom they told their innermosl Ihoughts

and who was always helpful, with never a

cross word spoken. In laci. most owners
would begin to believe that their robot cared

about them and was different from all other

robots. And in fact, it would be different

from the olhers because it would know
about them, have a great deal of context
that allowed' them to easily interpret what
they were being asked, and reolac ng thorn

would be time-consuming and probably
emotionally wrenching.

It would seem obvious that people would
become concerned about their robot and
would be worried about the mistreatment

of other robots. They would begin to be-
lieve that their robots felt things, thought

things and even loved them. They would
feel this way about their robots because
the robots would be programmed to make
their owners feel that way.

The people who insist thai their dogs
have feelings would be the very same ones
who would insist thai iktr -coots had them,

too. In fact, we can't really know about the

feelings ol dogs or robots. But it is knowing
about feelings and self-consciousness lhar

guides our decisions about animals. It we
believe that they feel, independently of

whether they actually do or not, we ought
to protect them.

New animals ought to be patentable for

the same reason that new robots ought to

be patentable: because they are both

products of human ingenuity. In addition,

using the same reasoning that we would
use to protect new robots, we ought to

make laws to protect those animals.

Teller: Better livestock wi'l help at home and
even more in the Third World. To use ani-

mals is the oldest activity of man. We should

emphasize research on animals. Without

patents, research will bo hampered by se-

crecy. Patents on animals are fully justified

Hawking: I don't see why not.

Weizenbaum: I'm against this, except pos-
sibly for life forms below a certain thresh-

old of complexity, If a cell were modified

into something new, well, I might not be
against patenting that. But to modify a dog
and to patent it, that's something else again.

The principle involved is that patenting an-

imals would be a-further blurring of the line

between living entities and mere objects.

There's a difference between robots and
people and also between patented ob-
jects and living things, and these differ-

ences ought to be recognized and pro-

tected" instead of being obliterated.

Papert: Genencaly created animals should

be patentable. If society later develops a

more sophisticated concept of animal
rights, then the situation might change.
Meantime il would be wrong to keep re-

searchers from patenting their crealions.

Trivers; My bias is against patenting ge-
netically engineered higher organisms: The

creation oi these In ngs is based on an aw-
ful lot of shared basic science, and it would
be valuable for people to continue to share
their knowledge. Second, I think the temp-
tation toward forms ot slavery is higher in

thecase of ani— als specilical y created for

a certain purpose and then palented.

At most I would tolerate limited-use pat-

ents, for a length of five or fifteen years,

perhaps. This would give people an eco-
nomic incentive to create: They'd have to

share their discoveries public y. bu: io'tno

limited time period they'd have the exclu-

sive right to sell their creations,

CASE 5. WHO OWNS
THE BONES?

In 1967 amateur archaeologist Leonard
Charrier dug up an ancient burial site of the

Tunica Indian tribe of Louisiana. He
unearthed a vast collection of grave offer-

ings, as well as some human bone frag-

ments and teeth. In 1970 the whole find,

which amounted to several tons of arti-

facts, only a small percentage of which was
human remains, was transported to the

Peabody Museum at Harvard University.

Later, representatives of the present-day

Tunicas sued to get the bones and every-

thing else returned to them. The Indians

claimed that they owned the artifacts and
that they did not view the excavation of

graves as scientifically or archaeologically

justified but simply as "the systematic de-

spoliation of their ancestral burial grounds."

In 1985 a Louisiana district court ruled in

favor of the Indians. It held that the tribe

owned the artifacts and did not have to

compensate Charrier for his discovery and
excavation. Charrier considered appealing

the decision to the Supreme Court but to

date has not done so. The Peabody Mu-
seum has returned ail the artifacts to the

Tunica tribe.

The Issue: Who owns the bones?

Trivers: To me. tn ;s is no big issue.
I admit

to having a bias toward the local people,

the local descendants, the local country,

and so. forth, and I don't believe you should
be allowed to remove bones—or any pa-
leoniological specimens—from the origi-

nal country; so I support the local people.

But I'm amused by now much s:nnificance

people ai'ach lo al this bono business; and
I'm amazed how in our own culture, where
;ho dormant region is Christianity—and
Jesus spoke several times very pointedly

saying that the bones are nothing and lhai

the body that's left behind is noth
navn ili is vereraMo 'of the dead r

This I regard as ght
Konner: As an anth

in both positions, so

for me. (Similar t:a?

conflict is cioso lo

ground, lead me tc favor the arc
gists, but Ihere the bones are ole

the need on the other side for the estab-

lishment of a religions xfently is not as
great.) Qualified sc'or.isls deserve ac



cess to such -nateriali. iltlmy unearth Ihem

and bring them to light But the courts

should develop 'or-ulas that limit their ac-

cess, based on a reasonable time for study

and on the importance of the research.

After a time remains should probably re-

vert to Ihose with a legitimate "family" claim

on them- --although such claims should be

subject to a statute of limitations, since it is

doubtful that very ancient remains belong

to anyone. Also, archaeologists should

continue to have access to such materials

if the research is of sufficient value. Finally,

it's clear that archaeologists may show
more respect for the remains than some
who claim relatedness and that Ihe cultural

identity of such peoples as the Tunica de-

pends in no small part on archaeological

research.

Teller: I don't know. These are words that

scientists should use more often.

Glashow: It depends. Native Americans

have not been well treated by us newcom-
ers. If the Indian claim to ownership is

plausibly legitimate, the artifacts should be

returned or their purchase negotiated. The

issue depends upon the question of legit-

imacy: Was the Tunica burial site tended,

venerated, or remembered in legend by

the Indians, or was it abandoned, ne-

glected, and forgotlen until Charter's ex-

cavation? In the latter case, the Indians'

claim of ownership is absurd.

Schaller: Museum collectors often meas-

ure success in terms of numbers. It may
be necessary to have a sufficiently large

sample to measure range of variation, but

many museums have unjustifiably large

collections of human skeletal remains. Al-

most all the bones could be returned to

indigenous peoples without hampering re-

search. Casts could be made ol critical

pieces and preserved at the museums.
Who owns the bones? The indigenous

people, if the bones are recent enough to

belong to the tribe in question.

Nevertheless, the rights of indigenous

peoples, scientists, and society as a whole

must be considered. Cerlain cultural arti-

facts—whether because of age, beauty, or

actual value—belong to society, and their

place is in museums.
Schank: It seems fairly clear that members
of one culture often treat members of other

cultures as if they were not equals. Civi-

lized people Quite oiler
1 disregard the rights

of groups they consider to be less civi-

lized; rich cultures often plunder poorer

cultures; and members of one race often

consider those of another io be dirly, smelly,

unsophisticated, and, in general, some-

how less than human.

01 course, archaeologists seek to learn

about all cultures. Archaeologists study In-

dian bones to find oul about Indian culture

and help us complete our understanding

of the history of man. But Ihese same ar-

chaeologists do not choose Io dig up bones

of their own great-grandfathers even
Ihough there may be iniormation there as

well. There is an implicit cultural chauvin-

ism at work here. We canricUrcat other cul-
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tures as if they are unequal to our own. The
Indians own the bones and ought to have

the right to determine if their great-grand-

fathers' bodies ought to be displayed in

some museum case.

Weizenbaum: The Indians own the bones;

I would think that's obvious. The issue here

is really like one country going into another

country and d gang up a "reasureof some
kind—whether it's tin or silver or oil or what-

ever—and taking il olf (or themselves. We
should take Ihe position that the treasure

is owned by the country in whose domain

Ihese Things are found in ihe first place.

The original country has title to them. There

may be exceptions in urgent circum-

stances—having to do with scarce re-

sources, for example—where ownership

.

r !cjh!s have to be negotiated, but in the ab-

sence of such urgency, the people who
have the original domain own the objects

in question.

Papert: The Indians own the bones. The
balancing of rights between the anthro-

pologists and the Indians should be based
on negotiation. If the assertion of Indian

rights would threaten further knowledge,

then Ihe government should find a way to

handle the conflicting claims and to pro-

vide compensation to Ihe Indians.

Money: Dead bodies and their burial places

are subject to one oi society's taboos. One
of the social tunctions of a taboo is Io give

one group of people power over those who
break il. The issue of who owns the bones

in an archaeological buna: <a \k> \$ basically

a power struggle. In Ihe Tunica Indian case,

it gives a mino'ily groio a weapon of power

and retaliation over a majority under whom
they have suffered. Whether Ihey own the

bones or not has no bearing on where they

are kept—either in I'ne Peabody Museum
or reburied in the earth.

Hawking: Not being American, I have no

opinion.

CASE 6. COMPUTER
PRIVACY

After Terry Dean Rogan of Los Angeles

lost his wallet, a man using his identification

was linked to two murders and two robber-

ies in Los Angeles. Rogan was arrested er-

roneously, but his name and address were

entered in the computerized criminal his-

tory records maintained by the FBI's Na-

tional Crime Information Center (NCIC).

Because the NCIC file on Rogan was in-

accurate and failed to contain any of his

personal identifying characteristics, Rogan
was arrested on four other occasions for

crimes he did not commit. He sued the city

of Los Angeles for violating his Fourth

Amendment rights against unreasonable

searches and seizures. In 1987 Rogan won
his case.

The Issue: Does a centralized, comput-

erized crime Hie such as the NCIC's jeop-

ardize the due process and privacy rights

of citizens?



Glashow: A centralized computerized
crime file is absolutely-necessary for crime

control, but it does jeopardize the rights of

citizens. Incompetence, inaccuracy, and
irresponsibility in the use ol such files will

lead to further cases in which innocent cit-

izens are harassed. Persons who are so
treated must be generously compensated
by the federal government withoul neces-
sary recourse to the courts. Legislation is

necessary lo make funds available for this

purpose, and every effort should be made
to avoid future incidents. Under no circum-

stances bul one should the NCIC files be
made available lor noncrime-related pur-

poses: The exception is the right of each
citizen lo examine his or her own file.

Konner: The Rogan case was properly de-

cided. Central zed c'ala banks pose anew,
probably serious threat to privacy, yet such

data banks are too valuable to be for-

sworn. We need to proceed very cau-

tiously, and the courls should give the ben-

efit of the doubt to plaintiffs who challenge

the way centralized data are used. Such
challenges should result in the emergence
of a system of checks and balances that

will prevent the abuse of data. To the same
end, the NCIC should be prohibited from

releasing any of its data for noncrime-re-

lated purposes.

Money: Whether centralized or regional-

ized, a computerized name file that iden-

tifies people and their statistics is a men-
ace to privacy. It puts due process in

jeopardy. In the computer age, Ihere is no

way of preventing any individual or bu-

reaucracy from indexing individuals on

computer lists. Therefore it becomes im-

perative to have strictly enforced safe-'

guards on the usage of such lists. One such

safeguard would oo a legally guaranteed
principle of freedom of information, so that

an individual could access his or her name
on the list and correct information falsely

entered against it

Schaller: Rogan's rights were violated: It

was sheer carelessness to keep his record

on Ihe NCIC file, and inaccurately at that.

A central file does not violate my rights of

privacy, lor I do not expect lo be on file.

But as a potential victim, I am pleased thai

the tile might help ensure my privacy—that

is, my property and person. The file should,

however, be accessible for criminal mat-

ters only, or it will be misused.
Schank: Centralized crime lilcs, while ap-
pealing on the surface, have the potential

of becoming centralized everything files,

and with that we lose a great deal of free-

dom. One answer' s to got ihe government
out of the act. Establish an independent

computer database oversight board whose
task it is to dctcrn i.ne accuracy, right of ac-

cess, and linkabilily of dalabases. Make
sure thai this board has no political ax to

grind and that it is democratically elected

in the true sense of the word. Give this

board no power other than to protect pri-

vacy and enable communication between
those who need to know. Frankly, I don't

know if this will work, bul it is high time we
100 OMNI

started thinking aooui ihe problem. Those
who choose to limit freedoms may like

computers all too well.

Another answer is to start informing the

public about how information about them
is compiled and used. You would be aghast

if every lime you checked into a hotel they

asked lor your house key, made an imprint

of it, and made the lock of the hotel room
door fit your house key. Such a syste.m

might have many advantages, but il would
have the disadvanlage of circulating im-

prints of your house key and would get you
to wondering about the wisdom ol thai. But
that is, in elieci, what <s happening every

time you give out your Social Security

number. In time, just giving out your name
will have the same effeci. Every data item

about you, from credit card purchases to

your driving record, will be easy to find for

anyone who wants to know. This can be far

more devastating than giving out your

house key in the long run.

I
do not think that databases such as the

NCIC's are bad, nor do I think that they

ought to be eliminated. But I am con-

cerned about who gets to use these da-

labases and why. Certainly any individual

ought to have access to his own records,

wilh the right to petition for changes and
deletions. Until careful rules about use, su-

pervised by outside boards, are instituted,

Ihese dalaoases ought to be shut down.
Hawking:

I think there should be central

criminal files, but Ihey should not be avail-

able to "nongovernment agencies.

Teller: Computers make crime detection

more -efficient. With more efficiency there

comes an occasional human error. More
efficiency must be carefully regulated. But
the computer is innocent.

Weizenbaum: The NCIC definitely does
jeopardize our privacy rights, and the case
of Terry Dean Rogan is a perfect example.
His righls lo due process were violated re-

peatedly This business of "matching"—
when computers and vasl data banks are

used lo match names against crimes and
so forth—is a gross violation of due proc-

ess. To arrest someone, you have to have
probable cause: and Ihis is precisely what

you don't have when a computer malches
some numbers with items on a list and then

spits your name out, and Ihe police come
and charge you with a crime.

Papert: One should have the right to know
if a government agency is inspecting one's

personal files. Such information as is in

'those tiles should not be passed on to other,

nongovernment organizations,

Trivers: Of course a centralized criminal

database does lecpardize privacy; that

does not necessarily mean that it would
not have an overriding- benefit: What it

means is that the state should pay costs of

errors plus a penalty for petec misbehav-
ior, because they'll naturally try to hide their

misuse of the files. It would be dastardly

for the NCIC to use its files lor any other

purpose than crime Control. I've got enough
problems getting credit as it is without the

FBI adding their informalionlDO

STARS
early glitches when the computer-con-

trolled roof would get stuck, lor example,

Ihe system has worked smoothly
Every day Boyd's home computer in

Phoenix receives a "morning report" on the

APTs' performance the previous night. Pe-

riodically Genel and Boyd retrieve the data

on disk and send Ine disks lo astronomers.

"I sit here in Cambridge and get my data
on floppy disks," says Baliunas, who pro-

grams her star surveys a year in advance.

This spring, wilh the help of astronomer
Donald Hayes, Boyd and Genet plan to in-

troduce a new feature, a remote-access
system that will allow astronomers to call

up the very next morning and get data on
their PCs via a modem. "Or they can even
wait until weekends or nights, when the

phone rates are cheaper," Genet says.

Ultimately, Boyd and Genet, along with

Baliunas, Hayes, and David Crawford of

Ihe Kit! Peak Observatory, envision a global

network o! automatic telescopes (GNAT)
that would permit around-the-clock cov-

erage of certain stellar objects.

Continuous monitoring would allow sci-

entists to study slar spots as well as stellar

seismology
—

"star quakes," which cause
perturbations on the surfaces. Little has
been done in this Held because of the in-

tense coverage it requires.

Crawford suggests that small tele-

scopes could also work with big ones.

Suppose a scientist wants :o use the space
telescope to study flare stars. "It's way too

expensive to have the space telescope

monitor a star to see whether or not it will

flare. So you can have the small tele-

scopes monitoring it and then tell Ihe space
telescope when to point that way." The
same strategy could be used with large

ground-based telescopes.
' Another advantage, Crawford adds, is

that "you can build and operate the small

scopes in the time you spend talking aboul

raising money for the big ones."

Crawford and Genet believe the kinds

of small telescopes now operating on

Mount Hopkins will make astronomy more
democratic by opening up the field to peo-

ple who h'ad no access before. Soon re-

searchers at small colleges, scienlisls in

Third World countries, students, and am-
ateurs will have a chance to do serious re-

search from wherever ihey are.

And no matter how bad the local ob-

serving conditions, astronomers in smog-
bound cities can still gel a clear view from

a prime mountain site, using cutting-edge

technology. 'All you need is a PC," says

Genet. 'And the [two dollar per night] cosi

is so low it's almost trivial "DO

.Anyone'in'ere-,ied m iea.'nmg nut's about Iho

APT service can write to Fairborn Observa-
tory. 1357 North Bit! Place. Mesa. AZ 85726.
(if you'd like to team aboul i.'ie contributions

other gifted amateurs nave made to astron-

omy, see next month's issue.)



PEACE
the problems of war and the prospects for

peace," he says.

In ihe United States the movement is

burgeoning. In 1983, 1,450 peace groups
existed; today there are al least 7,000, in-

cluding organizations of scientists, physi-

cians, and computer professionals. Efforts

are also under way to establish an Ameri-
can peace party like West Germany's.

Many of these groups are using high tech-

nology to broaden their base, unify efforts,

and develop sophisticated strategies for

realizing their goals.

While American peace movements of the

past have revolved around single issues,

the Eighties have witnessed a broader

perspective. Civil disobedience, the Freeze

Campaign, and citizen diplomacy have
emerged in response to nuclear testing and
weapons production, intervention in Cen-
tral America, chaos in the Middle East, war-

torn Afghanistan, South Alrican apartheid,

the lack of an arms treaty or bilateral nu-

clear freeze, and other issues. "At Ihe very

least, we learned in the Sixties that the

government is vulnerable to only one thing;

outraged public opinion," says Philip Ber-

rigan, who with his brother Daniel and oth-

ers was one of the "Catonsville Nine" con-

victed of burning draft records in the
Maryland suburb in Ihe Sixties.

On San Francisco's Sacramento Street,

just tour blocks from the Presidio military

base, there is a door almost hidden be-

tween a basket shop and a movie theater.

On it are the words san francisco-mos-

eow teleport painted in small black let-

ters. Inside, a two-room flat serves as

headquarters for the nonprofit teleport, one
of the first high-tech ventures to emerge
from the peace movement.
A self-described "cultural repairman,"

whose long hair and beard have caused
some to liken him to Moses, Joel Schatz is

confirming the phone lines reserved for to-

day's teleportation. "Did you know," he
asks, "thai all calls from the Uniled States

to the Soviet Union go through Pittsburgh

on an old-fashioned swilchboard?"

A videophone sits on Schat2's desk,

along with a television that broadcasts So-
viet programming picked up from the Mol-

niya satellite. Located two doors away, the

receiving dish is part of the Washington
Research Institute, a nonprofit organiza-

tion funded by toy company heir Henry S.

Dakin and aimer: al prornonng mutual un-

derstanding and' respect:

Schatz first visited the Soviet Union in

1983 for a firsthand look at America's major
adversary. "Basically, my motivation was
the existence of missiles aimed at each
other's populations," Schatz recalls. "It

seemed outrageous that two countries ca-

pable of annihilating each other, not to

mention the planet, many times over should

"WeVe reached the stage where we cao absolutely guarantee the side effects,

accompanied by the very real possibility of a cure."
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have such appa iing channels of commu-
nication between their populations."

On his return, Schalz bought a Radio
Shack Model 100 laptop computer. He ihen

sent a telex to Soviet Academy of Science
vice president Yevgeny Velikhov and sug-

gested a direct computer link between the

two countries for scientific exchanges. The
computer link was activated in June 1985.

The first successful test of the videophone
was conducted one month later.

Today the teleport links physicians from
the Harvard School. of Public Health and
Ihe Soviet Ministry of Health as well as the

Soviet Space Research Institute to combat
disease in the Third World. The teleport is

even teaming The San Francisco Exam-
iner and the Soviet newspaper Komso-
molskaya Pravda {Young People's Pravda).

And Dallas and Soviet fashion-design
groups are developing a Soviet- American
fashion line. Although they suspect that the

teleport's connections are monitored by
both Soviet and American ofticials, Schatz
and others don't expect interference, as

long as they aren't discussing sensitive in-

formation or the transfer of "controlled or

embargoed", technology.

"The future of our species is bound to-

tally to technological ingenuity," Schatz
says. "The ENIAC [Electronic Numerical

Integrator and Calculator] computer was
operational the year after we destroyed Hi-

roshima. The race now is between com-
munications and nuclear annihilation."

Speaking for ihe Union of Designers in

Moscow via videophone, Boris Rauschen-
bach applauds the connection but be-

lieves technology is vastly underutilized.

"We are just beginning to tap its potential

in the peace movement," he says.

Yuri Soloviev presi li enl of the Society of

Soviet Designers, adds, "Technological

progress is now occurring so rapidly that

soon Russians and Americans will be able

to use telecommunications systems to in-
' lerlace with one another from their homes."

Historically, peace has been defined

within the confines of national boundaries.

But the world has changed. Travel and
technology have made the planet a much
smaller place, and the rapid increase in

nuclear arsenals has made il more vulner-

able to obliteration.

The Concept of peace includes social,

economic, and cultural achievements as
well as protection of the environment. So
groups like the international organization

Greenpeace focus not only on nuclear dis-

armament but also on the ecological forces

threatening the earth, including the poten-

tial for nuclear reactor accidents. While not

every opponent ol nuclear arms also op-
poses nuclear energy, serious activists in

the peace movement find the dangers ot

both unacceptable.

Increasingly, power in the international

arena is being defined not militarily but

economically. Japan and West Germany
spend minute amounts on weapons and
defense, whereas the Soviet Union and the

United States account for nearly 60 per-



cent of the world's military budget and are

both suffering sagging economies.

Peace campaigns in this century have

been waged in response to World Wars I

and
1 1 as well as to the threat of Fascism in

ihe Thirties. The anticommunist crusade
initiating the Cold War in the iate Forties

and fueled by Senator Joseph McCarthy
and the House Un-American Activities

Committee in Ihe early Fifties, however, all

but obliterated what was left of the peace
movement. Then came Vietnam.

Led primarily by students, the antiwar

movement of the Sixties was the most suc-

cessful peace campaign to date, largely

responsible lor stopping the escalation of

the Vietnam War,

By 1975, with the fall of Saigon and the

evacuation of American troops and per-

sonnel, the antiwar movement, for all in-

tents and purposes, was over. "Everybody
took some kind of break in the Seventies,"

says folksinger Joan Baez. "I for one had
blown my tubes out, and I was hurt that the

war had gone on for so long. I was hurt to

some degree that the people who really

stopped it were neither given nor taking

credit for it, including myself."

America's nuclear energy and weapons
policies, the accident at Three Mile Island,

and Jimmy Carter's Presidential Directive

59, which planned for a possible first-strike

nuclear war, soon touched the collective

nerve of peace activists. Demonstrations

and rallies at nuclear power plants, test

sites, and weapons facilities increased, with

hundreds—and eventually thousands

—

arrested for acts of civil disobedience,

successfully preventing the construction of

any new nuclear reactors.

"It's only been within the last two years

that civil disobedience has become more
acceptable as a form of proiest for most

people," says Charlie Hilfenhaus, national

staff member of the American Peace Test,

an activist, group that organizes demon-
strations and actions against nuclear test-

ing. "Traditionally it has been a fringe phe-

nomenon, bul people are now thinking it's

time to do something more than what

they've done in the past."

Since 1984 an estimated average of

3,500 people a year have been arrested

loraots(_f<i il i a l or ding to

Nuclear Resister coeditor and publisher

Jack Cohcn-Joppa, who says the number
is increasing. The varied ranks of civil dis-

obedience activists include former De-

fense Department analyst and war games
specialist Daniel Ellsberg; singer-song-

writer Kris Kristofferson; astronomer Carl

Sagan; the mayor and city council mem-
bers of Santa Monica, California; and De-
troit's auxiliary bishop Thomas Gumbloton,

one of the first Catholic bishops arrested

for civil disobedience.

Civii disobedience forces the govern-

ment and the public to pay attention to the

issues af hand. "History has shown—in the

abolitionist movement, women's vote,

unionization, civil rights—that you don't win

without this kind of effort," Ellsberg says.
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"li simulates oner action-; .iko lobbying ;-md

congressional and media investigations.

The pressure of people putting their bod-

ies on the line and going to jail uniquely

raises the moral issue of urgency."

Some proponents of civil disobedience

have gone beyond simple Irespassing and
disorderly conduct. The Plowshare move-
ment, endorsed by Catholic priests Daniel

and Philip Bemoan and u'hors, is moti-

vated by the prophecies of Isaiah 2:4

—

"They shall beat their swords into plow-

shares, and their spears into pruning-

hooks: nation shall not ill up sword against

nation, neither shall they learn war any
more." There have been Plowshare ac-

tions—hammered missile nose cones,

blood on documents, and other symbolic

acts—at such locations as the General

Dynamics Electric Boat shipyard in Grot-

on, Connecticut; Martin Marietta in Or-

lando, Florida; and the Sperry Corporation

in Eagan, Minnesota.

"There will be more acts of sabotage,

6/n the

light of this darkness stands

the peace
movement. If the word peace

still sparks

memories of flower power, love

beads, and
Vietnam for dinner, tune in^>

particularly computer and electronic sab-

otage, but I'm concerned about the effects

of radically violent acts by. others as they

become more frustrated with the state of

the world," says Ellsberg, whose first act of

civil disobedience was turning over the

"Pentagon Papers" to The New York Times

in 1971. "The government is capable ot

turning this society into an effective police

state. Computers can wire society like a

pinball machine, every conversation over-

heard and our lives transparent to police,

evoked by any actions that would legiti-

mize such retaliation. And it's naive to think

that this country isn't capable of concen-
tration camps, torture, and the total viola-

tion of privacy."

The movement, however, is learning to

use the courts to demonstrate that certain

government actions an; blocking the peace
effort. In 1986 the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts charged Amy Carter, Abbie
Hoffman, and 13 other dctcndanls, some
with trespass no and doors with disorderly

conduct duringa demonstration against

.CIA recruiters at the University of Massa-
chusetts. During the 1987 trial, attorneys

argued that recruitment of college stu-

dents is the Central Intelligence Agency's
lifeline, providing personnel tor covert and
often illegal actions that counteract all

peacemaking efforts

The lawyers charged the CIA with con-

ducting actions in Nicaragua expressly

designed to systematically murder, muti-

late, and torture civfian populations in or-

der to destabilize the government. This, the

attorneys said, violated oniric policy as well

as national and international law. 'We made
the case more of an offense than a de-

fense, putting the CIA on trial and proving

that the governmoni was unreasonable and
excessive," says Fli/abeth Tomlinson, one
ofihecocounselo.'swti!; helped obtain Ihe

acquittal of all 15 defendants in the case.

"The jury wasn't composed of rah-rah ac-

tivists. They were average citizens horri-

fied by what they heard."

The strength of the legal system will be
further tested in civil lawsuits like the one
filed on behalf of journalists Tony Avirgan

and Martha Honey by the Christie Institute,

an interfaith public-interest law firm and
public-policy center. According to Ihe af-

fidavit, the goal is to "expose and bring to

justice the secret team" smuggling weap-
ons to Iran and the coniras, "long lunded

by the sale ot illegal narcotics in the United

States." The documents further accuse the

team of a history of political terrorism and
arms trafficking funded by drug smug-
gling that began in Southeast Asia in the

Sixties and continues today.

-"On amoral, legal, and practical level,

everything is interconnected," says Chris-

tic Institute executive director Sara Nelson.

"Our national security increasingly de-

pends on the security of other countries.

The issue is no longer anticommunism: It's

food, shelter, education, and other basics.

Shedding light on llegai operations is just

the beginning lo l-ndincj a solution."

The personal initiatives of citizen diplo-

macy, however, go beyond protest and the

courts. In an effort to do something about

the escalating arms race and the prospect

of nuclear annihilation, individuals and
groups are promoting a greater and more
accurate ilow ot information.

It is within these increased exchanges

that technology is aiding Ihe peace move-
ment. "Ultimately citizen diplomacy could

evolve into a new form of governance
where the average person can take an ac-

tive role in the decision-making process,"

says Kim Spencer, executive director of In-

ternews, the independent television

broadcasting company responsible for

many SpaceBridge events.

SpaceBridges one bring ng people to-

gether via huge video screens where in-

dividuals can see and speak with their

counterparts. The live satellite-linked tele-

conferences have joined children's the-

aters in Minneapolis and Moscow. Others

have joined such Soviet and American sci-

entists as Robert Gale, Sagan, and Veli-

khov to explore Ihe impioa;iors ol the

Chernobyl and Three Mile Island nuclear

accidents as well as '.he possibility of a



U.S.-Soviet mission to Mars. More recently

SpaceBridges have broadened from peo-

ple-to-people exchanges to a forum among
deputies of the Supreme Soviet and their

equivalents in the United States Congress,

:
including California senator Alan Cranston

and congressman George Brown.

"We want to take this technology, a gift

of fhe superpowers and a result of the

space race, and utilize if to benefit human
beings," Spencer says: "The very faci that

SpaceBridges have happened demon-
strates the potential for cooperation."

Blending citizen diplomacy wiih a tradi-

tional form of protest, peace walks are us-

ing technology as well as corporate man-
agement models of operation. Last summer
230 Americans joined 200 Soviets for a

450-mile journey from Leningrad to Mos-

cow on the firs! Soviet-American Walk.

Sponsored by International Peace Walk,

Inc., the trek culminated in the first rock

concert in the Soviet Union to feature per-

formers from both countries, including

Bonnie Raiti, James Taylor, and Santana,

as well as the Soviet group Autograph.

"Without technology, there's no way we
could have done this in the amount of time

we had," says Allan Affeldt, the twenty-nine-

year-old president of International Peace
Walk. Using a management model that di-

vided fhe projoci inio depar [merits—each

with its own guidelines and clearly delined

objectives—and computers to speed up
communicalionsand mailings, Affeldt was
able to take the walk from initial mutual

agreement to its aciual execution in Len-

ingrad five months later. Walkers even at-

tended a five-day orientation with crash

courses in Russian language and culture.

"We approached the walk in a way the

peace movement never has before," says

Affeldt, who is organizing a similar walk in

the United States next summer and an-

other in the Soviet Union next fall. "Even in

our negotiations with the American em-
bassy in Moscow, we kept them politely in-

formed of our plans. The enemy, after all,

isn't the State Department, the Heritage

Foundation, or Ronald Reagan; it's their

ideas and policies. It's not enough to com-
plain; you have to provide an alternative,"

he adds. "We want to bring down the walls

of fear and distrust and create a climate in

which disarmament is possible."

The subject of peace has moved into all

sfraia of American society: University of

Notre Dame and the University of Califor-

nia at Berkeley, for example, offer degree
programs in peace studies, and many
school districts across the country have in-

corporated the subject into their curricula.

Socially responsible investment com-
panies are also joining the battle. Working
Assets, a San Francisco-based money-
market fund, offers a special Visa card: Five

cents of every member's transaction is do-

nated to nonprofit peace groups. And the

World Pax Fund...a mutual lund organized

by the Methodist Board of Christian Social

Concerns, screens out defense-related in-

dustries, investing money in housing, health
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care, and pollution control.

Chicago's Peace Museum was founded
in 1981 to bring public attention to peace
issues and to disseminate information.

Among its activities, the museum mounts
traveling exhibits on subjects ranging from

the civil rights movement to Ihe role of pop-
ular music in social change.

Other groups are working to test the

American electorate, believing it will sup-
port peace efforts. The Freeze Campaign
was initially organized in 1981. The idea

stemmed from "Call to Hall Ihe Nuclear

Arms Race," a paper written by Randall

Forsberg. Founder of the Institute for De-

fense and Disarmament Studies, Forsberg

stressed fhat the United States and Ihe So-
viet Union must "adopt a mutual freeze on

the testing, production, and deployment of

nuclear weapons and missiles and [on]

new aircraft designed primarily to deliver

nuclear weapons."

Although the Freeze Voter '84 Cam-
paign, a political action commillee, nar-

4We should use

technology for the reduction

and elimination of

weapons on Earth and for the

problems of healing

and preserving Earth, and
use satellites

for preventive crime control.^

rowly lost in its bid to get a national refer-

endum on the ballot, workers demon-
strated their ability to mobilize. "One of its

lasting effecis is fhe creation of an infra-

structure unprecedented in the peace
movement," says Forsberg. "It's engaging

in a new kind of activity, moving toward

dialogue, education, and consciousness

raising to bring about political change."

In 1987 Freeze officially merged with

SANE {the Committee for a Sane Nuclear

Policy), and the combined forces are now
gearing up for the 1988 elections. "The joint

efforts of the two"'groups offer the potential

for a powerful organizalion with two di-

mensions: an experienced executive body
with fund-raising capabililies and a strong

congressional lobby, and an active mobi-

lizing component that will pressure mem-
bers of Congress and the administration at

a grassroots level " I orsborg says.

The American peace movement's highly

decentralized status, however, is often self-

defeating. Such problems as accountabil-

ity, structure, management, and control

—

not to mention ego and poh'ics—make it

almost impossible to unite most of fhe

grass-rods peace groups into a few major,

more powerful coalitions. Technology,

however, in the form of PeaceNet, is aiding

greater communication and cooperation.

The first glob n da .n , !,, and compuler
network for peace initiatives, PeaceNet
wen! online in August 1986 and is now the

largest progressive compuler network in

the world, with more than 2,000 users.

Based in San Francisco, PeaceNet fea-

tures hundreds of electronic bulletin

boards, compuler conferences, and a

comprehensive database !or congres-
sional and legislative action. Individual and
group subscribers can obtain current in-

formation on worldwide activities in a mat-

ter of seconds. "The capacity to tap inio

[his information pool and participate in the

ever-growing peace community is incred-

ibly empowering. PoaoeNo: director Mark
Graham says. Greenpeace, SpaceWatch,
the Institute for Security and Cooperation

in Outer Space (ISCOS), and ofher peace-
oriented groups provide weekly updates

on their activities. Currently a nonprofit

project funded by grants and gifts,

PeaceNet is nearing self-sufficiency.

Furthermore, approximately 200 groups
are currenlly directing their efforts toward

promoting the pcacelul uses ol space. "It's

the key to peace on Earth," says ISCOS
president Carol Rosin. "Instead of devel-

oping ihousands of battle stations and sat-

ellites for war games, we should use tech-

nology for the reduction and elimination of

weapons on Earth and for tracking the

problems of healing protecting, and pre-

serving Earlh. We should also use the sat-

ellites in preventive crime control and
Hacking troop maneuvers."

Future peace, Rosin believes, entails

changing the mai dale ol Ihe Slralegic De-

fense Inifiative and directing the research

and development toward fhe enhance-
ment and not the destruction of the human
race. "We have only one chance to decide
between the war game and the peace
game," she says. "Once the decision is

made, it will affect the future forever." Rosin

is confident that even politicians will adopt
Ihe "space key to peace perspective."

Henry Kenda'i. chairman oi ihe Union of

Concerned Scientists (UCS). however, isn't

as confident as Rosin. 'At the moment Ihere

is no certain end to ihe nuclear arms race,"

he says. "To take the contest out of weap-
onry and place it at the economic and
ideological level, il's going to lake a series

of administrations, both here and in the So-
viet Union, with a much clearer view of their

nations'self-interests."

Forsberg and others at the Institute for

Defense and Disarmament Studies have
developed Ihe Alternative Defense Net-

work (ADN) project, developing and com-
paring models for long-term policy choices.

"It's a new kind ol discussion ihal wehaven'l

really seen before m the peace movement,
a concept of looking a( the longer-term fu-

ture," Forsberg says.

The projeci's "narrowly nuclear" model
is aimed at stopping the arms race now
and addressing oilier issue:- later. Another



involves improving Soviet-American rela-

tions. The preferred model is "changing the

role of force in politics," Forsberg says.

Making superpower military rivalry obso-

lete, it limits the military to defense so that

it would function like the Coast Guard,

Groups like Women's Action for Nuclear

Disarmament (WAND) are already incor-

porating the ADN into their own agendas.

"The ADN is a thoughtful and practical next

step in redefining national security and our

coexistence with the Soviet Union and the

rest of the world," says WAND executive

director Calien Lewis. 'And it's a tool for

local groups to examine and articulate a

plan for a peaceful world." To that end, they

are debating the ADN models in local

communities to spur discussion and shape

public policy.

Once world leaders agree on global dis-

armament, "We'll see a growth in democ-
racy, civil liberties, and self-determination."

Forsberg says. "People will assume greater

responsibility for the world as a whole. We'll

view our own interests not only as mem-
bers of our community but also as mem-
bers of an international community. There'll

be a raising of political consciousness as

the mass media make the world an even

smaller place. And with the advancement

of satellite and communications technol-

ogy, people will become more immedi-

ately aware of what's going on. Covert op-

erations will be difficult, if not impossible."

A world court, similar in many respects

to Star Trek's United Federation of Planets,

might resolve conflicts between local gov-

ernments. Unlike the current world court,

basically composed of figureheads, the

future court would be backed by an inter-

national enforcement agency. "The bright-

est and most compassionate men and

women and the most sophisticated com-

puters will run this planet as a single entity,

responsible for the evolution and survival

of all living beings," says rock musician

Graham Nash. The governing body would

not be composed completely of politicians

and lawyers. Scientists, physicians, and

other experts would handle disputes and

problems in their respective areas.

Forsberg adds that nations will use di-

plomacy, mediation, and other means to

resolve conflicts. With growing global in-

terdependence in trade, finance, energy,

and the environment, she believes, there

will be a series of organizations regulating

international aifairs. These will be similar to

those that govern international fishing rights

and the airwaves today. Overlapping re-

sponsibilities will bind them together in a

kind of world government.

"My sense is that this world government

will not tax people nor provide benefits,"

Forsberg says. "Rather, it will lighten the

load of local governments and reduce

taxes now earmarked .for the military. There

will still be as much regional autonomy as

possible. Economies will still function in-

dependently, and local governments will be

responsible for housing, clothing, .and

feeding their people. There will be, how-
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ever, some transfer of funds from the richer

countries to the poorer ones."

The Union of Concerned Scientists'

Henry Kendall believes' world peace will

be modeled after ihe relationship between
Canada and the United States, neighbor-

ing countries with different governing sys-

tems and unarmed borders. Such ar-

rangements, he points out, would have to

exist before any real 'reduction in arma-

ments is even remotely contemplated.

Many believe, however, that we will never

be able to change the institution of war or

eliminate military threats. "What I'm work-

ing toward is a long shot," Ellsberg says.

"Humanity is not going to get away with the

possession of nuclear arms. We may sur-

vive a first round of nuclear war because it

may not blow everything up. But that won't

be the end of nuclear war, and sometime

in the next generation or two it's conceiv-

able the whole stockpile will go up."

Opponents of the peace movement ar-

gue that world peace is a Utopian dream.

Australian pediatrician and WAND founder

Helen Caldicotl, however, believes that this

is an immoral argument. "It's made by the

men who build ihe weapons and who cre-

ated the arms race," she says. Founding

president and now president emeritus of

Physicians for Social Responsibility, Cal-

dicotl calls her peace activism "essential

preventive medicine."

According to Caldicott, government dis-

information and the propaganda of major

corporations with international interests

have brainwashed the American public.

This has resulted in an American myth per-

petuated by the news media and by Hol-

lywood. "What they have imprinted into the

American psyche is the equation, Free en-

terprise = capitalism = freedom = nation-

alism = patriotism = Christianity = God.

The flip side amounts to equality =

union = socialism = Communism = Satan,''

she says. "There's an urgent necessity for

demythologizing the American people."

There's little argument among peace
activists that a fundamental shift in values

and thinking must occur within social insti-

tutions and within people themselves be-

fore any kind of peace can be achieved.

And effecting such changes is perhaps the

most ambitious challenge ever faced by

the human race. "We're all within walking

distance of our own doom," Daniel Berri-

gan says. "The importance of everyone

doing something is crucial to the future of

peace. No one is talking about one way to

salvation. We're talking about human
beings responding humanly to an inhu-

man crisis. And anybody can do things like

issue leaflets, hold vigils, or just be a pres-

ence at demonstrations."

In the long run, Dwight Eisenhower said

30 years ago, people are going to do more

to promote peace than governments are,

echoing the beliefs of activists who want to

give peaceachance. Peace will come, ac-

cording to John Lennon in a 1970 press

conference, only "when people realize they

have the power."DO
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memories ot previous. I ves m their play and
sometimes in their drawings.

Omni: Scientists usually dismiss reincar-

nation as some sort of wishful thinking. Yet

William James noted that our desire to be-

lieve in survival alter death does not auto-

matically negate iss oossibilTy. We do want

to believe in it, don't we?
Stevenson: No, in fact we don't. That's a
misunderstanding concerning Hindus and
Buddhists. They believe in it, but they don't

particularly want to. Hindus see life in terms

of a constant cycle of births in which we
are doomed to struggle and suffer until we
have reached perfection and can escape.

Fear of death is almost universal; and some
two thousand years ago Patanjali, an In-

dian sage, said it was due to our fear of

having to undergo a postmorlem review of

our lives, to be judged and presumably be

found wanting.

Omni: Your new book discusses some
misconceptions about the idea of reincar-

nation. What.is the most common?
Stevenson; The idea that reincarnation

must include what Hindus call Karma, es-

pecially retributive Karma.

Omni: Retributive Karma being the idea

that whatever bad you do in this life is paid

for in the next by having the same amount

of evil done to you?

Stevenson: Something like that. It can be

more specific^ so that if you put out some-

one's eyes, you will be blinded. There is no

evidence for the idea of retributive Karma.

The notion of a succession ot lives with im-

provement in each, on the other hand, is

precisely the view of ihe Druze, a Muslim

sect of Lebanon, a people I've worked with

a lot. They believe God sends us into dif-

ferent sorts of lives, perhaps as a fisher-

man, then a banker, then maybe a pirate.

But in each life we should do the best we
can. If a banker, one should be thoroughly

honest—and rich! Whether pirate or peas-

ant, it's all summed up at the day ot judg-

ment. But one life has nothing to do with

the next. Your conduct could be vicious in

one lite, and in the next, you might be re-

born into elegant circumstances.

Omni: In your new book you speak reprov-

ingly of people easily persuaded by your

evidence. Is your position that reincarna-

tion can never really be demonstrated?

Stevenson: I
don't think I rebuke anybody

for being convinced by the evidence. All I

say is that maybe they shouldn't believe on

the basis of what's in that particular book,

because the detailed case reports are in

my other books. Essentially
I say that the

idea of reincarnation permits but doesn't

compel belief. All the cases I've investi-

gated so far have shortcomings. Even

taken together, they do not offer anything

like proof. But as the body of evidence ac-

cumulates, it's more likely that more and

more people will see its relevance.

I'm not much of a missionary. Most of



that was drained oul of me on my -first trip

to India. I did have a certain zeal when I

first went there. When I talked to Rama-
krishna Swami in Chandigarh, he asked me
what I was doing, and I replied with a cer-

tain enthusiasm. After a long silence he fi-

nally said, "We know that reincarnation is

true, but it doesn't make any difference be-

cause here in India we have just as many
rogues and villains as you have in the West."

End of interview.

Omni: Many claims are made for the au-

thenticity of previous lives based on mem-
ories supposedly recovered under hyp-

nosis. You have pointed out why these are

likely to be fraudulent.

Stevenson: In my experience, nearly all so-

called previous personalities evoked
through hypnotism are entirely imaginary

and a result of the patient's eagerness to

obey the hypnotist's suggestion. It is no se-

cret that we are all highly suggestible un-

der hypnosis. This kind of investigation can

actually be dangerous. Some people have

been terribly frightened by their supposed

memories, and in other cases the previous

personality evoked has refused to go away

for a long time.

Omni: Yet there are some cases that might

argue in its favor. You seem persuaded by

the evidence for Bridey Murphy. [In 1952 a

Colorado housewife claimed that under

hypnosis she relived memories of a pre-

vious life as an Irish girl, Bridey Murphy,

living in 1806.]

Stevenson: Yes, I think it is one of the few.

We've discussed cases of children and

adults who have been able to speak a

tongue they could not possibly have

learned; the term for this is xenoglossy. Al-

though rare, they do occur. One that I pub-

lished concerns the wife of a Methodist

minister who, after having been hypno-

tized by her husband, began to speak

German— not very well, but German
nonetheless—and described the life of a

teenage girl who may have lived in Ger-

many in the late nineteenth century. So I'm

not saying that hypnosis is never a useful

tool, but I do deplore the commercial ex-

ploitation and misleading claims that are

often made. A large part of what emerges

under hypnosis is pure fantasy. Some of

these "previous lives" have been traced

back to historical novels.

There is another English case going back

to the turn of the century that was studied

by a Cambridge don, in which a young

woman seemed to be describing the life of

one Blanche Poynings, a person around

the court of Richard II in the fourteenth

century. She gave a lot ot detail about the

people concerned, including proper

names and the sort of lite she lived. The

investigators kept on probing, and a little

'

later they began asking her about sources

of information. In her trancelike state the

girl herself came out with a reference to a

book, Countess-Maud, published in the

latter part of the nineteenth century, a clas-

sic Victorian novel all about a countess at

the court of Richard II. The subject had
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modified it a u'tle bit. but basically it was
all in the novel, and it turned out that her

aunt had a copy of the book. She didn't

remember reading it, but she remem-
bered turning the pages. So you have that

kind of case.

Omni: Have you found evidence of con-

scious hoax?

Stevenson: There are a few. In a recent pa-

per on seven cases of deception and self-

deception, my colleagues and I
describe

hoaxes or informants who had deceived

themselves about the strength of evi-

dence. I may have been hoaxed in other

cases without knowing it, but
I
think not

often. The average villager in Asia and Af-

rica doesn't have time to devise a hoax. He
or she often begrudges us the time it takes

to conduct an interview. There is no money
to be made and no particular local renown

to be had. Successful fraud takes the co-

operation of numerous witnesses and a

child drilled to perfection. It's not a serious

problem tor us, although gross self-decep-

<»Certain

three-dimensional, raised

birthmarks can't be

distinguished from the scars

of healed wounds.

They provide the strongest

evidence we have so

far in favor of reincarnation.^

tion can happen. For instance, I was shown

two Alevi children in Turkey who were said

to be the reincarnation of-President Ken-

nedy. These kinds of cases are uncommon
and relatively easy to detect.

Cryplomnesia, or source amnesia, is

another matter. A child could obtain some
information normally and then forget it. It's

a possibility I
consider in every case, but

it's not a satisfactory explanation for most

long-distance cases, since too much infor-

mation is needed to put together a believ-

able set of previous-life memories. Some-
times, though, there may be paramnesia—
a mixing up of memories. The Druze, who
often have such a strong desire to trace a

deceased person that they may be too

anxious to find the child they're looking tor,

jump -to conclusions on the basis of very

slender evidence. You might call it uncon-

scious wish fulfillment.

Omni: Do you see in reincarnation a

glimpse of a larger purpose?

Stevenson: -Well, yes, I do. My idea of God
is that He is evolving. I don't believe in the

watchmaker Godi the original creator who
built the watch and then lets it tick. I believe

in a "Self-maker God," whois evolving and

experimenting; so are we as parts of Him.

Bodies wear out; souls may need periods

for rest and reflection. Afterward one may
start again with a new body.

Omni: Do you disagree with most biosci-

entists, who hold that what we call mind or

soul is actually a part of brain activity?

Stevenson: The assumption that our minds

are nothing but our brains appears to re-

ceive support when you consider the ef-

fect of injury, surgery, a high fever, or one
or two drinks of whiskey on our mental

processes. Some neuroscientists ac-

knowledge that they have only just begun
to show how brain processes account for

mental ones. But they claim to know thai

they or their successors will work it all out.

They are sure there can be no other expla-

nation, therefore they consider no other. We
are not pledged to follow all the received

opinions of neuroscientists, however. Re-

cently, a small number of psychologists and

philosophers have begun to ask whether

mind can ever be fully explained in terms

of brain functioning.

Omni: You've said that more girls remem-

ber boys' lives than the reverse.

Stevenson: That's right. The overall ratio is

two to one. Of one hundred sex-change

cases [cases in which the child recollects

having been a different sex in a previous

life], sixty-six will be females remembering
previous lives as boys. I've discussed this

in some Burmese cases. It may be cultur-

ally more acceptable in Burma to say that

you, as a girl, were once a boy than the

reverse. A boy would be teased merci-

lessly. It is easier to come up with statistics

than to interpret them. In a culture in which

to change one's sex is not acceptable, per-

haps such cases are never reported even

when they do occur.

Omni: The possibility of sex change puts

the question of homosexuality and gender

confusion in a new light, doesn't it?

Stevenson: Yes. When it was fashionable

to ascribe all emotional disorders to the in-

eptitude of one's parents, cases of gender-

identity confusion were blamed on par-

ents. A biological explanation, such as

Klinefelter 's syndrome [a genetic condition

in which a male is born with an extra X, or

female, chromosome] can explain some
but not all cases. Western psychiatrists and

psychologists do not have a satisfactory

explanation for this, whereas in Southeast

Asian cultures, gender-identity confusion

is considered one result of reincarnation

and taken calmly. Reincarnation ought to

be considered as a possible explanation

at least some of the time.

Omni: Do you have a research staff?

Stevenson: Yes, we have two full-time as-

sistants. So far most overseas cases have

been investigated first by people on the

spot. Obviously they have the immediate

advantage over me in that they need no

interpreters. On the other hand, not many
Asians have been trained in science. Those

who are trained have usually come to think

of reincarnation as a superstition of their

childhoods and one they'd rather forget.
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TO SOME PEOPLE

LIFE IS A
FABULOUS JOURNEY.

OMNI MAGAZINE
IS THEIR PASSPORT
Some people follow the familiar path.

' ht down the middle. Half speed ahead. They

< no questions, and they have no answers.

people one day is pretty much like the next.

=re are others who travel on a higher

e. Who greet each new day with renewed vitality,

ey embrace the future, and all it encompasses.
And you can reach over 4.2 million of them

in the pages of OMNI Magazine,

YOUR PASSPORT TO INFINITY.



STARTECH
ACCESSING THE FUTURE

MAGAZINE ON A
DISK
A Dallas-based outfit called

Disk Publications is offering

what it calls "the world's

first general-interest inloraeiive

magazine." No garden-

variety pen-and-ink product,

The New Aladdin arrives

every other month in a brightly

pa intoe box that contains

two double-sided floppy

disks. Insert these into your

Amiga, Atari, or (soon) Appio

II GS; and out come short

stories, quizzes, puzzles,

games, film reviews, cooking

lessons, and Hollywood

gossip—replete with full-color

graph cs, still photographs,

animation, and music.

To distinguish itself from

print media competitors, The
New Aladdin emphasizes
Ins nlerach.'G capabilities of

the computer and the fact

t'lat :h:s magazine can be
"played" by the whole tamily.

For example, one article

lets you interview the

Reag-ins; another requests

thai you answer a series

ot questions to improve your

critical reading skills (or

your child's). In forthcoming

issue:; " interactivo fiction"

will let the reader instruct a

story how to proceed.

Comouler technology also

allows lor a retelling of Ihe

Dracula legend but this time

in the style and with a sound-
track similar to that of a

Thirties Hollywood movie.

—Peter Edidin

Access: The New Aladdin

per issue, or

$70 for a year's subscription

(six ssues): Disk Publica-

lons. 12200 Park Central

Drive, Dallas, TX 75251.

Phone: 1-800-345-6467.

Tokyo inventor Hiroshi

ivlr-jji.Tia. sixty-seven, consid-

ered an eccentric by tradi-

lionai Japanese business

s:anc:'ards, has patented two
more characteristically

unusual electronic gadgets.

The S-Charger, for one, is

a device that "rejuvenates

the male sex organs."

Modeled after ancient Far

Eastern therapies for

impotence, men place their

organs on each of two
plates-~-one hoi, one cold

—

for one minute.and'then

change s:des. "I use it every

cay, ' boasts Maima, who
claims :<: have sulci more Irian

500 S-C'iarcors :o Japanese
hospitals, following tests

6n 100 men. Five minules

each day. he claims, restores

sexual vigor.

His other device isn't as

eccei'-iric. The Drowsiness

Stopper, a headband that

contains a "thermoelement"

to keep ihe head cool, is

designed to keep drivers alert

while on long excursions.

Research at Tokyo Kyoiku

University shows that .

maximum alertness and
concentration come from a

combination of warm feet

and a cool head, says Maj-""a

who's seeking U.S. distribu-

tors for both products.

The iwo-inch aluminum

disc contained in the

headband stays cold when
the unil is plugged into an

automobile's cigarelte

lighter.—Michael Dale

.Access: The S-Charger is

$500; the Drowsiness

Stopper, $140. Majima
Company Ltd., 44-2, 4-Chome
Ki.-; KarasLyarra, Setagaya-

ku, Tokyo 157 Japan.

HOLOGRAMS
FOR THE MASSES

Intrigued by those

holographic stickers your

kids oring home, or by the

holographic imprints on
paperback book covers or

credit cards? A British

company will now sell you

equipment to mass-produce
sum Holograms yourself.

The price for a customized

system? A mere $150,000 to

$1 million or more.

Expensive, perhaps, but

such custom systems from

Holomark International, Ltd.,

represent a breakthrough

of sorts: the capability to

mass produce holograms on
various products al relatively

"reasonable" costs.

An original hologram is a

patten- -'ormed when laser

Irani reflected from an object

nixes with another beam
from -the same laser. That

pattern can be copied by

embossing it on a thin,

reflective film. In poor light,

the copy looks like shiny

fol but good light—such as

from a bulb behind you- -

forms a multicolored 3-D

image. Such holograms may
someday be used on money
as a protection against

col. r
-

.or loiters—because
they can't be copied without

speoa equipment that only

a few companies have.

Holomark's system won't

make master holograms

or embed holograms in credit

cards or book covers, but

it will do everything in

between.—Jeff Hechl

Access: Contact Holomark

In tor national, Ltd., 41 Castle

Street, Wellingborough,

No-thants NN8 1LB. England.

Phone: 44-933-227-366.
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SUPER GLASS
By the end of this month

Ri tec (America), Inc., of

Houston hopes to be briskly

selling io industrial

customers a coating material

that renders ordinary window

glass impervious to all

manner ol grease and grime

for up to three years.

The solution is called

Clear-Shield, according to

Ritec executive Rick Casti-

glioni. It has been tested on

a number of glass-box build-

ings and Cunard Lines ocean-

going ships, and it also inhib-

its ice and snow buildup on

car windshields, says Casti-

glioni. In trade show demon-
strations, mud just slides

off the treated glass.

Clear-Shield can be

applied during

the manufacturing

process on window
assembly lines or

by trained appli-

cators using

cotlon pads
or sprays to

protect not only wirdow g ass

but also tiles and china. It

costs approximately "lOcenls

a square fool if applied in a

factory and as much as $1 a

square foot for such hard-to-

clean glass as a ship's

porthole, says Castiglioni,

adding, "We're not going

after the consumer market

just yet, but eventually

we'll have to. We can
big demand

building."

—George Nobbe
Access; Call

Ritec (America)

at (713) 481-

3035.

STAND-UP
WOMEN
Women are finally taking a

stand in addressing the

problem of hygiene in public

rest rooms, thanks Io a new

product called Le Funelle thai

allows a woman to urinate

while standing up.

Invented by Lore Harp, a

bi.siresswoiTiar who once

traveled 200,000 miles a

year tor her microcomputer

company—and had her fill of

public toilets—Le Funelle

(above) is a folded and

biodegradable paper funnel,

complete with handles and

a piece of tissue tor wiping. It's

about the size of a playing

card and is merely flushed .

away after use.

Le Funelle is the answer to

women's concerns about

rest-room hygiene, is helpful

for those with arthritis who
find bending down and

get! ny up painful, and even

ada esses what Harp calls

the "perceived or real fear" of

contraciing diseases from

toilet seats. It is for those

times when sitting is simply

outoftheguestion, scuailing

is too difficult, and paper

seat covers are either

unavailable or too awkward.

II retails for $4.99 for a box of

10 and is available in many

drugstores and super-

markets.—Gregg Levoy

Access: For more informa-

tion contact Aplex Corpora-

tion, 1720 South Amphlett

Boulevard, Suite 217, San

Mateo, CA 94402, or call (415)

341-8198.

Researchers at B. F

Goodrich have come up with

a new wallpaper (above)

lhai can give you early

warning in the event of a fire.

Designed to work in

tandem with ionization-type

smoke deteclors (80 percent

of the smoke-detector

market), this heat-sensing

vinyl wall covering releases a

colorless, odorless, harmless

(and secret) vapor when
the wall temperature reaches

roughly 300°F which is



noa-ly i:30
:

- bo c* the oum no

point of newsprint but well

above thai c:;;a:ed by sunlight

or room heating. (Don't,

however, slap it up behind

your oven.)

The wall covering is

especially i.selul n cH'ecling

smoldoi ng ti'cs within walls

caused by faulty wiring.

—Gregg Levoy

Access: Look tor the brand

names Koroseal, Cosmos,
and Cornerstone, available n

~ost wall-covering stores

and through most interior

decorators. Prices are

comparable to those of other

wall coverings.

THE PERFECT
MUFFLER

Using the principle of

"oesi'uc;ivo interference,"

Noise Ca.ncellat en Technolo-

gies, Inc. (NCT), has devised

a prototype electronic muffler

that counteracts noise by

creating an equal and
opposite noise. It could reach

the car market by 1992.

NCT's system would be

quieter than oresent mufflers,

last the vehicle's lifetime,

and increase energy

efficiency byal least 10

percent, says company
spokesman Bruce Weiss. All

the new muffler requires is

a sensor, an electronic

synthesizer, an amplifier, and
a loudspeaker to produce

a sound that cancels out the

noise of your car. The system

duplicates the noise cycle

of a running engine but shifts

the timing of each sound
wave ISO"' to produce a mirror

mage ci rhe original sound.

The result: silence.

NCT, which is already

prcciLC.'ng a destructive

i: lie Terence device for noisy

industrial and military

setnngs (above], is currently

grappling with ways to

condense it lo the size of a

couple of computer chips,

and to cut the cost of

components to $100. Muffler

makers must also solve a

number of problems before

production can begin.

—George Mobbe
Access: Noise Canceilaiior

Technologies, Inc., 98

Ci.tier Vill Road, Great Neck,

NY 11021.

VOICE-
ACTIVATED
PHONE

If you've gotten as tired of

pushing telephone buttons

as you .once did dialing,

Southwestern Bell

Freedom Phone has

just the thing for

you. It's a designer

phore that calls

numbers in response

to your spoken

commands (right).

Push a button on the

handsel. :;ay 'Dal 555-1 212."

and the phone will do the

job for you. It stores up to 63
numbers in coded memory
locations, so it knows what

number to call when you say

"Dial home" or "Call police."

All this is made possible by

a custom-designed
electronic ch p that recog-

nizes 36 differenl words,

Tcluoing nurnoers :rvougn

9, hold, memory, Ifiend,

emergency, and fire. The
company says (he phone can
understand "virtually any
English-speaking voice."

Southwestern Bell is so

confident the phone can
understand you that it didn't

provide a dial or numbered

push buttons. The phone

does have a 32-digit display

and five editing keys, which

let you see, for example,

whose number you stored as

"memory 5" as well as edit

commands and data a rcaoy

activated phone costs a

hefty $449. 50, but South-

western Bell stresses safety,

too, noting that a small child

could summon help just

by telling the phone to "call

fire."—Jeff Hecht
Access: Customer Service

Department. Southwestern

Bell Freedom Phone, 7486

Shadeiand Station Way, Indi-

anapolis, IN 46256. Phone:

(317]841-8006.
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But a few Asian scienii^i;-; have been ex-

tremely helpful. In contrast, I remember a

Harvard-trained psychologist in Burma
who could barely be polite to me. There he

was, sitting up in Mandalay, surrounded by

cases, and he had no interest in them.

Omni: What's next for you?

Stevenson: I'm mainly working now on a

massive study of birthmarks and birth de-

fects, I
published a few of them in Twenty

Cases Suggestive of Reincarnation with-

out much special mention or photographs,

I now have aboul two hundred cases. I

hope the first volume of thirty will be pub-

lished this. year. This tirst group contains

cases from India, Burma, Turkey, Leba-

non, and northwest North America. They'll

all have photographs, and I've been able

to match up about fifteen ol them with

postmortem reports. It's my most impor-

tant book, and I've been writing it for about

ten years.

Omni: Do birthmarks occur very often?

Stevenson: Some birthmarks are com-

mon. But it depends on what you call a

birthmark. The average American has

about fifteen. I'm talking about a raised,

darkened mole, or what we call an ele-

vated nevus. Some marks are simply areas

of increased pigmentation; in other cases,

the birthmark is three-dimensional, the area

being partly or wholly elevated, de-

pressed, or puckered. I have examined at

least two hundred of this kind, and many
of them cannot be distinguished, at least

by me, from the scars of healed wounds.

In many cases I've had to rely on mem-
ories of surviving relatives and friends for

information about the exact location of

wounds or other marks on the previous

personality in question. This has led tothe

sensible objection thai relives might have

tailored their memories to fit the circum-

stances for a variety of reasons. I
have been

able to overcome this objection in about

thirty cases by obtaining autopsy or other

medical records. Such records provide the

strongest evidence we have so far in favor

of reincarnation.

Omni: You are also interested in the phe-

nomena of precognition and telepathy,

aren't you?
Stevenson: Precognition is just a clearer

idea of a possible future. Imagine a person

in a canoe paddling down a river. Around

the corner are rapids he doesn't see.

Someone on the cliff above, seeing the

whole river, can see what's likely to happen

to that person. At any point, of course, the

canoeist might pull over to the bank. He
doesn't have to go over the rapids.

What is interesting about precognition,

telepathy, or any other farm of paranormal

communication is the number of people

who believe they've had at least one ex-

perience: between ten and seventeen per-

cent in the United States and Great Britain,

according to some surveys. Most can be
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put down to coincidence, suppressed
memories, or any number of plausible ex-

planalions. You can discount ninety-live

percent of these cases; but tor an impres-

sive number there is no natural explana-

tion. Present undersiarcmg of our brains

leaves no room for these phenomena.

Omni: What prevented Hamlet from com-

mitting suicide; was the suspicion that death

might not be the end of things. Haven't you

cited cases of children who have commit-

ted suicide?

Stevenson: That's rather rare. We haven't

followed them, of course. Children who re-

member a previous life that ended in sui-

cide sometimes still have the suicide habit.

II things go wrong, they'll threaten to com-

mit suicide. That we've had. We've had
twenty-three cases involving fear of retri-

bution for suicide in the previous life; and

several had phobias about the instrument

of suicide—that is, guns in some cases,

poison in others. One person told me that

her memories or su eicle had deferred her

4We've had
twenty-three cases involving

fear of retribution

- for suicide in a previous

. life and some
phobias about the instrument

of suicide: guns in

some cases, poison in others^

from kill ng herself. The thought that noth-

ing would be over or solved so one might

as well face one's troubles is, in my view, a

very effective deterrent.

Omni: In Memories, Dreams, and Reflec-

tions, Carl Jung wrote that as a boy he re-

memberer: in great detail being a very old

man in the eighteenth century.

Stevenson: Children we have studied often

act as if they had been transferred without

warning from an adult's body into a baby's.

When one of our Turkish children began to

speak, almost the first thing he said was,

"What am I doing here? I was at the port."

Later on he described details in the life of

a dockworker who had fallen asleep in the

hold of a ship. A heavy oil drum had fallen

on him and killed him instantly. Cases like

this remind me of a woman who had a

stroke while playing bridge. When she

came around several days later, her first

words were, "What's trumps?"

Omni: You briefly mentioned your new
studies in chronological discrepancies. Are

you talking about personalities that are re-

. born into new children before the end of

the previous life?

Stevenson: There are a few of those. In

Twenty Cases there s the case ol Jasbir,

also a different kind of discrepancy story.

He was about two and a half when he ap-

peared to die of smallpox. When he re-

vived he claimed that he was somebody
totally different, a man who had just died

and stumbled into the body. In his new
personality Jasbir said that after death he

had met a mahatma, or a sage, who had

told him to lake over this body.

There was also a case in Thailand in

which a monk, Chaokhun Rajsuthajarn,

claimed to have been born a day before

the death of Nai Leng, the personality he

remembered. These cases are extremely

rare in Buddhist countries; Buddhists tend

to regard them as suspect and even bo-

gus because they do not harmonize with

the Buddhist concept of rebirth. I studied

this case with much care but couldn't find

an explanation tor the discrepancy.

Omni: Why do American children have so

many less concreu; and verifiable memo-
ries than Asian children do?
Stevenson: I have speculations and con-

jectures. First, Americans are nomadic. A
fifth of all Americans move from one com-

munity to another each year, and a quarter

move within the community, changing their

neighborhood and environment. Some of

the Asian children's memories are stimu-

lated by their noticing slight environmental

differences. If the difference is great, that

stimulus may be missing.

Turning the question the other way
around, why do certain Asian cultures have

so many cases9 To begin with, these cul-

tures remember their dead more than we
do and see them as still being actively in-

volved in life; they also have stronger fam-

ily ties. To them there is no such thing as

random fate. Everything happens for a

reason, and that reason often has to do

with someone who wishes them well or ill.

They also believe, much more than we do

in the West, in telepathy, the paranormal,

and that dreams foretell the future, They

are not clock-watchers as we are; they have

time to reflect on their lives. All these fac-

tors may have some bearing on this ques-

tion and perhaps put them in closer touch

with their past lives.

Omni: When you're dealing with Asian chil-

dren, couldn't you be involved with people

whose past lives did not get completed?

Stevenson: That's right. In dealing with

people who died naturally rather than vio-

lently, we can distinguish several broad

groups. In the firs: we migni place people

who were well one moment and dead the

next, before they or anyone else had a

chance to adjust to the idea. In the second
category one might place those who died

before the age of twelve of whatever nat-

ural causes; in the third there are those who
died with untune hoc business—mothers

who left infant's or young children, for in-

stance. 'One would also have to include

people who had not been particularly

young when they died but left life in the

middle of some absorbing project. Any one

of these peoo'e might have felt entitled to
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a longer life than they turned out to have.

Omni: Is the average space belwcen death

of one personality and that personality's

rebirth in a new child about fifteen months?

Stevenson: Yes, but I think our figure comes
mainly from Asian cases because, of our

roughly one hundred Western cases, only

fifteen to twenty have been verified, or, as

we say, "solved." In my paper 'American

Children who Claim to Remember Pre-

vious Lives," I analyzed seventy-nine cases.

They are nowhere near as rich in detail as,

say, the Indian cases. American children

named few names, for instance, and we
could match them up with a deceased

person in only sixteen cases; and the per-

son nearly always turned out to be a family

member, thus making the case not signifi-

cant for our purposes. Not a single child

claimed to have been famous in a previous

lifetime. The majority seemed to be ordi-

nary, undistinguished people, just like the

majority of our Asian children.

Omni: Even so, if the interval is fifteen

months for each of us, doesn't that argue

for a staggering number of lives relived?

Stevenson: Well, these cases of children

who remember may be exceplional. They

may become cases because they do re-

member, nol because they are reborn. How
many others may be reborn without re-

membering, or not reborn? The fifteen-

month average is perhaps true only for

people who are murdered in India.

Omni: One of your American cases in-

volved a person who remembered a life in

which she had been scalped, which would

argue for an enormous interval.

Stevenson: Yes, since the eighteenth cen-

tury in that case. Our analyses have not

shown that longer inlervals between lives

mean fewer memories. We do have to be

prepared for the possibility that memories

can fade in a world of discarnate minds,

just as they can in our own. So we would

rarely expect to be able to verify cases in

which the Interval was greater than iwenty-

five years. For most people it's possible the

interval between death and rebirth is much
longer than the cases we've studied so far.

With only two thousand cases to go on, I'd

hardly dare speculate about the billions of

human beings [since the beginning of the

human race]-who have disappeared with-

out a trace.

Omni: Would you speculate on why certain

children show up in certain families?

Stevenson: If they are Muslims, they will

say God did it.- If they're Hindu or Buddhist,

they'll attribute it to Karma. It might be that

the purpose is to live and learn together.

Someone who wants to evolve morally, for

instance, should try to be reborn in a saint's

family if he can. The most serious punish-

ment I could imagine for a Malia murderer

would be to be reborn in a Mafia family,

with their limited outlook on life. Why a per-

son appears to be reborn in one family

rather than another interests me passion-

ately. It's a question for the next century.

Omni: Do you have children of your own?
Stevenson: Unfortunately not.
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Omni: Isn't it often a disadvantage lo re-

member a previous life?

Stevenson: Oh, I think so. These children

become .embroiled in divided loyallies. In

many cases children have rejected their

parents, saying they are not their real par-

ents, and have often started down the road

toward their so-called real homes. In other

cases, Ihey insist on being reunited with

their former husbands, wives, or children.

One Indian bey was passionately attached

to the woman he said had been his former

mistress and was trying to get her back,

causing himsel" and her real distress.

Omni: Might someone consider where and

how one would like to be reborn?

Stevenson: I think an even more important

question is, Who would want me as a baby?

Omni: Can I ask where and as whom you

would like to be reborn?

Stevenson: No, I think that's too personal.

Omni: You must have been somewhat cu-

rious about what previous lives you might

have led, because you consulted eight

sensitives, or mediums.

Stevenson: Consulted is too strong a word.

Some gave me these "readings" sponta-

neously. II just sort of happened along the

way. When I was visiting an Indian swami,

I didn't ask him: he jusl blurted something

out. I've forgotten what it was. I think he

said something about a previous life in In-

dia. You could say they were picking up

different lives: some had me in different

places at the same time. I had two talk

about eighteenth-century lives in the same
period, and ihey were completely differ-

ent. They're all totally unverifiable. There

are people who charge money tor this, and

it's a ridiculous waste of everybody's time.

Omni: What advice do you have for those

who have no memories of a previous life?

Stevenson: Some persons have said it is

unfair to be reborn unless you can remem-

ber details of a previous life and profitably

remember your mistakes. They forget thai

forgetting is essential to successful living

in the present. II every time we walked, we
were to remember how we stumbled, we
would fall again. I've also had people envy

children who remember previous lives, as

if these children had special wisdom. In

fact, it makes more sense to look upon them

as suffering from an abnormality, almost a

defect. The memories they have are often

more of a handicap than a blessing; and

Ihey nearly all become happier as they

grow older and forget Iheir previous lives.

To paraphrase Jesus Christ, sufficient unto

one lite is the evil thereof.

Omni: Has your work influenced your own
altitudes toward life and death?

Stevenson: I think so. I
wouldn't claim lobe

free of the fear of death, but it is probably

less in me lhan other people. These chil-

dren sometimes provide reassurances to

adults. We've had two or three incidents of

children going to, let's say. a woman who
has lost her husband and is inconsolable

and saying, "You shouldn't be crying. Death

'isn't the end. Look at me, I died and I'm

here again. "DO

connruiuruicMTiarus

completely enclosing our reactors. Dr.

Robert Gale correctly noted [Interview, Oc-
tober 1987] the overwhelming deference

between Ihe nuclear-power-plant safely

philosophy of the Soviet Union and that of

the United States. A point overlooked by

Gale: Expensive (more than $100 million)

containment buildings vastly reduce the

likelihood of a se'ious U.S. accident, as does
the requirement that all U.S. reactors be in-

herently stable 'a'.rer man nheiently unsta-

ble, like the one at Chernobyl.

r. Henry Hurwitz, Jr.

Schenectady, NY

Quartz Report

You did not give Ihe crystal nonsense ["Su-

preme Quartz," October 1987] the thrash-

ing it deserves. Al this moment precious,

delicaie, and hauntingly beauliful crystal-

line caverns, which took millions of years to

form, are being smpped o' "heir nalural

wonder to meet the demand for crystals.

These caves are disappearing so thai

self-indulgent yuppies can have their toy

rocks. It would be as if someone were to

cul down all Ihe giant redwood trees in Cal-

ifornia in order 1o make "magic toothpicks
'

Jonathan R Dowling

Boulder, CO

Bald is Beautiful

Janis Nelson complains [Communicalions,

September 1987 1 -i-a" several of your cov-

ers in the last few years have featured bald

women.
I
find them attractive—probably no

more attractive lhan the same women wilh

hair, but no less either.

The bald women on Omni's covers are

unusual, slrange, and exolic, but Ihey're

certainly not ugly; and I Ihink that Omni de-

serves credit for holding this idea up to

public view. A beauliful woman is a beau-

tiful woman, no matter how long or short

she chooses to wear her hair.

Charles Flynn

MiamiOO
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Self-reference: Paradoxes,

infinite regress, and vicious circles

By Scot Morris

The English mathematician

RE.B. Jourdain once printed a

card with the inscription

THE STATEMENTON THE'OTHER

SIDE OF THIS CARD'IS TRUE.

Turning it over, it read, the

STATEMFNI ONTHEO"-ERSIH:-

OF THIS CARD IS FALSE:

If you accept the first

statement as true, then it-must

be false: andif you 'assume

it's false, it turns out to be

true. But which side is actually

true, and. which false? The

argument could go on- forever

in a maddening mental

loop-the-loop.

The paradox of Jourdains

card arises from a strange

process known as self-

reference. Many systems'

have the capability '.o repre-

sent or designate- trie -•selves

or elements of themselves

within their own symbolism..

According to Douglas

Hof&iadier in his book M&ta-

magica! Therms: Questing

lor the Essence of Mind and
Pattern, self-referenee occurs

every lime someone says '

or me; every time a newspa-

per prints- a story about

re porters;, every time some-
one writes a book about

writing, designs a book about

book design, makes a movie

about movies, or writes a

piece about self-reference,

like this Games, column.

Epimenides' declaration

"All Cretans are liars"

—

cited by the Greek' philoso-

pher Eubulides in the fourth

century B.C.— is a classic

example. of a self-reference

paradox. Being from Crete

himself; was Epirnenides

lying or telling the truth? ft's

ko arguing over someone
saying, "I am lying" or, "This

statement is false."

Other examples include
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Groucho Marx's refusal to

join any club that would have

him as .a member and banks

not lending you money
unless you can prove you

don't need it.

Such dilemmas are coni-

parable to the calch-22 in

Joseph Heller's 1961 novel.

The title refers to the rule that

any flier who is:crazy can

ask to be grounded. In so

asking-, however, he's proving

that he is concerned for his.

own safety and, therefore,

isn't crazy at all.

Self-reference can also be
visual, likethe so-called

vicious circle of the snake

with its tail in its mouth, the

image also known as the

hieroglyph of.eternity. A
modern example is M. C.

Escher's Drawing Hands
{above), each hand simulta-

neously drawing, and being

drawn by, the other.

Rather than paradox or

contradiction, self-reference

can sometimes lead to

amusing introspection. The

process can end after a

single siep, like the front of a

I issue box shaped like the

face of a man about to

sneeze or like me 'OconTv

issued United States Postal

Service stamps com --<-:
m-

orating stamp collecting.

Notice Ihe stamp with an

optical magnifier (called a

loupe) enlarging ihe image of

a stamp. You can create your

own self-reference—sort of

a loop the loupe—by
looking at Ihe image
through your own loupe.

Introspection can, more-

over, repeat itseif, like a

mirror reflected in a mirror, or

a cereal box picturing a

man holding a box of cereal

with an image of a man hold-

ing a box of cereal with an

image of a man. .
.

.

Such an endless sequence,

known as infinite regress, is

also captured in verse by

Augustus De. Morgan: "Great

fleas have lis tic fleas upon

their backs to bite 'em. And
little fleas have lesser fleas,

and so ad infinitum."
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In a variation of She chicken-

or-the-egg question, Samuel
Butler came up -.van a c\7?y-

concept: "The Ghicken

was the egg's idea for getting

more eggs." I"--; sell-relo'cn-

tiai in that the egg refers

back to itself Liioshem s"

George Wald later updated
Butler's clever idea to 'A

physicist is an atom's way of

knowing, about atoms."

Some forms of self-refer-

ence, however, involve circu-

larities that don't qualify as

vicious circles^ For example,

there's Oliver Wendell

Holrnes's "No general propo-

:., ion is' worth a damn." By
dofnnon, then, neither is

I- lolmos's. It's no: too far re-

;z siamcs depicting V.orr.ps

moved from Ihc James Band
f*

:

c Never Say Never or the

song 'Til Neve-; Say Never

Again Again."

Once you start looking

around, you can find self-ref-

erence everywhere.

WINNERS' CIRCLE

Previous Omni competi-

tions have often featured

humorous examples o! self-

reference, such as two

bumper sticker ideas- hon-:

IF YOU HArE NOISH POU..U I ION

and WARNING: I BRAKE FOR
HALLUCINATIONS.

The grand' prize-winning

entry for new nonverbal

signs in Corrpo:iiion £1. an-

nounced way back in Octo-

ber 1978, is an excellent

visual example of self-refer-

ence. James F Palmer drew

an international negation

sign—the red circle and the

diagonal slash—and inside it

he placed another negation

s.gn. The moaning; No re-

strictions allowed. John

E. Stith's enlry was a simple

"No shooting at signs" warn-

ing u;iing a negation sign

riddled with bullet holes.

The "new laws" grand prize

winner in Competition #2
(November 1978) was Hof-

stadter's Law: "ft always

takes longer than you expect,

even when you take into

account Hoistadiar s I aw
The law's creator was

Douglas R. Holstadter, the

Ind-ana univors ly computer
science professor who later

published the Pulitzer prize-

winning Gddel, Escher,

Bach: An Eternal Golden
Braid. He also went on. to be-

come the games columnist

at Scientific American.

In Metamagical Tbemas
uts:adte- oegan with such

sok Destructive paradoxes

as "Disobey Ihis command '

ano ignore ~l~:
i

— sign" and
included ;;uc'i puzzle's as

• When you are not looking at

it, this sentence is in Spanish.

•
I had' to translate fhis

sen le nee \r-io English be-

cause I could not read the-

original Sanskrit.

• This sentence no verb.

I
used to be indecisive, but

now I'm not so sure.

• Is this a rhetorical question,

or is this a rhetorical

question?

•This sentence contains

exactly threee erors. (How Is

ins paradoxical? A--iswe r

appears at the bottom of the

next column.]

COMPETITION #45

Now a professor of psy-

chology at the University of

[vlicmqan Hcfsiadter has

graciously agreed to be our

gucsi
.

:uoge tor this month's

sa'f -etererce competition.

'Competition #45 consists

ol two separate, categories:

voroai anc v sua self refer-

ence. The grand prize-winner

for the visual entries will

receive [he Olympus Infinity

—

a completely automatic,

wca'horprooJ 30mm pocket

camera. The grand prize

in the verbal category is $75,

plus the Franklin Computer
Spelling Ace, a hand-held

spelling corrector thai

references more than

80,000 words. In addition,

one-year Omni subscriptions

will be- awarded :o the five

runners-up in each category.

You may submit only one
entry in each category. Visual

enir es should be along the

lines of those presented

here. Verbal entries can be

seil-'cfofentia paradoxes,

infinite regresses, vicious cir-

cles, or other curiosities.

Mail your entries to Omni
Competition #45, 1965

Broadway, New York, NY
10023-5965. All entries musl

be received by February

15, 1988, and become the

property ot Omni magazine.

THREEE ERORS

At firstglance, the state-

ment "This sentence contains

exactly imooe erors
1

' appears

to be laise, with pnlytwo

obvious mistakes. Is the

stale'" era ilso-ll in tact, the

third error? If so, thai makes
the sentence true. But doesn't

thai also assume it's false in

order to prove it's frue?DQ
1-21



LAST
UUDRD

' By MikeWiikins-
:

-
'

ifWewant

people to appreciate that

the psychic dyslexic

has been given a special

gift—tike aloud tie

or a porcelain clown from .

a distant uncle—
-but a gift nonetheless.^

parap*\ r ! cjy, ri i. \s< Nee Auorews

!
<\- !

i... .
I !! i,-,' :

]" afield

fraught -.vjrh charlatans, cheats and cons.

Andrews hau an 87 percer; success

rare making pron.our'cemanls that were

mucn more accurate shan the vague
ramblrngs of 'ncs average psychic So surf;

was he ol his powe-'S that he niv led the

gci 'JO i !0 wiin ss !>i p: /> hie.

'eais. Time arid time again ihousar-ds of

' spectators would see Andrews sudcenty

break from a t-anoo crying. "My God.

warn tne nl^vc, ' or Tire, 'ire. Chicago's

or- sic '
uroe-f 'ha: iis was no faxe.

Remarkably, these pronouncements

wore made In 195;!, decades alter those

OiS'ii
1

ai :.':.'! : !. 1'
I I VSI o,

mulliiudes used to Nock to Anorews's

Orlando. Florida, retreat and pay him to

quote old stock- market prices or name the

,vnn:.:s or pas; Kentucky Desbies. These

donations made Andrews a rich man.

Oh there was mo usual crowd of

oebunkvnc hum'oags who pointed out

that -anyone could. have gotten the same .

Tcormaiio.n oat of an almanac. By-

Andrews drdn •-. gel: :l from an almanac.

: lis .on i
: ; :i .:... n '..: .i:ai

gift
:
a power thai today is included in a

category known as psychic dyslem.

Unable to explain his postdiGtions,

Arxi-ows left his entire fortune to establish

a center for !he study i pS; no <: i

Ana today :he Andrews Institute for

Lesser Known Psychics, in Orlando, is a

ousy research center.

My recent visit to the institute beoun

Wit!"! an crio'iifilion iectu'e by its director

[)r Ken Sn"Mth Psychic dyslexia isa

field Inat's been ignored lor years.
,:

he

ex; I is to change

that i et me show you what we're doing

P ,y. |! i. .:. .1 ,
Ul ,V II'

;-:i:U when someone contacts us ciaimmg

io have a useless paranormal power.

Inn first thing we like jo do is conduct a

rigorous battery ot tests to make surd that

the calms can be verified."

He opened a ooor ;nto what rooked like

an operating room Lying on a tab : e.

with his sh^rt eh, was a young man. wide-

awake. Next to the patienr stooo a

balding man in h-:s forties, his ul I
hanging

over thro edge of his pia^d Bermuda
shorts. Above the table suvcal nren in

.'.,.
. . , .

watched I'rcm a glassed in -room

'Jack Boyd " Smith said ;n a whisper

''He's just an average guy who discovered

last yeaf thai he can pei'iorm unnc-ces

eary psyche surgery." I began to ask a

question. o-M Smith net his linger to ins hps

and gestured 'or mo io watch

It was amazing In much the same way
. as the voodoo priests of the Philippines

do. Boyd slipped into a trance, then

appeared to oush Irs entire hand Into the

patient's abcorr isn if; pulled ancitugged

a" something, but the patleni. though

.
i

ir i. .,,..'!' 'u : ! ':' '

par. Then

to be an appendix, spexs- In iongues

and passed out.

I 'or an explanation I turned to Smith,

who was talking over an intercom io

[ne men in (he glass booth.

:"Hpw'd he do?"

"Superbly, Dr Smith.'
1

came the reply.

. ,i i

;o have his tonsiis removed.''

We cenllnuod down the frail and went

ihnough a ciouole-door airlock. At tire

lar end of tne room, m an easy chair sat a

blindfolded man. At the other end cf the
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were intently examining stops of Mm.
:i

instances

been. reported since !842.
'
Smith said,

"Put most aiiec'Dis to test th s phenomenon
systemakcaiiy have been iiawed. What
we have done here," he said, motioning Io

closed- circuit cameras and other security .

devices ringing Iho room, "is io take

- iv :.
: ii : pn iivkoo agu nst

I i .! nn !!.. i, ighl -

: nai '

"Now. the man you arc looking at, Jeff

Stephens, has tine ability to leave tils

physical body, ws;t what he considers

en mentally project

onto film what he nas seen Let me show
i

.
:

!. ol I s pi' v 'us " '
said, opening a scrapbeok. "Heres one

Pom his 'rip to Disneylaro and he-.rcs

a -shot ot Rock City."
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hazyquality and at the censer of each was

a strange obelisk. It look no most ot the

photo .ii'ii u !,'< ci :..": rhs main
'

|
,., !

i p{

"His thumb." said Smith with a shrug.

T. happens w ;

!h at! his pictures. Stephens

has genuine osychic powers; he just

doesn't visit truly exotic places. Plus he's

aciusy p! iofog rap-her."

We left the lab and contmueo out" talk in

Smith's office. As our meeting came to a

close. Smith waxed ohiiesophical. 'What

we're trying to oc here is io get peopie

to appreciate thai the psychic dyslexic has

beer! given a special gift.. Okay, it's not

much of a g ifi—more like a ioud tie or a

porcelain clown Norn a distant uncya—

but it's a gift r:oneihok;ss. We are trying Io

turn the present into an era In which a

psychic dyslexic can be accepted by

soc oty as a ve.uable human being

As tor \}te future." Smith said, leaning

back, in his chair and looking up a; the

large oortraii of Ned Andrews loontux] over"

hrs'desk, "who can preciic!?"00
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